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FOREWORD

-oOo-

Tha Cadaeache Workshop on Electrostatic Turbulence, 4-Sth October 1909,

has allotted a raviaw in a /laid which is at the ecu* at confinement problems and

anomalous transport in fusion devices. The most recent developments in non

linear physics, both earperiaental and theoratical, which have been discussed,

give evidence of the continued interest in the field of electrostatic

turbulence.

The theme was focussed on the lattar subject in order to emphasize a

restricted nuabar of topics and to facilitate exchanges between theoreticians

and «zperiaantalists. Ho hope that this report will help in gaining further

insight in anonalous transport and that it «rill stiaulats work in the field.

Proapt editing of proceedings is always a challenge. Ve thank the

participant tor having sent their paper 'nearly' in time, which has allowed

publication- of this report in a reasonable delay. Its success will be that of

each author.

tie express our gratitude to R. Aymar and J. Tachon, head of the

Département da Recherches sur la Fusion Contrôlée, for taair constant help and

support in organizing the workshop. Last but not least, we thank Anne flertin-

Maghit and £liane Marcotty who have efficiently assisted the organizing

coonittee up to the present proceedings.

The organising committee, now editors.
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Electrostatic Turbulence and Anomalous Transport

D C Robinson

Culham Laboratory, AEA Technology, Abingdon, Oxon, UK
UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association

Abstract

Anomalous transport produced by electrostatic turbulence using
invariance principles/dimensional analysis can produce scaling laws for
confinement similar to the empirical results deduced from experimental
data particularly if geometrical effects in toroidal geometry are allowed
for. The ion mass dependence however remains a problem for most
theories. Experimentally there is good evidence in both chmic and
additionally heated tokamaks that the particle transport in the outer
regions of the plasma is driven by electrostatic fluctuations but the
position on energy transport is more complicated due to incomplete data
on temperature fluctuations. Due to the lack of good diagnostic
techniques to measure particle and heat fluxes driven by fluctuations in
the hot core of the plasma it is less certain that electrostatic
fluctuations produce the anomalous transport in this region. However the
magnetic fluctuations which arise simply from pressure balance are large
enough (at high beta) to produce a significant contribution to anomalous
heat transport in the core but not at the edge of the plasma.

Introduction
The potential of tokamaks, pinches and stellarators and other magnetic
confinement systems as fusion reactors depends crucially on
understanding and predicting the energy confinement properties.
Unfortunately at present there is no satisfactory model for explaining the
anomalously large energy, particle and momentum transport observed in
these experiments, which for example in the case of electrons can be up to
two orders of magnitude greater than the predicted classical or
neoclassical transport theory. In addition there are also substantial
anomalies for the ions. The magnitude and the scaling of the energy
confinement time in both ohmically and additionally heated tokamaks,
which seems to be independent of heating source, differs appreciably from
the theoretical predictions of neoclassical theory.

Many workers have sought explanations in terms of anomalous transport
due to turbulent fluctuations of electromagnetic fields within the plasma:
however there is work by a number of scientists that has in fact achieved
considerable success, eg Woods [1] with models based on classical
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Coulomb collisions together with a 'second order1 theory based on a kinetic
equation involving ingredients which differ from the more conventional
treatments. Nevertheless it is an experimentally observed fact that
fluctuations at a substantial level are observed in all our toroidal
magnetic confinement systems, which do appear to drive particles and
energy across the magnetic surfaces.

From models of the transport associated with the fluctuations, it is
possible to derive expressions for the confinement time scaling which
are based upon nonlinear saturation levels and correlation times of the
fluctuations associated with a variety of plasma instabilities. Though
these can produce some features of the experimental scalings, eg Waltz
[2], they usually require extra ingredients to be inserted to explain other
aspects of the scalings. For example, drift wave models usually require
additional transport in the outer regions of the plasma, though this might
arise from toroidal effects such as in the 1 + q^ factor for
Pfirsch-Schluter diffusion for particles. Many models can quite
satisfactorily explain global confinement scaling but are quite unable to
predict sufficient transport near the centre of the plasma or periphery.
This is a more critical test of the theories, ie their ability to reproduce
the local heat fluxes as a function of radius.

Regimes of improved confinement ie H modes, require a model to predict
reduced transport in the presence of separatrix geometry. A further
constraint on the theories is their need to explain localised and transient
phenomena, such as are generated by sawteeth and for example by
modulated electron cyclotron resonant heating. These can potentially
yield substantial information on thermal diffusion and particularly on the
off-diagona! elements of the transport matrices.

Tests of a theoretical model depend on whether the features of the
associated turbulence (e.g. saturation levels, spectra, energy cascade etc)
can be detected experimentally and are correlated with transport
phenomena. The fluctuation spectra tend to lie in the region with
wavelengths comparable to the ion gyro-radius and frequencies
comparable to the diamagnetic drift frequencies. At first sight this might
be considered to be consistent with drift wave turbulence, however the
observation, at least in the outer regions of the plasma, of a
non-Boltzmann electron response, i.e.7î/n < e5/Te tends to pose

difficulties for such theories. However it should be noted that'in the core
of the plasma, and in some cases at the edge, the electron response is
dose to Bortzmann-like, particularly after fluctuations in the
temperature are allowed for. The frequency spectrum is in general broad
indicating strong turbulence rather than normal modes.
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There are a variety of approaches which are appropriate and have been
pursued quite actively, in particular:- marginal stability, dimensional
arguments and invariance techniques which are very powerful for global
scaling, upper bounds, quasilinear approaches, theories of the turbulent
spectrum, test particle theories, and numerical simulation.

Scaling laws
A variety of scaling laws of an empirical nature are now available such as
neoAlcator [3] and Goldston [4] scaling, which allow us to predict the size
and currents needed for a reactor. Unfortunately there are now many such
scalings and their predictions for plasma current vary dramatically from
- 6 MA to 30 MA. These scaling laws tend to encompass a variety of
experimental biases associated with the ability and ease to achieve
certain modes of plasma operation and perhaps do not reflect the full
range of physical processes involved in confinement. It is far more
reasonable to ascribe the basic mechanism to a variety of physical
processes which through invariance principles or dimensional analysis [5]
allows us to parametrise the dependence of the global confinement time.
For a collisionless low beta plasma t~B'1f( T /a2B2) whereas for an ideal
MHD plasma t-B"^ na2f(|3). in terms of dimensionless parameters (P,p/a,
A7a, Xrj/a i.e. normalised larmor radius, normalised mean free path and

Oebye length), we can characterise drift waves in terms of Larmor radius
and mean free path so that t ~B"1f (T/a2B2, n a2/B^a .̂ For collisionless
trapped electrons the function is the inverse three halves power of
T/a2B2 and yields T ~ a3 B2/T^2 ̂ 1/2 where \i is the ratio of ion to
proton mass. If we replace the temperature with the input power, P, then
the confinement time t-a3 B4/5 (n/P)3/5 n'1/5 ie degrades with power.
This does indicate some of the confinement time scalings that are
observed, however such a theory does not account for which component of
the magnetic field is present or detailed geometric effects. It has been
argued, by Lackner, that the field in such an expression might well be the
poloidal field associated, with trapped particles being deflected from
their orbite [6] due to some anomalous process. In this case a global
confinement scaling law is obtained which compares satisfactorily with
experimental results (apart from the mass dependence) and allows one to
extrapolate using physical variables to future facilities. A less
satisfactory scaling which gives degradation with power, a more correct
mass dependence, and a dependence on the current, is given by an ideal
model with the poloidal Alfven transit time.

Such an approach can be exploited further to predict the performance of
specific devices which have the same Connor-Taylor parameters. For
example in an ohmic discharge these would be na2 and a5 B4/Z but the
other characteristics of the dev,ce must be similar (eg aspect ratio
safety factor, isotope, plasma shape). In this case the confinement time
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scales as B'1. It is clear that certain physical processes such as alpha
particle heating, Bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation cannot be
modelled in this way. Nevertheless the technique can be checked by
comparing discharges in a device such as FT at high field with those on
ASDEX at a more modest field and it would seem to be borne out This
implies that boundary conditions and impurities do not play an important
role in the confinement process. The technique is sufficiently powerful
that all time constants should scale as 1/B so that the sawtooth period in
FT with similar q, isotope etc can be compared with the period on ASDEX
and this is also borne out by observation e.g. 5ms and 12ms for 6Ï and
2.5T respectively. Using the same technique it is possible to predict the
parameters of IGNITOR from those obtained on JET and to conclude that
ohmic triple product, n T t, will be 3 times better on IGNITOR.

Turbulent Transport

The source of free energy available to drive a wide range of instabilities
in magnetically confined plasma derives from the inhomogeneities in
field, current, density, temperature and flow which can set up a wide
spectrum of modes within the plasma. These modes then interact by
resonance broadening, island overlap etc to establish fluctuation spectra
which both through dissipation mechanisms at high and low wave numbers
and nonlinear interactions leads to a saturated fluctuation level with
appropriate correlation times and frequencies. These saturated
fluctuations then, through for example, mixing lengths, coherent
structures and superthermal behaviour, lead to a transport matrix for
which the thermal diffusivity, particle diffusivity etc set up the global
balance in determining the gradients of field, density, temperature etc.
The closure is demonstrated in Figure 1. A particularly important point to

Turbulent Transport

Instability
Free Energy

Vj, VS, Vn, VT,

global
balance

Modes

fluctuation

spectra

Transport coefficient
matrix

resonance broadening,

island overlap

saturated
fluctuations

Figure 1

mixing length,

coherent structures,

supra thermals

Closure of the turbulent transport problem
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note is that mode interactions in toroidal geometry can short out the
diffusive process associated with localised turbulent fluctuations through
toroidal coupling. This process is particularly apparent in tight aspect
ratio non circular tokamaks with the internal mode activity coupled to the
edge of the plasma thereby shorting out the diffusive processes and
providing transport which cannot be described in the usual manner. A
second example is radiative transport associated with non thermal
behaviour of particles which leads to cyclotron emission from the hot non
thermal core of the plasma and reabsorption in the outer regions. This
type of transport is expected to be quite important in thermonuclear
plasmas but may well already manifest itself in some non thermal
discharges in present devices.

Electrostatic fluctuations in the confinement region

Unfortunately the diagnostic techniques available for measuring the
internal fluctuations, density, potential, magnetic field, and temperature
are rather poor at present. Only the heavy ion beam probe technique
permits measurements of density and potential simultaneously in the core
and then only in a rather restricted parameter range.

The first experiments to explore the internal fluctuations in magnetic
confinement systems were those using microwave scattering eg as used
on the ZETA and ALPHA devices originally and then later on the early
tokamaks, ATC, TFR etc. These were then followed by laser scattering
experiments using COg and far infrared wavelengths. Most of the

information that we have is on density fluctuations. The turbulence is
characterised by a broad spectrum in frequency and wave number with the
width of the frequency spectrum being approximately equal to the mean
frequency of the turbulent perturbations which is approximately at the
electron diamagnetic drift speed.

A perhaps somewhat surprising feature borne out by many tokamaks is
that the amplitude of the density fluctuations is closely approximated by
the mixing length formula, fT/n - 1/k Ln where Ln is the density gradient

scale length. As Figure 2 shows, this is borne out by quite a wide range of
high and low field tokamaks of differing sizes. Although most devices fit
this type of scaling there are some exceptions, eg TFR. The mean wave
number is found to be proportional to toroidal field from 0.2 -10T and
this might indicate that it is related to Larmor radius, however in most
cases no actual temperature dependence is found, though again there are
exceptions.

Fluctuations are found to be close to 2-dimensional with the parallel
wave number much less than either radial or poloidal wave numbers. The
fluctuations are found to be a strong function of minor radius with core
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fluctuations varying down to as little as 1% or less and the edge
fluctuations rising to as much as 50%. This radial variation is shown for
the heavy ion beam probe diagnostic measurements on TEXT in Rgure 3
where it is possible to see that the density fluctuations remain at a low
level throughout the major confinement region of the plasma. The fact
that the edge fluctuations are so large makes it difficult in many cases to
be sure that the internal fluctuations of density have been measured
correctly and are not dominated by the strongly turbulent outer annular
ring. The fluctuations are found to be characterised by kpj ~ 0.1 - 0.5.

In the core the fluctuations are usually observed to propagate in the
electron drift direction when allowance has been made for plasma
rotation. A particularly interesting point to note is that the
characteristics of the fluctuations are found to be the same in both
reversed field pinches and stellarators; which would seem to indicate a
common origin rather than one associated with magnetic geometry.

For ohmically heated plasmas both in stellarators and tokamaks the
amplitude of the density fluctuations normalised to the mean density is
found to be weakly dependent on density. This is shown in a striking way -
for the ASDEX device in Rgure 4 where the amplitude of the fluctuating
power in the density fluctuations follows very closely the mean rise in
average density over a time interval of about 1 second. This observation

ASDEX

Figure 4 Density scaling of the rms scattering signal (JP3)
1 /2 for a

discharge in which there is a density ramp and 2 plateaus (kj_= 3cm*1,

r = Ocm).



is fairly common throughout most of the tokamaks investigated and is
also borne out by probe fluctuation measurements near the edge, seeming
to indicate that the density fluctuations are unrelated to the ohmic
confinement scaling.

Turning to additionally heated r'ismas it is found that the density
fluctuations amplitude increases, and there would seem to be some
correlation with confinement. However it should be noted that with strong
electron cyclotron resonant heating even when there is an enhanced
trapped electron population present there seems to be little or no increase
in the core density fluctuations. The correlation between confinement and
density fluctuations was particularly marked on the TFR device [7] both
with ion cyclotron resonant heating and neutral beam injection.

There are a number of difficulties with the measured fluctuations, in
particular there are asymmetries both in/out (as one might expect from
toroidal behaviour) and up/down which could be associated with drift
effects. As the density is raised either by gas puffing or pellet refuelling,
then the form of the power spectrum of the fluctuations changes as
observed on TEXT and JIPPT U-U. At low densities it is predominantly in
the electron drift direction but as the density is raised there is a shift in
the spectrum with a feature appearing in the ion diamagnetic drift
direction. This could be possible evidence for the ion temperature gradient
driven mode becoming more important. However the problem remains as to
whether the fluctuations are free from the problems of inversion
associated with the marked change in edge fluctuations and their spatial
position at high densities. A further problem is the ion mass dependence
which is not exhibited very clearly on some devices but on ASOEX there is
a marked shift cf the scattered power to lower wave numbers in moving
from a hydrogen to a deuterium discharge, i.e. k pj ~ constant with the

scattered power at small wave numbers increasing for D. This seems to be
in the opposite direction to confinement scaling. On separatrix controlled
tokamaks there is clear evidence that the total scattered power signal
decreases substantially in the L to H mode transition.

Unfortunately there are very few measurements of other fluctuating
quantities in the core of the plasma and indeed there is no real reason why
the amplitude of the density fluctuations alone shou/d be correlated with
confinement. There are some potential fluctuation measurements using
the heavy ion beam probe which seem to indicate that in the core of the
plasma, the fluctuations are much closer to Boltzmann-like than observed
at the edge of the plasma. This does allow particle fluxes to be measured
further into the plasma. Howeverlhese become very small which gives
rise to long particle confinement in the core of the plasma. Thus there is

. no direct measurement of the particle or energy fluxes associated with
fluctuations in the turbulent core of a high temperature magnetically
confined plasma so far.
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Edge Region

In this case nearly all the fluctuating quantities can be measured
simultaneously and spatially resolved in particular, density, potential,
electron temperature, magnetic field, however at the moment there are no
ion temperature fluctuations which are particularly important, in for
example elucidating whether ion temperature gradient driven turbulence
is important. The temperature fluctuations can be measured by using a
technique developed many years ago on the ZETA device using Langmuir
probe characteristics [8]. This technique indicates that the temperature
fluctuations in the outer regions of a tokamak can vary from nearly
isothermal eg TOSCA, to closer to adiabatic eg TEXT and DITE. In the
outer regions the total heat and particle fluxes can be compared with the
fluctuation driven ones, Rgure 5 shows for the DITE device the radial
variation of the magnetic field, density and potential fluctuations, using a
reciprocating probe which minimises the perturbation to the plasma. It is
important to note that the magnetic fluctuations increase as one moves
into the plasma whereas the density and potential fluctuations decrease
as do the temperature fluctuations. Note that the spatial variation of the
density and potential fluctuations is different and they are of a different
magnitude. Under some conditions (DITE in helium) the density and
potential fluctuations correlate spatially quite well indicating that the
Boltzman relation is valid.

A particular source of difficulty in ascribing the edge fluctuations to a
specific transport processes is the degree to which the fluctuations
depart from the Boltzman relation and this is complicated by temperature
fluctuations and the potential variation in the outer regions of a plasma.

Even cases such as shown in Figure 5 where the density and potential
fluctuations are quite different, could well be reconciled if the
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10
temperature fluctuations and the spatial variation in plasma potential is
taken into account. Caution needs to be exercised before putting too much
weight on the departure from the Boltzman relation. Very similar
variations in the edge fluctuations are obtained in the TEXT device as
shown in Figure 6. Measurement of the temperature fluctuations seems to
suggest that they are about 50% of the density fluctuations in the larger
tokamaks and that there is a significant correlation between the density
and potential and the temperature and potential.

The flux of particles expected theoretically is given by

+ niv -
Eq (1 )

where T is the particle flux, D the diffusion coefficient,?; the radial flow
velocity and Dj the thermal transport coefficient. Additional terms could
also arise in the matrix associated with the ion temperature gradient and
also gradient of flow velocity. The flux is normally measured by
measuring the source and comparing it with the change in particle density
within a given volume. The fluctuation driven particle fluxes are given by

- r,- =< nA > IB*

the principle term being the correlation between density and electric field
fluctuations. The energy flux is given by

I QT Eq (3)
°r ,r U-Le

-~n~- vthene~z — (electrons only)

'stron turbulence collisionless limit'

which includes the density/electric field correlation and the correlation
of temperature and electric field fluctuations together with a term
associated with the magnetic fluctuations, which is indicated in the
strong turbulence collisionless limit. Using these expressions it is
possible to compare the fluctuation driven fluxes- with those directly
measured from the source and changing particle or energy content. An
example is shown in Figure 7 for the TOSCA device. The flux derived from
the density and electric field correlation is uninfluenced by the presence
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of MHD activity provided the frequency is higher than that characterised
by the MHD behaviour. This total flux in the absence of MHD activity is
found to be in reasonable agreement with the particle confinement time as
deduced from Ha measurements.

More detailed comparisons of the particle flux and its spatial behaviour
have been made on the TEXT device where measurements with probes of
the cross correlation coefficients together with those from the heavy ion
beam probe have been compared with the flux deduced from Ho.
As Rgure 8 shows there is good correspondence. We can thus tentatively
conclude that the electrostatic fluctuations in the outer regions do seem
to account for the observed particle flux, though the origin of these
fluctuations is as yet unclear.

With the onset of additional heating, there is degradation in the particle
confinement time as shown in Figure 9 for the DITE device in which the
density dependence of both ohmically and additionally heated plasmas is
shown. However the particle fluctuation equivalent flow only
approximately balances that associated with the flow arriving at the
limiter and there seems to be a discrepancy between the increase in
particle confinement time as deduced by the limiter and that as deduced
by the fluctuations. The outer regions show degradation of the particle
confinement time as the density approaches the density limit, a
phenomenon which has been suspected for some time as the density limit
is approached and is not necessarily simply radiative detachment from the
limiter or boundaries of the device. The fluctuation driven particle flux is
increased by additional heating in numerous devices where this has been
checked and the particle confinement time reduced, however there is an
interesting exception to this situation and that is associated with lower
hybrid current drive. This is shown in Figure 10 for the DITE device where
both the magnetic fluctuation and potential fluctuation level decrease on
the application of lower hybrid current drive at a power level comparable
to the ohmic input power, whereas electron cyclotron heating increases
the magnetic and potential fluctuations to a level above the ohmic heating
level. A similar observation was made on the T7 tokamak where both
lower hybrid and electron cyclotron heating were conducted
simultaneously. These observations seem to suggest that the particle
distribution function whether distorted in the perpendicular direction or
extended in the parallel direction has an important bearing on the degree
to which fluctuations drive particles and heat across the field lines.

Turning now to the more difficult problem of the energy flux driven by the
fluctuations: in gênerai the combination of density and potential
fluctuations together with temperature and potential fluctuations can
account for a substantial fraction of the total energy loss. The scaling
however is somewhat unclear, for example Rgure 11 shows recent results
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from the DITE tokamak as a function of plasma density for the power
converted by the fluctuations as compared with the total power loss after
subtracting that which is radiated. It is clear that at low densities all the
power can be accounted for but at high densities there is a substantial
discrepancy. Although part bf this can be associated with temperature
fluctuations it may well be necessary to invoke ion temperature
fluctuations larger than electron temperature fluctuations for the full
power loss to be explicable. For the TEXT device similar observations have
been made with probes at the edge of the plasma and these suggest that a
substantial amount of the power flow is accounted for largely by the
converted fluctuations with only relatively modest contribution coming
from that conducted by fluctuations. Unfortunately no such measurements
have yet been made in the core of the plasma and indeed there are
significant problems even at the edge of the plasma associated with
asymmetries which are often seen, the lack of knowledge of the ion
temperature fluctuations and the fart that sometimes quasicoherent
modes are present. The asymmetry problem however should not be
overstated on the DITE device the reciprocating probe uses some 5
separate measurements of the flux covering a poloidal angle of some 70
degrees without any marked asymmetry being apparent. The character of
the fluctuations might point in favour of those driven by the resistivity
gradient or possibly resistive ballooning modes rather than simply from
drift wave turbulence. However this conclusion should be treated with
caution particularly because of the tack of precise and spatially resolved
temperature fluctuations at the present time.

Magnetic fluctuations

It would seem to be appropriate to comment on the high frequency
magnetic activity which occurs in the same range as that observed both by
edge probes and also by laser scattering. This high frequency activity has
a frequency spectrum which falls off as f4 both in pinches and tokamaks
and whose fractional amplitude at the minimum radii which can be
explored with probes in tokamaks is ~ 10"4 compared with 10'2 in
pinches. The amplitude may (DITE and TCA) or may not (TEXT and TOSCA)
decrease with'density and on all devices where measured, it increases
towards the centre of the plasma. Figure 12 shows the magnetic
fluctuation behaviour with increasing density for ohmically heated and
electron cyclotron resonant heated discharges in the range from 40 - 250
kHz just behind the limiter on DITE. This activity is found to be quite
uncorrelated with the low mode number activity, when present. The
spatial variation can be obtained with reciprocating probes and has also
been obtained up to half radius on the CLEO device.

The amplitude increases with additional heating but decreases with lower
hybrid current drive. It is well correlated both on DIII-D and JET with the
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transition from L to H modes. The fluctuations, like density and potential
fluctuations, are found to be strongly two dimensional with very long
correlation along field lines. It is found that the fluctuations are closely
linked to the density fluctuations in tokamaks, stellarators and pinches
through the pressure balance relation b| |/B - ptë.'rï/n. This is verified by

spatial and temporal measurements.

It should be pointed that there are difficulties with edge magnetic
fluctuations in that they are found to be very sensitive to localised
phenomena, eg gas puffing, even though there is no global change in either
mean average density or energy confinement time. Detailed measurements
of the propagation direction and behaviour close to the limiter region
indicate that they arise from distributed current sources relatively close
to the point of measurement.

It would seem from these observations that since the magnetic field
fluctuations often have the wrong dependence on different plasma
parameters, that they have the wrong spatial dependence compared with
the thermal and particle diffusivities, that the amplitude measured in the
outer regions of tokamaks seems to be too small using current estimates
for the thermal diffusivity for given fluctuation levels, that they are
unlikely to explain or make a significant contribution to anomalous
transport in the outer regions of the tokamak. However the situation is
somewhat different at high beta, as is also the case in pinches, since then
the fluctuation level increases and may well become .large enough to
become significant. Perhaps the most important question associated with
magnetic relative to electrostatic activity is how its amplitude behaves
in the core of a plasma and how this correlates with the confinement. All
that one can say at present is that, using the measured density
fluctuations and pressure balance relation or alternatively using results
from strong fluid turbulence theory ie equipartition of energy between the
fluid and magnetic motions, and deducing the fluid motion from the
potential spectrum and wave numbers in the core of the plasma, that
fractional fluctuation levels,S/B - 1Or4 are present which could provide
a significant contribution to anomalous transport.

Sawtooth and heat pulse propagation

A wide range of experiments have demonstrated the excitation of internal
microturbulence close to the q=1 surface associated with the sawtooth
crash. A more controlled technique of locKing at the internal fluctuation
level excited by the propagation of a thermal wave is obtained by using
localised modulated electron cyclotron resonant heating. Measurements of
this sort have been conducted on the DITE tokamak and these show clear
evidence for the diffusive delay in the excitation of edge fluctuations, eg
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Rgure 13 shows the amplitude variation of the edge fluctuations and mean
saturation current as the electron cyclotron resonance position in the
plasma is varied. The variation of the fluctuation of the mean saturation
current is similar. The electron cyclotron emission measurements as well
as X-ray measurements for the thermal wave phase delay time agree well
with those observed for the fluctuations, which would seem to suggest
that diffusive transport at least controls these plasmas in which only a
small modulated additional heating pulse is applied to an ohmically heated
plasma. There is no evidence for any form of radiative transport in such
discharges.

Structure of the turbulence

There was a considerable amount of early work on pinches where the
spectrum, correlation lengths, microscales, delayed spatial correlations,
triple correlations etc were measured [9]. Unfortunately very little work
on the real structure of the turbulence in tokamaks, pinches and
stellarators in recent years has been carried out. However some
interesting work which bears upon this problem of drift wave turbulence
and its possible coupling to flute instabilities has been conducted on the
UMIST quadrupole[10].

The cascade of energy and flow direction is an important question, for
example in ïû turbulence, instead of a cascade from low to high wave
numbers, it is expected that the flow would be in the opposite direction.
In the quadrupole[10] such a flow of energy from high k to low k has been
deduced. Measurements of skewness and curtosis of the turbulence are
particularly important but so far no measurements have been reported.
Self organisation phenomenon such as clumps and holes may well be
important and again more work is required. There has been some work on
the bispectrum and trispectrum measurements in the tokamak but so far
no really important conclusions have been drawn from this work.
Conditional sampling is a technique which could well be of value in
elucidating some of the transport phenomena. Dimensionality has been
tried by a number of groups but apart from clear results obtained in MHD
dominated regimes there are no clear results which have assisted in
understanding the basic nature of the anomalous transport process at the
edge of the plasma.

It is very important to note that the lower hybrid current drive plasmas
which display markedly non-Maxwellian distribution functions produce
very different particle confinement and fluctuation behaviour and the
correlation between this and anomalous transport yet remains to be
explored. Temperature fluctuations have to be more carefully
characterised in terms of moments of the distribution function which are
particularly sensitive to non-Maxwellian behaviour.
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Radiative energy transfer is an area to be explored further and is clearly
apparent in the MHD spectra of noncircuiar tight aspect ratio devices. The
higher harmonic behaviour of this magnetic activity would be expected to
couple to the electrostatic behaviour suggesting some contribution to
transport from this process.

Conclusions

Strong electrostatic turbulence in the outer regions would seem to be
responsible for the particle fluxes and a major part of the energy flux in
both tokamaks and stellarators, both in ohmicaily and additionally heated
discharges. However the origin of this turbulence is at present unknown.

The measurements of magnetic fluctuations at the edge appear on present
theories to be too small to contribute significantly to the thermal loss
though with additional heating as the plasma pressure rises, the
fluctuations increase correlated with a reduction in confinement and they
may have some bearing on anomalous processes particularly in the hot
core of the plasma.

Unfortunately very little is known about the fluxes driven by the
fluctuations in the hot central core nor about the detailed structure or
origin of the turbulence in the outer regions.

Small tokamaks as well as large tokamaks and alternate confinement
systems together with solar astrophysical and magnetospheric phenomena
all have an important role to play in the understanding of anomalous
transport and strong plasma turbulence. There is a need for new
diagnostics and techniques to study the turbulence in the hot core of
confined plasmas.
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I Introduction

Microturbuk nee is well known to propagate in the poloidal direction at the diaraagnetic velocity.
However some expérimental observations like the inwards propagation of a cold front, during
pellet injection in TTFR suggest that a radial propagation is possible [I]. We propose here a
propagation mechanism due to toroidal coupling which explains a part of the observations. All'
along the paper a simple analogy is made with mechanical oscillators in order to make the model
clearer. This scheme is universal for all the small scale niodes. However, for the sal:e of
simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves in this paper to electrostatic modes.

n Eigenfunctions

An electrostatic perturbation in a tokamak can always be expressed as a Fourier series in the
poloidal angle 6, the toroidal angle <j>, and time '. . The perturbed potential reads:

STT-OU=

/,m,03

where oa= pAoa with Aw arbitrary small and /,m,p are integers. The general problem of
misroturbulence theory is to find such test functions which are consistent with the rharge and
current density they induce . In the linear theory the self consistency of a perturbation can be
expressed by an integrodifferential equation [2].

- In tht limit of a cylindrical plasma it appears that the equations ibr the various U; m(ffl are
decoupled. The solution of the integrodifferential equation provides dispersion relations
(O = (u (/,m) and the radial shape of the modes . They are localized around the resonant surface
r=r/jn such thaï q(r/>m ) =- //m and are conveniently described by the function U;im (r-r/ m)
[3]. This system is analog to a single harmonic oscillator (Fig 1 a).

- In a toroidal plasma , for given m and <a the various / components are coupled and the modes
are described by the frequency Q) (m) and the set of Fourier components U]iin (r-r1>m}. The
Fourier components are localized around neighbouring magnetic surfaces. An important
parameter is tie distance d between two rational surfaces (q=//m and q=(/+])/m) :

d=£*~ £ withkgsp and s is the shear parameter s-|"^

The system can be represented by a set of coupled harmonic oscillators (fig Ib).
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- A very common approximation is to assume that the plasma parameters do not vary over the
radial extension of the mode. This assumption is justified by the fact that these modes have a
small radial extension compared to the plasma radius. The operator involved in the
integrodifferential equation commutes with a radial translation of d. This implies that the
solutions are also invariant within a phase factor e1 by this translation [4]. The potential can be
expressed in the well known form [5]:

TT o r -\ J(U,jm>u (r-r/>m). e
/

In the particular case of U real the various / components interfere constructively at 9 = -5.
Hence the perturbed quantities should be maximum at this location. This expression is
equivalent to the ballooning test function where generally 5 is taken equal to zero [6]. The
system can be represented by a set of identical coupled harmonic oscillators (fig Ic).

m Radial propagation:

a) Harmonic oscillator

To understand the mechanism of radial propagation it is convenient to consider first the
mechanical analog to the ballooning modes. Let us consider a set of coupled harmonic
oscillators. Yn is the amplitude of the n oscillator. The equation of motion is:

32Y
pr - -< (Yn +EYn^eYn+1)

where e represents the coupling and %the frequency of the free oscillator. Since the system is
invariant by translation, solutions can be written in the form Yn(t) = g'G™1-*81) in the ijmit
kd«l the finite difference can be 'expressed as a spatial derivative. One finds the dispersion
relation:

= (UQ + Sco with 5co = ECu0[I-

This collective mode can be expressed as the oscillation of uncorrelated oscillators i.-.iiltiplied
by a travelling "envelope wave":

Yn(O = e :

Since the oscillation frequency depends on the wave vector, the group velocity is finite :

Vg represents the propagation velocity of a motion imposed to one of the oscillators.For
comparison with the plasma case, it is convenient to express the group velocity using the
Lagrangian formalism. The action of the set of harmonic oscillators can be written in the
continuous limit :
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where L is the Lagrangian density = f t x 2 "*" 205O (1+2e)Y2

The actual motion corresponds to an extremum of the action with respect to any perturbation
5Y(x,t) . The fact that Sb is bilinear in Y implies that at the extremum it is equal to zero. If one
looks for test functions :

^- il) = ei(kx-((ûo+SûJ)t) then £=£(k,5co)

Since £& is equal to zero for any motion :
ase,

du>

bl Plasma eigenmodes in the 'ballooning limit:

Let us consider two solutions of the integrodifferential equation:
The first one with 5=0 and o>= cb

The second one with an arbitrary § and a frequency Cu = ta +Sea :

SU = S U, m . (M1 m) J»*
I

Using the fact that the resonant surfaces are equidistant (i.e. / = Cte + T- ), the precedent function

can be expressed as the product of the "S=O mode " by an envelope wave:

SU= e4S(0t) E U, m f f l (M1 J.
/

A group velocity can be defined for the envelope:

Its physical meaning is that if a potential perturbation is excited around a given magnetic
surface, it propagates radially at this velocity. Its exact value can only be obtained finding the
plasma eigenmodes for various values of S.
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c) Principle of the computation;

A convenient procedure is to use the Hamilton principle for an electromagnetic field. The
Lagrangian action of the field is:

where p is the charge density in the plasma ( which is a function of U). & has to be extremum
for any variation of U ai given p. Let us consider test functions in the ballooning form. They

are defined by a radial function U(r) and two parameters O) and S. It is easy to show
expressing p as a function of U that the self consistency of the mode can be expressed saying
that a bilinear form £ (co,S U,U*) is extremum in U* at constant U ( or by symetry in U at

constant U*). At the extremum 56, is equal to zero. Varying 8 by dS and co by dco the solution U
varies by dU. S£, which is equal to zero remains invariant.

35
dS

3U
du-

Since & is extremum in U and U the two last terms are equal to zero.One obtains:
9JL
as

92,
V8=- d-

The expression of S6, is rather complicated and has to be computed numerically [4]. However
the basic effect is very simple, and the order of magnitude can be deduced from the harmonic
oscillator model. The following parameters have to be considered:

Mechanical system

Coupling strength e

Frequency of the free oscillator OQ

Distance between oscillators d

MicroPirbulence

Toroidal coupling c

Diamagnetic frequency

Distance between rational surfaces

•*

CO*

1
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where a is a constant depending on the exact shape of the function U(r).

Using this analogy it is found that the velocity should scale as:

d^ Limiting effects

A radial travelling wave has been evidenced. However this does not mean that any perturbation
crosses the whole plasma. There are several limitations:

- If the perturbation reaches a plasma zone where the corresponding mode is linearly stable
(damping rate 7), it is absorbed. The width of the absorption zone is :

V 1 our co
y kg R y

- The plasma parameter changes with the radius and the group velocity. For example V varies
because the density and temperature gradient are not uniform but also because there can exist a
gradient of radial electric field. Partial reflection or even turning point can exist for such waves.

- The effect the most difficult to quantify is the role of non linear coupling. Modes on adjacent
magnetic surfaces exchange energy by non-linear coupling. This effect causes also a spreading
of a local perturbation and hence are at the origin of a radial propagation of turbulence.

IV Connection with experimental results:

a) Pellet injection in TFR :

It has been observed in the TFR tokamak that an injected pellet (VpC|iet= 600 ms'1) was
preceded by a cold front propagating faster than the pellet itself and accelerating from 1000 ms"1

at the edge to more than 5000 ms'1 on the magnetic axis. Behind this cold front the plasma is
cooling down and heat diffusivities of the order of 10 mVl (i.e. 20 times more than in the
quiescent plasma) are necessary to explain the observed cooling rates. This situation is
shematized in figure 2. A striking feature was that as soon as the pellet is fully ablated this fast
transport stops everywhere [I]. To explain at least this perturbation we propose the following
scenari:

[T] During the ablation phase which lasts typically 10"4S the pellet crosses flux tubes located on

rational surfaces (q = _-). It excites density and magnetic perturbations:

- The matter ablated flows along the tube ( it takes on TFR 10'5 s to turn around the
major axis). The perturbation in analogous to a drift wave.
- The pellet stops the current in a flux tube having a diameter similar to the pellet
diameter.The diffusion time (necessary to expell the current out of the flux tube) is about
10 i. The induced perturbation is rather similar to a micrctearing mode.
- One can also consider that the pellet is surrounded by an ideal plasma cloud which
pushes the flux tube. Then shear Alfven waves propagates along this tube.
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The induced perturbations are very close to the linear eigenmpdes corresponding to these
instabilities in the cylindrical geometry. Indeed they have similar spatial and temporal
characteristics :

- Similar radial extension and poloidal wavenumber. The radial width is limited by the
shear [7] to:

The optimum of the excitation occurs when Ar is of the order of the pellet radius
=» ion Larmor radius) i.e. typically /=30.

- The duration of the excitation (At = P8^ is generally short compared to the natural
rrpellet

period of plasma eigenmodes (T=- )
(u

[2] These perturbations propagate radially inwards. Considering typical TFR parameters

(V* = 2500 m s"1 , s=1.5, ̂ r= 0.15) the experimental velocity is compatible with the group

velocity taking a = 4 . Moreover our expression of the group velocity explains why the cold
front velocity increases when the pellet penetrates deeply into the plasma: when the pellet
reaches the q=l surface the aspect ratio remains finite while the shear approaches O .

[3] When the pellet disappears the fast transport stops everywhere within 10" s. This means
that the information that the pellet has disappeared propagates at velocities of the order of
104 ms*1 . This feature is not explained by our model. Since it concerns propagation in the
perturbed plasma between the pellet and the cold front one can argué that non linear effect may
be dominant in this region.

b) Pellet injection in JET:

No cold front propagating faster than the pellet is observed in JET [8,9] There are two possible
explanations:

- In JET, pellets are moving faster (V1xJ1101= 1000 ms"1) . One the other hand the expected

group velocity is smaller Taking typical JET parameters V* = 800 ms"1 , ̂ - = 0.3 , s = 1.5 and

the a value deduced from the TFR experiment one finds V. = 640 ms"1 i.e. slower than die
pellet itself.

- In fact it seems that there is a cold front propagating ai the pellet velocity 5 to 10 cm beyond
the pellet . It may be perhaps explained by the heat transp on equation. Another interpretation is
to argue that perturbation are propagating inwards from the pellet but they are damped in 10 cm.
Such a finite range could not modify observations in TFR (minor radius 18 cm) , but is visible
in JET since it represents a small fraction of the plasma radius.

c) Correlation experiments using a reflectometer

A correlation has been observed in JET between two magnetic surfaces separated radially, by
2cm. From the phase difference between the two signal one can deduce a phase velocity and a
group velocity of the order of 600 ms"1. These observations are in^good agreement with the
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value calculated in b). Moreover in some cases there is a good coherence between the signal
which excludes a mechanism of radial propagation by non linear coupling [7,8].

V Conclusion

A mechanism for radial propagation of microturbulence has been proposed. It explains in
particular some characteristics of the cold front observed during pellet injection. Some
consequences of this mechanism are possible:
- Instable zone in the plasma can radiate turbulence to stable zone.
- The plasma edge which is known to be turbulent can affect the plama bulk.
- It helps to interpretate disruptions where a turbulent zone initiated at the q=2 surface can reach
the q=l surface.
- Ballooning test functions are used to compute local stability criteria although they have an
infinite radial extension.This interpretation provides simple way to take into account the finite
width of a plasma layer adding energy leaks at the ends.
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.Abstract
The correlation of fluctuations along the magnetic field In the boundary layer of
ASDEX was measured between two optical detectors, between two probes measu-
ring the ion saturation current and between an optical detector and a probe over
a distance of up to 20 m when one field line joined both detectors. Further a two
dimensional scan was made measuring saturation current with two probes, one
in the divertor and one on the midplane, to determine the correlation function
depending on q and the radial position R of one moving tip in the midplane of
ASDEX. The results show a cross correlation maximum of over 80 % between two
probes In the main chamber and the divertor with practically no phase shift. The
investigation of the Ha light in the midplane allows the comparison of the different
shot phases during one H-mode discharge. The phase difference between two
locations decreases by approximately 50 % during the additional heating in com-
parison with the ohmic phase. While the decay of the correlation maxima with the
poloidal distance of measuring points in the L-phase is similar 2ie OH-phase,
during the ELM-free H-mode the correlation length increases at least by a factor
of 3. The power spectra move towards higher frequencies in contrast to the L-
phase. where the shape of the spectra is similar to the ohmic phase.

1. Introduction
There are two possibilities to investigate density fluctuations in the edge
of a tokamak. Langmuir probe measurements of the ion saturation
current (1) with a high sampling rate up to 1 MHz have the advantage of

"sat ~ , n ne ( D
V rrij / rrip

being a local measurement. However operation near the separatrix or
under conditions where a disruption can occur mean that structural
damage of the probe is a possibilty.
The second method is the measurement of Ha-light (2) emitted from the
edge plasma. The edge plasma is imaged on an array of fiber optics and
detected with photomultipliers. The signals are sampled with frenuen-
cies up to 1 MHz and analysed statistically.
To get sufficient intensity it is necessary to increase the local density of
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neutrals by gas puffing. This represents no extraordinary disturbance of
the plasma because of the necessary gas puffing for the density feedback.

.R2

I -1 B(T9) H0 ne di (2)1
The advantage of this technique is a passive detection method and a very
simple diagnostic, but payed for by the loss of radial resolution. The
contributing range starts at the Radius Rl, where the temperature of the
electrons is high enough to excite Ha or Da and stops at the radius R2
where the temperature is so high, that the neutrals are mainly *unized.
In both cases is assumed, that temperature fluctuations are small
enough,so one can them neglect.

2 . Fluctuation properties
In both cases the power spectra are smooth and decrease monotonous-
ly without any coherent mode. On the investigation of H0, as well as
measurements of the ion saturation current at positions 2 cm ana more
outside the magnetic defined separatrix, the range from 0 - 3 0 kHz
contains more then 95 % of the power. The separatrix defined by the
calculated magnetobydrodynamic equilibrium is not the same as the
"true" separatrix. defined by density and floating potential profiles. The
latter is located about 1 cm outside the calculated separatrix. In general
one finds a poloidal motion outside the separatrix in the ion diamagnetic
drift direction of about 10scm/sec. Upon reaching the calculated separa-
trix the motion changes to the electron diamagnetic drift direction within

. 0.5 cm. We have found the following correlation lengths : poioidally about
1.5 cm . radially about 3.0 cm and toroidally, that means along a field
line, in the order of the connecxion length between the plates of the upper
and the lower divertor. The particle transport (3) induced by fluctuations

B
changes its frequency content from 0-30 kHz to 30-200 kHz about 1 cm
outside the separatrix, which corresponds with the position of the "true"
separatrix. The particle flux is directed outward also the radial motion of
the fluctuations are measured with the Li-beam diagnostic.
In "double null" operation, the fluctuations are limited to the outer edge,
only during "single null" discharges they are observed at the inner edge,
the high field side.

3. Correlation over a long Distance
For the investigation of the cross correlation of the density fluctuations
over a long distance we have used two manipulators (Fig. 1) to radially
scan the tips. One was fixed in the divertor and built as a column of three
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tips spaced 6 mm poloidally. The probe was tilted so that the tips were
on the same flux surface within an error of 2 mm. During the stationa-
ry phase of. an ohmic standard discharge (ne = 2.8 1019 nv3. IplM = 320 kA)
the other probe was moved in the mid plane of the main chamber. The

movement was so slow,
that during 10 msec the
radial position can be con-
sidered as constant and
with a sampling rate of 1
MHz one has enough data
for statistical analysis.
For the given set of para-
meters, the main field was
calculated. A field line
starting at the second
divertor tip hits the main
chamber tip after a toroi-
dal angle of 335°. This is
a separation of 10.5 m.
For a series of shots with
small variations around
the optimal main field, the
cross correlation func-
tions between the main
chamber tip and one of
these in the divertor were
calculated.
Fig. 2a shows the maxima
of the cross correlations
as a function of the radial
position of the main cham-
ber tip R and q^, . The
absolute maximum of
cross correlation was
found with 82 % and is
very well developed. Fig.2b

shows the time shifts of the maxima shown in Fig 2a. The unevenness of
the surface comes from shot to shot variations. Note the influence of the
position of the radial limiter, which causes a drastic change in the time
shift of the maximum, since the flux surfaces between the main chamber
and the divertor are disturbed.
Combining the results in a contour plot (Fig. 3), it can be seen that the
maximum of cross correlation is neither defined by the limiter position
of R=211 cm nor by the innermost position of the tip movement. On the
overlay of the time shifts one see, that the parameter sphere with the
highest correlation also shows no time shift. This result leads to a motion
picture bounded by a pipe along the field lines with the dimensions of the
radial and poloidal correlation length. Due to the limits of accuracy in the

Fig. 1 Cross section of the ASDEX vessel
with the two manipulators in the ma/'n

and divertor chamber carrying the probe tips.
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Fig. 2 a. Cross correlation maxima betwenn a main and a divertor tip as a
function of the radial position of the main tip and the qcyi of the dis-

charge; D. time shift of the correlation maxima. A q variation of Aq = 0.03
corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm in main chamber after a turn of 335°
for a filedl me starting at the divertor tip.
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Fig. 3 Contour plot of the corrlelatoin maxima
(filled areas) between main chamber and

divertor and their time shifts as a function of the
main tip position R and the ql of the discharge.
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Fig. 4 Auto power density spectra obtained from
one tip moving in the main chamber for dif-

ferent positions.

measurement of the
currents and the know-
ledge of the coil posi-
tions we cannot state
that kpar = O , but we
can estimate the ratio

ing waves would also
yield the same re suits.
Investigation of the
development of the
auto power density
(Fig. 4) in the main
chamber as one ap-
proaches the separa-
trix, shows an increa-
sing flattening of the
shape of the spectra
with decreasing di-
stance to the separa-
trix.

4. Comparison :
OH - L - H-mode
With a new data ac-
quisition system
(sample rate up to 10
MHz , 4 channels with
10? samples each) it
was possible to mea-
sure the ^-fluctua-
tions (Fig.5) over along
time in one shot. Fig. 6
gives us an overview
of the analyzed shot
and the grey bars
denote the investiga-
ted time intervals.
If one compares the
coherence (Fig. 7) for
the different phases of
the shot, it is found
that in the H-mode the
coherence is higher at
low frequencies than
in the ohmic phase, but
is reduced to the stati-
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stical value at similar higher frequencies. Only in the L-mode is the
coherence for high frequencies significant. The next point of comparison
is the cross power density between two channels separated 6 mm poloi-
dally. One see an increase of power density at all frequencies from the
ohrnic phase (OH) to the first L-mode (Ll) and the development of a ma-

ximum at n O. Then
this maximum con-
tinues to shift to-
wards higher fre-
quencies in the H-
mode. In the second
L-mode (L2) it re-
turns to the same
location as in Ll.
The fluctuation le-
vel ne/ne is increa-
sed continuously
from the ohmic
phase to the second
L-mode, but the
biggest increase ta-
kes place between
the H-mode and the
L-mode (L2). It is not
possible to give a
value, because one
cannot separate the
DC components co-
ming from the inve-
stigated area and el-
sewhere.
The comparison of
the phase differen-
ces between the two
channels shows a
remarkable decrea-

from the ohmic

36mm

fiber optics

F/g.5 Cross section of the ASDEX vessel
with the diagnostic. The diameter of the fiber

optics is 2 mm and the polodal separation 6 mm.
se
heated plasma to
neutral beam hea-

ted one by a factor of about 2, which corresponds to an increase of the
poloidal velocity by 2. Another point is the time development of this
change. It starts immediately (with 20 msec delay at maximum) with the
neutral beam injection. The wiggle in the curves can be explained by the
low coherence and the low cross power density.
The next point of investigation was the behavior of the cross correlation
in L-mode and H-mode with increasing separation of the channels in the
poloidal direction. This was achieved using two shots with the same pa-
rameters, but one with 7 sources of neutral beam input and the other
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#26986 OH
MHD

1.1 1.2 1.3

time (sec)
1.4 1.5

Fig. 6 Overview ai the H-mode shot 26986, showing the analysed Ha light in the main
chamber, Ha from the divertor detected by a photo diode and used as H-mode

monitor, gas puffing, development of density, plasma current and MHD activity.
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200

F/g. 7 Cross power density, coherence and phase shift for two Ha channels in the mid
plane, separated 6 mm poloidally for different phases in one discharge. The pha-

ses of the shot are shown in Fig.6.
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Fig.8 Cross correlation functions for the 7 poloidally
aranged channels (see Fig.5) with increasing di-

stance from 6 mm to 36 mm for a H-mode (7 sources) and
a L-mode (4 sources) shot under same conditions.

with only 4
sources. The
increase of the
c o r r e l a t i o n
length by a
factor of at
least 3 is clear-
ly visible. This
may by explai-
ned by an dec-
rease of turbu-
lence. Another
possibility is
the fact that
during the H-
mode the tem-
perature gra-
dient is very
steep and so
the zone from
where the inve-
stigated Ha-
light comes
from is shifted
inward. Up to
now this could
not be clarified
because it was
not possible to
operate the
Langmuir pro-
bes in the H-
mode near to
the separatrix.

5. Summary
We have shown that density fluctuations in ASDEX are well correlated
along magnetic field lines over long distances. It is estimated that
kperp/kpar > !0°- Further the fluctuations are limited to the outer edge in
"double null" operation. This is an indication of the stabilising influence
of magnetic field curvature. The radial and poloidal correlation length of
the order of 1 cm and the long correlation length along the magnetic field
lines fix the boundaries for the spatial structure of the fluctuations.
The behavior of the Ha-fluctuatSons indicates an increasing fluctuation
level of the density due to neutral beam power input. Further one find a
change in the shape of the power spectrum. During the quiescent H-mode
we have found that the correlation length is increased by a factor of 3 .
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SATURATION AND ENERGY FLOU OF DRIFT

WAVES IN A STEADY-STATE PLASMA

F J Crossley1, P Duncan, J A Elliott, M Khalid, M G Rusbridge
G Y Tessema, P Uddholra2,

Dept of Pure and Applied Physics,
UMIST, Manchester M60 IQD

Abstract

The drift-wave spectrum excited in the plasma of the UMIST Quadrupole forms an
ideal system for testing theories of non-linear saturation and energy flow. We
present measurements of the bispectrum, and results from a new technique of
'amplitude correlations'. These are all consistent with a unidirectional flow of
energy towards lower frequency through a series of decay interactions with low-
frequency flute-like modes also present. We show that the shapa of the spectrum,
and, in particular, the unexpected stabilisation of high-frequency drift modes, find
a possible explanation in this scheme. However, theoretical considerations predict
that the non-linear interaction should be reversible, leading to a bi-directional
energy flow to both higher and lower frequency. To agree with experiment we must
postulate that the dominant interaction is irreversible, based on non-linearity in
dissipative terms.

1 Present address: Chemical Engineering Dept., UMIST
2 ' * University College of Sundsvall, Sweden

1 Introduction

The study of drift waves in the UMIST steady-state Quadrupole [1] has been
reported in a number of papers [2-7]. In the present paper we continue the study
of non-linear interactions, presenting evidence that saturation occurs through a
cascade of energy downwards in frequency, into a frequency range dominated by ion
Landau damping.

The qnadrupole magnetic field is generated by two parallel internal conductors
carrying up to 26000 Ampere-turns [I]; it forms closed loops in the plane normal to
the conductors. Plasma is injected along the machine axis. Drift waves are
spontaneously excited in a plasma with Te - 0.5 eV, n - a few x 1015nr3, and drift
speed - 103 ms'1 ;.they form a narrow spectrum in the range 30 - 60 kHz with wave-
number 70 -150 m'1; they are weakly unstable (y/co - 0.1) [2] and propagate down-
stream (away from the plasma source) with phase velocity - 3000 ms"1. There is also
a spectrum of fluid-unstable (j/u; - 1) flute-like modes in the range 1 - 5 kHz and
wavelength 0.2 - 1 m. The complete power spectrum is shown in Fig.(l).

We have been able to launch drift waves into the plasma from inserted
electrodes [6]. During this work we found that the electrodes (even when not
excited) block the propagation of the spontaneous drift waves, which regrow from
noise in the downstream plasma. This has proved to be a significant result for the
present work.

Non-linear interaction between waves satisfy selection rules, of which the most
important are _

tu, ± «Ot - Wj £

fct * fe* ~ *3 J
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where ( wMk| ) and (t-ii^i) represent drift waves in the observed spectrum. Two
distinct interactions are consistent with these rules:

(A) the freouencv-doubling interaction (positive sign), where (̂ 3, «3 ) is a
hypothetical drift-wave at about twice the basic frequency. This interaction is
non-resonant, transfers little or no energy and could not be responsible for
saturation [5].

(B) the decay interaction (negative sign), with («c'j.k? ) a low frequency flute-
like mode; this is the subject of this paper. Repeated operation of this process
can lead to a cascade to lower frequency, to a point where energy is absorbed by ion
Landau damping, at a frequency about the ion bounce frequency - 15 - 20 kHz [2].

Toe drift waves are detected by Langmiir probes measuring either ion saturation
current or floating potential as stationary random signals, from which we record
samples in a transient recorder for off-line analysis [2,5]. The standard procedure
for the detection of non-linear interactions is to determine the bispectrum [S]; we
have also introduced the technique of 'amplitude correlations' [7], which appears to
give results with a more straightforward and intuitive interpretation than the
bispectrum.

2 Theory

For convenience we repeat the outline given in [7]. Since all three modes
taking part in the decay interaction are linearly unstable, we can only obtain a
stationary solution if at least one (in this case the Iŵ ifrequency mode) has its
own internal non-linear damping mechanism. The l.f.mode is strongly unstable and .
its non-linear behaviour cannot be described by perturbation theory; we therefore
take this mode as given from experiment, include it as part of the zero-order
description of the plasma, and calculate the perturbed dielectric function for the
interacting drift waves. This gives the coupling between modes in the form

where €,_ is the linear dielectric function, and

,0^ R. Jyn )

(3)

where (<Uif, tf ) is the flute-like mode, nf is its density perturbation amplitude,
and vf that of the perturbation in longitudinal drift velocity due to the flute mode
radial field. There is a substantial phase shift (of the order of a radian) between
Hf and Vf ; hence, although the two terms in brackets in Eq. (5) are about the same
size, they cannot cancel to lowest order (as happens in the corresponding result for
the frequency-doubling interaction [5]).

Evidently Eq. (2) couples a given mode equally to both higher and lower
frequencies. It therefore leads to diffusion in frequency rather than a
unidirectional cascade, reducing to a four-wave interaction

3. w =i o>-tJ t-
Such a process can lead to the observed steady state only if the spectral peak is
bounded by regions of damping at both higher and lower frequency.

From Eq. (3) we may calculate the expected form of the bispectrum; the procedure
is similar to that outlined in [10], and the result is
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where Q is the complex ratio of the two terms in brackets in Eq. (3), N(w<f ) is the
flute mode spectrum, P(w) that of the drift waves, and f the drift-wave growth
rate. Strictly, this calculation is valid only if y is slowly varying; the true
result cannot diverge where # changes sign but we do expect a maximum there. The
change from net downward flow to net upward flow is represented by the change in
sign of 3P/3o at the peak of the spectrum.

3 Experimental Results

(i) Bispectrum. The experimental form of the bispectrum is not at all similar to
the form predicted by Eq. (3). In the first place, as a function of ̂ c it typically
changes character (and, most noticeably, sign) at wç/3ïr£i 2.5 kHz. We give
reasons below for disregarding the results below this frequency; ve then see that
the remaining features do not charge qualitatively with increasing «04 , and we have
found it most informative to present the results by summing over û  from this
critical frequency upwards, to give the function 0(w ) = 5 B( Uc1 to ) <<-wj . The
function 0, together with P(W), are shown for a typical case in Fig. (2). These
results do not reproduce well in detail, but the large peak a few kHz below the peak
of P(M) is a constant feature.

(ii) Amplitude correlations The idea is described in [7]; briefly, it is based on
evaluating the correlation

where na, n̂  represent two different drift wave signals; for example, they could be
non-overlapping frequency bands from the same probe, or signals from spatially
separated probes. The brackets [ ] denote that the squared signals have been
filtered to pass only a low frequency band corresponding to the flute mode -
typically - 3-6 kHz. In [7] results were shown for the dissection of the drift wave
peak into non-overlapping bands: the results showed that, whether we dissect into
two bands or into three bands taken in pairs, the upper band always leads the lover
band. The results presented here concern the spatial dependence of K: we use a
reference probe placed on the outer edge of the zone of drift waves £3], while the
other probe is traversed through the zone. The result is shown in Fig. (3): the
significant feature is that K(O) is everywhere positive.

(iii) Growth of drift waves downstream from a blocking electrode. Fig. (4) shows the
spectrum as a function of distance from the block. Growth occurs first on the
higher frequency side of the steady-state peak: only as this approaches full
amplitude does the spectrum broaden towards lower frequency only. These results are
preliminary and require confirmation.

(iv) Dispersion carve width. We reproduce unpublished results obtained by Carter
[11], using a narrow-band analogue correlator [12] to measure the spectral width in
wave-number A k at fixed frequency w . in Fig. (5) these results are presented as
the equivalent sidth in frequency AUJ at fixed k, given by 4*o * ( dfj/Âk.) Û, k.
with duj/dk determined from the dispersion curve. There is a well-define»? minimum
in A«» at W/2-S- = 35 kHz, about 3 kHz below the spectral peak, which at the
time these results were taken occurred at - 38 kHz (the peak frequency has more
recently slowly risen to - 48 kHz as shown in Fig. (2), we believe due to an increase
in plasma drift speed).
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4 Discussion

(i) Adiabatie va non- adi abat ic interactions. It is well-known in the study of
hydrodynamic turbulence [13] that three-wave interactions in which the range of
wave-numbers is too great are adiabatic and transfer no energy. This is likely to
occur here: intuitively we suggest that for significant energy transfer the flute
mode wavelength should be about equal to the coherence length of the drift mode, or
equivsaently k* •* Afe. We suggest that this is the significance of the change of
the bispectrum at W-Ç/ 2-T d 2.5 kHz; below this frequency, the interaction is
adiabatic, above it, energy may be transferred.

The results of Fig. (3) rule out a possible non-linear interaction not included in
the simple slab-model theory presented here: this is the spatial convection of the
zone of drift-waves by the flute mode, which would lead to a negative amplitude
correlation between inside and outside of the zone. Fig. (3) therefore shows that
the process does not occur. If it were significant, it might reduce or cancel the
first term in brackets in Eq. (3), since the drift wave would see a constant density
as it was converted in and out with the flute.

(ii) Enerov Flow The results of the amplitude correlations shown in [7], supported
by. the measurements of spectral growth in Fig. (4), show that the direction of energy
flow is downwards in frequency. There is no evidence of upward flow at any
frequency. • .

(iii) Growth and damping To obtain a steady state through non-linear energy
transfer, there must be a region of damping in the spectrum to balance the region of
growth. As shown by the Manley-Rowe relations, it is not possible for all the
energy of the drift waves to be transferred to the flute: at most a fraction
can be so transferred. We suggest that the observed drift-wave peak covers both
growth and damping, with a change in sign of the growth rate at the minimum of 4.co .

It is usually assumed that the spectral width Au) is a measure of the linear
growth rate f . However, clearly it cannot distinguish growth from damping, i.e.
it can measure \%\ at most. .At a point where if changes sign, we would not expect
4oi to vanish: higher-order effects must fill in the minimum to give a finite value
as shown in Fig. (5). This interpretation is supported by measurements of the line
shape [4]: near the spectral peak, the shape was consistent with a Lorentzian,
expected from weak turbulence theory, but near the minimum of Au the shape became
Gaussian, suggesting that a different process is responsible for the shape there.

Recently, calculations of the ion Landau damping rate [14] have shown that
rather than being limited to frequencies near the ion bounce frequency, it is large
enough to balance the growth mechanism up to frequencies well within the drift wave
band, so that our interpretation is in accord with theory. However, no effective
damping mechanism is knotiv. at higher frequency [15], and it is clear from Fig. (5)
that there is no evidence of a second change in sign of y at high frequency.

Much more tentatively, we associate the large peak in the bispectrum (Fig. (2))
with the change in sign of the growth rate; certainly, it occurs at about the same
point in the spectrum, a few kHz below the peak frequency.

Modified theory This discussion points strongly to an unidirectional cascade
of energy from high to low frequency within the drift wave spectrum, which covers
regions of both growth and damping. Thus, a wave-packet bort! at high frequency will
grow in amplitude as it drifts downward in frequency, reaching maximum amplitude at
or near the point of zero growth rate. Clearly, this is quite different from the
process implied by the theory of Section 2: a bi-directional ensrgy flow which would
require an additional high-frequency damping process to give a steady-state
spectrum. The bi-directionality is a fundamental consequence of the reversibility
of the non-linear interaction. Ue speculate that a unidirectional cascade must
originate from an irreversible interaction, and that this in turn must be derived
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from dissipative terms in the equations of notion. At this stage, however, we are
unable to suggest how such processes can apparently overwhelm the reversible process
of Eq.(2), which is in no sense small,

5 Modelling

Finally, we present the results of a very simple simulation exercise which
shows that our model can in principle explain the apparent paradox that the power
spectrum disappears e,t high frequency eves though the growth rata remains finite and
positive.

The simulation is written entirely in terms of energy flow; it is intuitive,
and we can only give a rather crude justification for it here. We express the power
spectrum P(u>) => PI = P(LMc.) AtO0 , where i is an integer, 00« the lowest
frequency in the spectrum, and At*, s co* is the frequency resolution. The flute
mode spectrum is written Mj = M( j «Jc )4«̂ c .' to simplify and reduce the number of
parameters to be specified, we write Nj = N •* j where t ̂ j - I so that H is the
total flate-mode power; we specify -d j from experiment, but allow N to evolve
in time. In these terms the model is represented by the coupled equations

In these equations u>; /2."» ̂  I kHz , j runs from 1 to 10 to represent the flute
mode range, and i from 30 to 60 to represent that of the drift mode, f ̂  is the
drift wave growth (or damping) rate; 3V/v'u

 is tae linearised growth rate of
the flute node;' 84 is a constant noise source; V1 is a coupling constant, allowed to
be frequency dependent; and the terns in square brackets represent (net input from
higher frequencies) and (net output to lower frequencies) respectively. The form of
the l.h.s. of the first equation ensures that M will reach a steady value N0 in the
absence of input from the draft mode represented by the r.h.s; this represents the
hypothetical non-linear damping process which must be present to ensure a steady
state. For Ŷ  we choose some expression such as

which changes sign at i a 40 and reaches a roughly constant value at higher
frequencies.

Clearly these equations can have a stationary solution only if 3.̂  — /W-
is negative for all i. Thus, if initially this quantity is positive for any i,
growth will continue and M increase until the sign changes. Then, if at higher
frequencies V^ increases faster than fa , we will expect Pj- to be a decreasing
function of i as we observe. To illustrate the results we have solved these
equations with V1 = 2 (1 + i

2/47'), MQ = i, tf = l, B1 = 0.01 for all i, and initial
conditions PÏ = O, tf = K0; Fig. (6) shows the form of P^ in the eventual steady
state, showing that the model can qualitatively reproduce the observed power
spectrum.
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ELECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE OBSERVED IN TOKAMAKS, FOLLOWED BY
PERSONAL COMMENTS

J. OLIYAIN

DRPC/SPPF - CEA - CEN CADARACHE

ABSTRACT
The result from the majority of experiments on density fluctuations in Tokaraak plamas are

reviewed. The experimental observations are regrouped by themes- The various themes are divided
into two categories.The ones which correspond to well established results and the ones which still
present some controversy. Finally, I will address some remarks and comments considered as more
personnal conjectures.

I- INTRODUCTION
H- WELL ESTABLISHED THEMES

A-5n = f(o>)

3- Conclusion
C-5n~f(r)
D- Sn = f(B0)

F-Sn

G-5n = f(tE)
DUBIOUS THEMES

A- Sn = f(9) : SYMMETRY IN POLOIDAL DIRECTION
B- W^VEPHASE VELOCITY AND PLASMA ROTATION
C-5n = f(Ip)

1- Weak Density Regime
2- High Density Regime

E- Sn = f(A) : NATURE OF THE GAS
IV- CONCLUDING REMARKS

A- ON THE "USEFULNESS" OF THE TURBULENCE FOR FUSION
B- SPATIAL LOCALIZATION OF THE TURBULENCE SOURCE
C- DENSITY FLUCTUATION PROFILE : UNIVERSAL PHENOMENON
D- INSTABUJTY PROCESS
E- RADIAL PROPAGATION
F- A FEW REMARKS ABOUT MODELS

V- FINAL CONCLUSION
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T. TNTUODtJCTTON
Electric fields perturbations due to Coulomb collisions aie unavoidable but calculable in

toroidal geometry and the resulting neo-classical energy transport is small compared to the observed
transport The difference is defined as "anomalous" transport

The only possibility left to explain this "anomaly" is the presence of "co-operating" fluctuating
electric and magnetic fields which, together with the associated fluctuations of the distribution
functions and their first moments, constitute turbulence. From the theoretical point of view,
turbulence induces particle, momentum and energy transport For a given turbulence it is possible to
compute the associated transport For instance, an approximate expression for the radial flux of
particles (the tnly interesting flux in a Tokamak) is given by :

r <on.SE>.<5j//-8Br)
1^ B " * " e B

The first term refers to the electric drift contribution and the second to the magnetic fluttering
part The emphasis, for this workshop, is on the first term and we can find in Ref [1-2] some
arguments in favour of this approximation. The electric radial flux of particles and density fluctuations
can be expressed en the form of Fourier components, and for a small band of frequency do, the
electric radial flux of particles becomes :

Ic
i.e. the product of g- , the degree of coherence y between Sn(Gi) and 5<p(<a), the sine of the angle

between 5n and 8q>, the density fluctuation Sn and the potential fluctuation Sep. A very crude
estimation is to assume that the Boltzmann equation is valid everywhere in such a way that we get :

<8n2>
This approximation justifies experiments measuring — -T — in "anomalous" transport

n
analysis. Of the various fluctuating quantities, the density is the only parameter whose fluctuations
can be seen by scattering experiments. However, 5<p measurements and phase angle relations will
also be given when published (heavy ion beam experiments and local "periphery" probe
measurements).

In this review article, I shall attempt to describe the major experimental results obtained with
scattering experiments all over the world for the last fifteen years. Density fluctuations are described
in Fourier space by the spectral density factor S :

^Rn2*>

n2 a S (a>, k//, kj., r, e, I, A, n, TI, B0, P
add, .. tE ...)

This quantity is a function of the Fourier variables (1 temporal and 3 spatial coordinates) ; it
depends on space coordinates (r, 9) and on the regimes of the plasma (I1-B, n, A, Padd ...). I will try
to collect the experimental observations of this S function by grouping Ae results by themes
(parameter by parameter).

The fundamental results are usually included in the figures and, for this reason, I attach
reduced pictures of the original figures as they were published in the original papers. In such a way,
one car» appreciate the limit of validity of each result (range of variation of the parameters, scattering
of the dots, errors bars ...). Finally I deliberately avoid the comparison with any theory and soto limit
the object of this review paper to a description of the experimental results.

In this respect, the various themes are regrouped in two categories. The ones which
correspond to a well established and universally admitted results (chapter U), and the ones which
present some controversy (chapter UJ). Finally, in a last part, I address some remarks and comments
resulting from the lecture of the two previous chapters. These comments must be considered as more
personal conjectures.

In the preparation of this paper, three different typewriter fonts have been used io clearly
separate the content of the themes being discussed. The essential core of the report is written in a
standard font, with its associated figures. Various remarks and observations are written in italic letter
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font. These are less important and can be skipped on first reading. Finally a bold type font is used
for the abstract and conclusions of each thematical analysis.

Three review articles related to the present subject have been published in the past by P
LIEWER (1985); C. SURKO (1986) and D.ROBINSON (1986). When I end this article, I am aware
of the recent review article of A. J. WOOTTON et al. (July 1989).

TT- WKLL ESTABLISHED THEMES

A) S = f((u)
First results concerning measurements of small-scale density fluctuations in Tokamaks were

reported by MAZZUCATO [3] (76) and KOECHLIN [4] using a microwave scattering system anJ by
SLUSHER - SURKO [5] with a CCh laser scattering apparatus (Fig. Al) (76) . The frequency
spectrum was wide and showed that the amplitude was a decaying fonction of frequency, covering
the range 10 KHz - 1.3 GHz. However a source of controversy in these measurements was the poor
spatial resolution (Fig. A2 shows a typical example) which could have been responsible for the
observed broad frequency spectra. To clarify this crucial point, MAZZUCATO and SEMET installed
a new 2 mm microwave system in PLT. A good spatial resolution has been obtained by using a set of
high gain (~ 38 dB) antennae (Fig. A3). They confirm the existence of a broad band frequency
spectra and the fact is now commonly accepted. Recently, HALLOCK et al. [6], using a heavy Cs2 *
ion beam probe, measure the fluctuations with a spatial uncertainty of ± 1 cm and proved the fact
(Fig. A4).

From this period, many groups have reported refined spectral frequency measurements in
various conditions. For instance SENET et al. [7] show on a smdl Tokamak (Microtor) that most of
the energy resides below - 200 kHz. Above 100 kHz the scattered signal exhibits a power-law falloff

or2-5 (best straight line fit to the data displayed in Fig. A5): A variation in the exponent of ± 0.3 was
observed . Typical frequency spectrum for a significant value of kj. = 2.6 cm'1 derived from WT 1
[8] are shown on Fig. A6. The authors note the existence of a critical frequency FC to which the
frequency spectrum extends at a rather constant level and above which it decreases exponentially.
Moreover in Fig. A6b, the value of FC decreases when r is increased, showing for the first time that
the spectrum preferentially stems from the periphery. The frequency spectrum depends on the radial

position. For positions of the X viewing chord close to the plasma centre (% < 0.5} the spectra are

higher in frequency than those obtained for chords close to the edge (Fig. A7). On Alcator [9]
WATTERSON et aL call ~5f the characteristic 1/e roll off frequency of the frequency spectrum. For co

> W the spectrum decreases with a co -2-5 * O-1 power law. ~3f is higher in the case of a carbon limiter

by a factor of the order of two. In tortur [10], they observe a or4 decaying power law (Hg. A8). Fig.
. A9 gives the shape of the frequency spectrum observed during ohmic L and H phases on D III at k =

12 cm'1 [U].
Taking advantage of the large dynamical scale of their scattering experiment, TFR group [12]

gives a schematic representation of the spectrum presented on a double log scale (Fig. AlG) as it is
usual in fluid dynamics. Four linear sections are identified where a spectral density could be
expressed by a scaling law S(co) = a <an. Several remarks can be made : a different physical
mechanism is likely to be dominant in each of the four defined spectrum regions and, in particular, the
reduction in amplitude at low frequencies, which is difficult to observe, suggests a damping
mechanism at low frequencies. However, we must remember that this standard spectrum does not
correspond to a local measurement, but the result of a diameter integrated scattering volume and part
of this classification is attributed to the contribution of different spatial areas (low frequencies stem
nom periphery - intermediate frequencies to the gradient zone whereas very high frequencies are the
tail of the central zone emission).

Remarks ;

- Presented results concern quasi-stationary spectrum which corresponds to an ensemble
average of "instantaneous" spectrum. If a very short time sequence is examined, intermittency is
observed (Fig. All}} Le. at any time it only exists a few spikes which typically last a few tenth
ms (in TFR for instance [13], bursts of 30 to 60ms at intervals separated by 150 to 250 ms).
This effect is not very pronounced at high frequency (Fig. A12) but is more important at low
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A13- PfflUPONA and KLUTTEL ( Linear Machine) 88

frequency ( f - 100 kHz). This mechanism should have important consequences on the
calculation of the associated transport.
ILWU) - Narrow band fluctuations ( Aa)/co~ 0.1) have been observed on Text [14] at the
plasma interior, being localized towards the mid plane and are not seen at the edge.
ILWiii) - Fig. ( A13, published by PHIUPONA and KLUTTEL(ISJ proves that identical
spectra are detected on the linear machines (Au) / û) -at, decaying as afi function with b = -5
±03).
ILWiSi) - In 1980, HOW and LEUTERER [16] reported similar scattering spectra on the W VII
stellarator, but a shift of up to 5 MHz was observed during neutral injection. This shift was
identified to be caused by a fast (several times the electron diamagnetic drift velocity) poloidal
rotation produced by the radial electric field during injection. This example serves to emphasize
that the bulk poloidal rotation must be taken into account when analysing scattering data.
1^* ) - Dfficulty of experiment:

As later, more precise diagnostics show, variations of Sn over radius and variations of SnIn
over most other variable plasma conditions, are not strong functions. Thus in spite of poor
spatial resolution, refraction and wall reflections, earlier results show no strong contradiction
with later, more precise, measurements. We are faced with interpreting the "fine" details of a
very difficult diagnostic and close attention must be focused on their interpretation, presentation
and on possible sources of error.

Conclusion

The fluctuations are widely spread in frequency (Aw~ comax)- At high
frequencies S(co) a n2 a or»» with b = 2.5 to 3.5, weakly dependent on the
type of plasma and boundary conditions. The spectrum is broad anywhere in the
plasma with a tendency for the L.F. component to originate from the periphery and
the H.F. from the bulk.

B) 5n = Kk//, kr, ke)

1- S(kx)
Experimentalists were surprised to observe fluctuating spectral densities with radial wave

numbers kr having approximately the same amplitude and the same profile as the fluctuations with an
equal poloidal wave number (S(Ic9) ~ S(kr)). Microwave experiments are more favorable to estimate
S(kr) and S(ke). Although it is difficult to observe the same scattering volume (space and wave
number resolutions are cross-related) with two comparable kr and ke wave number modules, all
reported data confirm the existence of a quasi isotropic fluctuation spectra in the poloidal plane, plane

perpendicular to B .̂ For instance KGECHLIN [17] (Fig. 31) gives the spectra of the azimuthal and

radial wave numbers fortwo spatial areas|<i, ~| and two frequency domains (f = 0.3 and O 6

The spectral shape S(kj.) is almost independent of the radial position (see for instance Fig B2
from WT-I and Fig. B3 from JIPP T H U and Réf. 18 (Microtor)).
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Two types of signals are usually presented : the k variation of the maximum of S(CD) spectrum,

and the k variation of the frequency integrated signal Le. C "Stol doo. Although the evolutions are
•* Q

close, they may result in a certain discrepancy in the value of the estimated power law of variation
(B~n.

The standard spectral is consistent to the fig. B4 [12]. Although the long wavelenghs are
difficult to observe, it is clear that the S(kj_) spectrum shows a maximum surrounded by two
decaying domains. The maximum of the spectrum typically appears for values in the range 2 to 10
cm*1 i.e. such that kjLpi - 0.2 to 0.6 . At low values of kj_ the exact decaying function can only be

measured with poor accuracy (Akx ~kx
max) ; conversely, forkx values such that kx > kj_ma* a

monotonie decay is well observed. By assuming a power law S(kx) a k'a we get a ~ 2.2 ± 0.5 in
the significant domain of variation [19].

Remarks :
^^Corrections due to the finite scattering volume must be taken into account if necessary
(Fig. B4). Here, the decaying k-2-2 slope is significant. The apparent second observed slope k-
4J is mainly due to a reduction of the scattering lenght. Indead, if the fluctuation wave vectors
are perpendicular to the B field line, only those pans of the scattering volume where the
observed kL ±Ak± is perpendicular to B can contribute to the signal. For instance, in Fig. B4,

for kL > 20 cm'1, the relative wave number resolution -r — < 0.07 becomes smaller than the
KJ.

a
magnetic line angle a = ̂ JL . Then, the effective scattering volume is reduced and doer not

coincide anymore with a full vertical chord. This effect tends to increase the k exponent, 'i.'u,
true value is somewhat smaller.

The maximum kx p; value of S(kj_) is 2.6 cm-1 on. WTl [8] and corresponds to k± pi

=0,3. It is variable between 2 and '4 cm'1 on PDX; NAYATSU on JIPPT-II [20] gives

k™ " = 6.5 cm"1 (k^pi =0.3) when the values of S(ke) for |Z| > 30 cm are excluded and WEISEN

et al. on TCA give k™Mpi =0.25 . [21].
The wave number spectra is surprisingly narrow in spite of the line average character of many

Akx
measurements. WEISEN gives - = 0.5 to 0.7 at F.W.H.M.

ItJ"

The decaying measured spectra for large values of kx is approximate by kx with a = 2.5 ± 1

(TFR Group); a = 3.5 ± 0.5 (WEISEN Fig. B5); a =3.5 (SEMET et al. Fig. B6), and a = 2 for
S(ke) on JIPPT H. (Hg. B7).

Remarks :

to the limited accuracy of the various measurements, and (or) to the complexity in
interpreting certains experimental results, a partial anisotropy is not fully excluded. WEISEN
gives ajactor of two as an upper limit of this potential anisotropy.
K&'ii) The fact that the spatial width of the density fluctuations with a certcin radial wave
number is approximately equal to the spectral width of the density fluctuation with the same
poloidal wave number (in amplitude, frequency and wave number spectral width i.e. isotropic
spectrum in the poloidal plane) suggests that the "turbulence" is fully developed and the
observed spectra are the result of strong non-linear processes. Direct measurement of the
"bicoherence" of the various components of the spectrum should be undertaken in order to
confirm or not this assertion.
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H. WEISEN et al.
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is important to note that similar spectra are observed in Stellarator experiments.
W-VII published at the Brussels Conference such spectra. Fig B8 shows the S(k) spectra for
two types of plasma : Tokamak and Stellarator performed on the same machine (JIPPT-II).

In the same way, analog spectra are detected on linear machines For instance, in Fig.

B9 obtained by integrating over the frequencies, S(kL) falls off as k^, at least in the range 12

to 21 an'1 with a = 4 +6 for the PHILJPONA et al. linear experiment [15]. They observe
on the linear machines an isotropic behaviour in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field

max n _ 1
(kn «kr- kg). The spectra have a significant maxima corresponding tokL p.-U.Z-s-l.

2-S = f(k//)
First experiments performed in ATC showed that no scattering is observed out of the plane

perpendicular to B, except that which is expected due to the finite wave vector resolution (k// < 0.5
cm'1). This fact is confirmed in many experiments and, for instance, WATTERSON et al. [9]
estimate that the parallel component of Ae fluctuation wave vector in ALCATOR is less than 2 cm'1,
the resolution limit of their apparatus.

Remark:
SE3GRESILLON et al. propose and test a method to obtain the k// spectrum. For that, two
scattering apparatus, at two positions ziand zj around the torus are used simultaneously. The
experiment was performed on TFR. By comparing the signals obtained from the two scattering
apparatus installed on the machine (a CÛ2 and a microwave set up), located 90°apart around the
torus and both tuned at k± = 6 cm:1. The effect of a finite volume and the sheared B field are
taken into account. In the present situation, the estimate of k// was just at the limit of the
statistics (Aachen 83).

Conclusion
The distribution of wave vectors is limited to the poloidal plane (k// « ke,

kr). In this plane, the fluctuations are isotropic (S(ke) ~ S(kr)). The spectrum is

very weakly space dependent. It is maximum for kx such that k± p , - 0.2 -*•

0.6 and decays for high values of kj_ as k± with a ~ 3 ± 1.

C) 5n = f(r)

The total mean square density fluctuations are obtained after integration of S (k, CD) over k and
œ on a shot to shot basis. Reproductibility of shots is a first source of difficulties in this calculation. If
the integration in frequency is trivial the determination of S(k ) necessitates many shots and usually do
not cover k in all three dimensions. Some hypothesises (isotropic spectrum ...) are necessary to
estimate:

<5n2(r, t)>=(27t)2n0 f S|kn kA k/j dco d3 k

from contributive experiments. Refraction effects create difficulties in the determination of the actual
scattering volume in microwave experiments. Include the no-homogeneity of the scattering volume
ask also attention. Moreover, the absolute calibration of the apparatus is rarely specified. It can be
deduced from a RAYLEIGH experiment (TFR - PDX) on a monochromatic sound wave or ion
acoustic wave or by comparing the noise power difference between two black body loads (77 and
2980K) for Microtor. As a result the accuracy in absolute values, is usually not better than a factor of
two.

Density fluctuations show a strong dependence in radius. Before discussing absolute values-it
is useful to consider relative profiles which are fairly well established, with an accuracy better than ~
50 %. The turbulence increases monotonically from the plasma center to the liner.

As early.as 1976, MAZZUCATO (Fig. Cl) shows that the level of fluctuations is larger on the
outer half of the plasma column than on the inner half on ATC. Later (78) SURKO and SLUSHER
[22] using the cross-beam correlation technique confirm the existence of a spatial distribution
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maximum at the periphery (Fig. C2). More recent measurements show that the variation in radius is
not uniform but is very important close to the periphery (Fig. C3 to C7). Probe measurements cover
che range 0.95 < r/a < 1.1, heavy ions beam (IHBP) [6 , 23] the range 0.6 < r/a < 1.1 (with a
cylindrical sample volume of 0.2 cm radius and 0.1 cm in length on Text), scattering experiments and
cross beam systems (Al - ± 4 cm on Alcator) the range O < r/a < 1.1 . These measurements show that

the fluctuating profile changes rapidly in the periphery ( f — J is divided by - 4 when r/a moves from

1 to 0.75).
Probes measurements are very useful to estimate the absolute value of the fluctuations.

LANGMUIR probes are easy to use in the scrape off layer (SOL). The oscillating ion current on a
probe biased negatively directly gives the < 5n2 > quantity ( the probe integrates almost all k

components). Only contribution from temperature fluctuations could alter this value. Apparently 5Te
fluctuations are weak (their contribution is £ 20 % of the oscillating current) and so we have an
"honest" absolute value of the density fluctuations in the SOL. The turbulence is continuous at the
plasma periphery (See Fig. C3 - C4) and so absolute fluctuations are estimated everywhere.

fin 3\Density fluctuations are weak in the plasma core I -- 3.10" I. They increase towards the

periphery to reach - 0.1 at the limiter and 0.3 •*• 0.5 at the liner radius. A power law

gives a satisfactory representation of the radial variation. This result suggests us some comme;:' s
which will be analyzed in the third chapter.

Remarks :
E£*i) There is a class of discharges in Alcator C which exhibits, amo.ng other effects,
variations in the chord-integrated plasma density. These fluctuations have been labelled "marfes"
and appear to be due to an edge instability at or near the limiter radius which typically occurs at
one poloidal location (Fig. C9). Marfes are now well established by several diagnostics, and
can be seen in real time on the JET video cameras for instance.
BJ&"ii) In Microtor plasma, a direct comparison between scattering and probe measurements in
the interior of the plasma was done. In the significant range (20 kHz - 1 MHz), both spectra are
identical. However the absolute value deduced from probes was found significantly larger (

factors in amplitude) than the scattering value. Many causes (calibration - OT f contribution -
perturbation created by the probe itself in this low density plasma etc.) could explain this
discrepancy which suggests caution in the absolute figures reported in this chapter.
iLW'iii) Radial fluctuation profiles observed on linear machines show the same evolution. The

f s \*y
degree of turbulence f — J takes values as large as 0.1 to 0.4 at the plasma edge to low values
at the center of the columns.

H&'iiii) The "anomalous" transport is easily computed if electric field SE (or plasma potential
*̂ (j

5<p) has the same radial profile as density fluctuations — . Unfortunately, linearized

BOLTZMANN equation — = —2- is only likely satisfied in the plasma core, but not at the

periphery. &p ranges in the 2 +4 V for ohmic heating and 5 •*• 10 V in beam injection in the

gradient zone while &p- 12 V at the edge in ohmic regime and 8<p - 30 V RMS with neutral

beam heating [6]. The ratio ̂ - can be estimated from Fig. Cn. For — < 0.95 the linearized

BOLTZMANN relation is satisfied within the measurement uncertainty. Near the plasma edge
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£~E » —. In this set of results as in HALLOCH results the phase difference between &p and
kT «

— is approximately constant and equal to 20°. In contrast, FORSTER et al., in Text, report a
n

strong radial dependence of the phase. At a minor radius of 19 cm(—~ 0.73) the phase angle is

about 15 +2O0 and it increases to about 50 •*• 70°atr = 25 cm ( - - 0.96).

Conclusion

Relative density fluctuations (-IT- f are weak in the plasma core (— - 3.10 - 3>

and increase monotonically towards the periphery to reach -0.1 at the limiter and
0.3 * 0.5 at the liner radius.

D) 5n = f(Bo)
Typical frequency spectra during ohmic plasmas for different magnetic field have been

published by .CROWLEY and MAZZUCATO (PLT) [24] (Fig. Dl). The shape is an increasing
function of die wave number (as already discussed). Moreover, for one kj_ wave number, frequency
spectra are broader in the 12 kC plasma than in the 20 kG plasmas. Approximately Aa a I/BQ. This

observation is consistent with that previously reported that kj_ p ; - C .
This property is confirmed by ASDEX group [25] showing that the power spectrum

frequency of the edge plama decreases with increasing toroidal field (Fig. D2).

Conclusion
1

The frequency width Aco of the fluctuation spectra scales as - g—.
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E) Sn = f(Ti)
Specifically in order to answer theoretical arguments (role of the DTEM mode in the

turbulence), variation of the relative density fluctuations as a function of collisions was performed by

ZWEBEN. Although varying the collisionality factor v = vei ̂ - by two orders of magnitude

10) no modification of the fluctuation spectrum was observed on the probe.

Ih Hg. El the local collisionality v • ̂ - variation is mainly due to a change in density but in
h

part to a change in temperature. For data labelled n (fixed r), the probe was fixed at - = 0.9 and the

line-averaged density. For data labelled "r - fixsd n" the line averaged density was fixed and the local
density and collisionality changed as the probe was moved radially.

Conclusion: Density fluctuations are indépendant of collisions.

IO
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ÎÎ
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K) 100

FIG.23. Measured density fluctuation level n(r)/nfr) platted 'at
a function of the «/«errait eollùionality parameter »a<jR/v, for
the Ctltech tokamak [-(3 \ for data taken at a fixed r but- varying
average density, and far data taken at <t fixed average density
but fer various radial patinant. The variation in the caUisianality
parart^ier it due mainly ta variations in the dentity.

El- LIEWER adapted from ZWEBEN and GOULD (CALTECH TOKAMAK) 83

F) Sn = f(Padd)
In presence of very powerful auxiliary heatings, the scattered signals become more erratic.

"Trivial" events and "ghost" effects may hide the main process and make more difficult the
interpretation. However major conclusions can be derived.

1- L modes
Preliminary observations concerning fluctuations during auxiliary experiments were reported

by SLUSHER et aL in 82. They concern NI beams in PDX. No figures are given but we read "when
three to four neutral beams are injected into the plasma, large (nearly ten times the normal level)
scattering signals are observed. The higher frequencies of the fluctuations increase in amplitude as
much as a factor of two but do not change in spectral form." The observed fluctuations spectra was
identical in divertor and limiter plamas.

^^<j O^^

Later CROWLEY et aL [24] study the increase of =—in co and counter-injection in PDX.
n^

No change or small increase of the kL spectrum are noticed during these experiments. They note that
the change in the spectrum, when it exists, appears on a time-scale of less than 10 ms, time which is
much shorter than die time required for significant changes in temperature and density profiles.

78
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In PLT, MAZZUCATO et al. remark that the toroidal rotation induced by an unbalanced
injection of energetic neutral particles produces a large broadening (Fig. Fl). In Asdex, with neutral
injection, DODEL and HOLZHAUER [26] confirm the fact. The width increases up to a factor of 9

with co-injection. The amplitude of • , • increases approximately linearly with the auxiliary

heating power up to P3Ud £ 3.5 MW (Fig. F2). TFR group makes a more quantitative analysis [27 -
28] (Fig. P3F4F5). During any type of auxiliary heating (NI - ICRF - Fee), the relative fluctuation
power increases with power following a P° law with a ~ 1/2 (Fig. F6). The low frequency spectrum
is not fundamentally changed whereas the high frequency components increase. The short
wavelengths appear first (Fig. F7).
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Remarks :
K^i) Large transitory changes on the spectrum are sometimes observed, concerning most
often LF components. They are attributed to some interaction of the plasma with the limiter.
Their contribution has to be removed if only fundamental processes are studied.
IT^ U) An inverse phenomenon was observed (Brussels 80, W VII) on a stellarator
experimentfFig. F8). The relative density fluctuations are reduced by a factor ten with the onset
of the injection and then decreases very slowly until a minimum is reached in the current free
phase. However, these experiments are done in specific conditions far from a steady state
situation. During the injection phase, the plasma current is reduced from 17 kA to zero. Many
gross plasma parameters have changed and can explain the decay of the fluctuations. According
to J. HOW (private communication) the effect is the same even when current is kept constant.
This effect is due to the small cross-section of the W VII plasma, and the large loss orbits of
many of the injected ions. The plasma rapidly charges up negatively because of the ion loss,
and a large EAB poloidal rotation (up to 10 times the diamagnetic drift velocity) is created.
Consequently the whole scattering spectrum is shifted and broadened to some megahertz,
making comparison with ohmic plasmas difficult. A corresponding dramatic increase in the
particle confinement was simultaneously observed, and later attributed, to the destruction of
trapped particle orbits by the rotation.

2- L to H Transition
A decay of the level of the density fluctuations is observed at the transition between a L to a H

phase (high confinement regime), in particular in the burst-free H modes. Moreover there is evidence
for a shift in the Ic1 spectrum towards longer wavelengths in the H phase. Simultaneously a change
in the frequency spectrum shape is noticed. For an injected power PNI = 1.75 MW, the frequency roll
off was found to be 0.93 dB/100 kHz in the L phase and 0.36 dB/IOO kHz in the H phase.

Fig. 20 in Réf. [24] (Fig. F9) illustrates the difficulty in analysing the data. In PDX, on this
shot, at t s 423 ms a transition to a H mode occurs. This triggers a decrease of the lower frequency
components of the spectrum and an increase of the higher frequency components. The frequency
integrated fluctuations increase but, simultaneously, the density has increased too in such a way that
the relative density fluctuations decrease.

Conclusion

In the present day explored domain ( ?**. < S), any auxiliary heating power
"ohm

is accompagnied by an increase of the frequency integrated turbulence according to
a - P° law with a ~ 0.5 -«• 1 . The shape of the spectrum is not fundamentally
altered, except an increase of the higher frequencies, but its amplitude changes. The
global relative fluctuations decay in a L to H phase transition. Experimentally we

observe a law of proportionality between the relative density fluctuation power - = -
n^

and the inverse confinement time. The same proportionality factor holds for ohmic,
NI and ICRF phases.

G) Sn =
A quantitative linear relationship was noticed on TFR relating the frequency integrated density

fluctuations and the inverse confinement time [28]. The same constant of proportionality is valid for
ohmic and NI, ICRF auxiliary heating experiments (Fig. FS). It suggests that the deterioration of the
confinement is simply related to a variation of the saturation level of the same turbulent process.
Auxiliary heating only serve to exacerbe the previously existing turbulence.

Remarks :

The law of proportionality established on TFR in which a local property (the central
electron confinement time) is favorable compared to a chord averaged measurement indicates
that it likely exists a "turbulence profile" which remains identical in radius but changes in
amplitude.
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a) The same law of proportionality has been established on the W VII Stellarator, in ohmic

regime.(linear relationship between —\—and. T£ for deteriwn and helium plasmas).

rnnelusion;
<5n 2> scales approximately as the inverse confinement time.

fly. TUTqTOTTS THEMES

A) Sn = f (9) - SYMMETRY IN POLOIDAL DIRECTION
TFR Group [29] reports first experiments looking for possible baloomng effect of the

turbulence. For this purpose they use a microwave scattering apparatus specifically designed with two
emitter and two receiver horns spatially symmetrical. The two transverse wave vector spectra
obtained on the two sides (high field side, low field side) with the poloidal angle varying in the range
0° < 9 < 180° show no appreciable difference (vertical linear scale) (Fig. A1I). The authors conclude
that no azimuthal localization of the density fluctuations exists in the plasma they have studied (ohnric
regime). However, due to a residual uncertainty in calibration, a factor < 2 cannot be ruled out in the
ratio of the fluctuations amplitude on either sides. ... = <»• •'
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On the contrary, BROWER et al., on Text [14] show large asymmetries in Sn .They report
experiments performed at Ic1 =5 and 11 cm'1 wave number (significant values) for a scattering
volume centered at mid-plane position : R +• 0.2 a (outside of the torus) and R - 0.2 a (inside the
torus). They note (Fig. A'2) that, in each case, the fluctuations on the inside, are much larger in
magnitude and more confined in bandwidth than the fluctuations in the outside and conclude that their
observations establish the existence of a large-magnitude, narrow band fluctuations (Acù/co - 0.1) on
the torus inside which appears in addition to the broadband microturbulence (Aco/Cù - 0.1). Moving
the scattering volume further from the plasma centre (R ± 0.4 a) serves to magnify the disparity
between fluctuations from both sides. Azimuthaly symmetrical effects are also reported by
CROWLEY et al.[24], WEISEN et al. [21]. The latters report fluctuation amplitude on the low field
side at x/a = 0.25 about twice the amplitude at x/a = - 0.25 .

Recently, contradictory measurements carried out again on Text in the same conditions as
BROWER et al., using this time heavy ion beam, FORSTER et al. conclude to the non-existence of
an asymmetry (Fig. A1S). Measurements cover the poloidal range 8 = -10° to + 75° where 9 refers to
the counter-clockwise direction from the outer equator of the torus.

Latest observations reported by ASDEX, concerning edge plasma fluctuations in a divertor
experiment confirm the existence of azimuthal asymmetry in certain regimes. The fluctuations are
detected only at the low field side of the torus during double null discharges. During single null
discharges the fluctuations are also observed on the high field side. The authors conclude that the
origin of the fluctuations is on the low field side, in single null discharge they can propagate along the
magnetic field to the high field side.

In summary we have no reason to put in doubt these apparently contradictory observations.
The simplest way to solve this problem is to conceive that an "extra" turbulence exists in some
azimuthal area (plasma boundary effects ?). It is also clear that a large balooning effect which includes
the largest fluctuations on the outer side of the torus is not observed in the present experiment (ohmic
or moderate auxiliary heating phases).

Conclusion
Unclear experimental conditions can create an asymmetry in the poloidal

direction. This effect is always moderate (< 2) and tends to decay in moving from
the periphery to the plasma centre.

B) WAVE PHASE VELOCITY AND PLASMA ROTATION
When the ca and k spectrum of the fluctuations are observed it is trivial to deduce the

(Q

dispersive properties of the waves 7-. However these quantities are usually not fully known (sign -

localized area - etc) in such a way that often only fragmentary informations can be deduced. We
would progressively move from well established results to unsafe dispersive properties of the waves
considerations (often doubtful conclusions have been drawn from well established results).

When an homodyne detection system is used, the scattered spectrum is fold up in such a way
that the sense of rotation of the modes and a possible disymmetry in the spectrum are not observed
(an equivalent situation results when a heterodyne system is used in the core of a chord average

scattering volume). Physicists publish the quantity |v| = -H which is well established.
I I

A linear dispersion relation is approximately observed between the frequency and the poloidal
wave numbers. Several presentations are found in the publications. The peak frequency of the
broadband spectra is shown in Fig. B'l and B'6c. To show the simultaneous increase of the
bandwidth spectra Aco with k, CROWLEY and MAZZUCATO published Fig. B'2 obtained on
PDX. Both effects (co and A(U increase with k) are visible on the representation given by TFR group
(Fig. B'3) and WEISEN et al. (Fig. B'4). In the linear domain (k £ 3 k™») an average phase velocity
of- 1C5 to 5.105 cm/s is always observed. However, for larger values of k, this relationship no
longer holds ; the phase velocity saturates and then decreases and the group velocity reverses This
last domain corresponds to very reduced fluctuations amplitudes (< 20 dB).

Heterodyne scattering apparatus conceived to observe reduced plasma volumes IT/ < 1
could analyze the effects of radius, density and measures the direction of the waves.
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Fluctuations are not necessarily uniform in phase velocity when radial positions are
considered. Fig. B1S given by WEISEN et al., if the fluctuations are isotropic, could be interpreted
by a decrease of the poloidal phase velocity from 5. IQ5 to 2. 105 cm/s when the centre of the
scattering volume goes from the centre to % = %. In the same way, FORSTER et al. [88] note a
strong dependence in radius. On Text, they observe a decay of the phase velocity from Vph = 9.5 ±
0.5 at r = 17 cm to about Vph = 4.0 ± 0.5 IQ5 cm/s at r = 24 cm. Inversely, on the same machine,
HALLOCK et aL [6] observe no variation.
Effect of density on the spectrum is also unclear. Usually spectra show propagation in both the ion
and electron diamagnetic directions (Fig. B'6,B'8). However many spectra show that more
fluctuations propagate in one direction than in the other, the shift of the spectrum changing sign with
toroidal magnetic field direction for all scattering volume. Usually, the fluctuations in the plasma core
propagate predominantly in the electron diamagnetic drift direction in ohmic plasmas at low densities
(Fig.B7). On PDX, CROWLEY. and MAZZUCATO note that this density effect is more pronounced
in divertor plasmas than in limiter plasmas. For PDX, in some divertor plasmas with ne < 1.2.1O13

dnecm*3 or —j— < O, propagation is primarily in the ion diamagnetic direction.. At some intermediate
densities and low density limiter plasmas the spectrum tends to be equally distributed in both
directions. The sense of rotation as a function of density has been studied over a large scale of density
variations on Alcator A and C. They used a delayed cross-beam correlation technique. The net
velocity is in the ion diamagnetic drift direction at high densities ( n > 2. 1014 cnr3) and in the
electron diamagnetic drift direction at lower plasma densities. This result is conform to the
observations of TFR, Text a/id JIPP-T n - id W VH, but is opposite to the PDX result (different
experimental conditions).

Remark :
Kj?*We have to recall that the sense of rotation observed in the SOL (scrape off layer) is
usually in the ion diamagnetic direction. So it is imponant to ensure that part of the scattering
volume does not cover the SOL area (high fluctuations level) and does not contribute to an
erroneous interpretation of the experiment.
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Finally we have to mention that frequency spectra previously given are observed in the lab. frame.
Plasma rotation could induce a Doppler shift Aw=k. V where V is the plasma velocity. Typically k//
< k.i/10 and kj_ is less than the antennae resolution in such a way that both poloidal and toroidal
rotation can be observed (k// - kj. Bp/B-r). A toroidal rotation in the counter current direction with a
velocity V1 produces the same Doppler shift as a poloidal rotation in the electron diamagnetic drift
direction with a poloidal velocity Vp = VT Bp/BT. Then rotation effects may be responsible for some
of the feature of the reported spectra. Rotation velocities on the 105 cm/s scale, are not excluded and
they could exceed the natural sense of rotation. Of course, simple rotation of the plasma body cannot
explain both the inside and outside shifts and the Aoa width.

Remarks :

Hj?*i) - It is important to know the rotation of the plasma fluid. The measure of the poloidal and
toroidal rotation is deduced from the Doppler shift of the He II4686 A line in D III for instance.
One spectrometer has an horizontal view and is used to measure the toroidal rotation velocity
profile wheras other spectrometers have a vertical view and intend to measure poloidal rotation
GROEBNER et al. [11] find a toroidal rotation of 10 +15.10 S cmls during the L phase and
30.10 S cmls during the H phase whereas poloidal rotation is 18.10 5 cmls in the H phase.

ïO - Plasma fluid rotation could be caused by the E A B drift. Space potential deduced from
heavy ion probe measurements, is usually negative (-0.1 to ~2 KV) (FIG. B'9). The

corresponding electric fieldË= ~£ points inwards, then the rotational velocity V due to the

E*B drifts isjn the direction of the electron diamagnstic drift. Hence the Doppler shifted
frequency kg V adds to the true value (in the plasma body frame), resulting in an apparent

e^rnl'rS

- In linear machines, the same type of dispersion relations are found with Jt2 «kr
kg and poloidal phase velocities Vph - 10s cmls (Fig. B'10).

, dlstrib«ted in ">e electron and the ion diamagnetic
£ensi,5ies' P/opagation is primarily in the electron direction. At

o n thn ^fîî.0" ?f rotation tcnds to reverse- Thes« apparent rotationsmust be compared with the plasma body rotation before any interpretation
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C) 8n = f (Ip)
KOECHLJN in TFR reports that the amplitude and the spectrum of density fluctuations are

approximately independent of the plasma current. CROWLEY et ai. [24] undertake a study of the
possible variation of the relative density fluctuations with the toroidal current during beam injections
(Fig. CI). The current was varied from 250 to 400 kA on a shot to shot basis. In the ohmic regime,
the fluctuation level shows no systematical variation with current. Conversely, during neutral
injection, a decrease by a factor of 4 has been noted when the current is increased from 250 kA to 400
kA. In ohmic regime, [21] derived from TCA group, the authors conclude that the relationship
between density fluctuations and current is not important (Fig. C2,C3). Conversely, NAGOYA

\2
group get the opposite result : they note a tendancy to — I to increase with current (Fig. C'4).

\ n /
Remarks :

BjPi) - We remind that, in a Tokamak, changing Ip induces other changes and then any
observation could be interpreted with care.

18n\} -1—I independent of I is consistent with the Alcator scaling law in ohmic regime. A
V n I

reduction of the fluctuations when the current is increased during auxiliary heating phases

agrees with a global confinement time IE a. Ip. (a > O).
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Conclusion
In ohmic regime, density fluctuations are a

weak (~ constant) function of the plasma current.
During auxiliary heating experiments we note a
tendency to decrease the fluctuations when the
current is increased.

D) Sn = f(n)
Experimental results show that we have to consider

two regimes : a weak and a high density-regime with a
transition usually well defined. This scaling is difficult to
address in a Tokamak because changing the density alters
several other parameters.
1) Weak density regime

A

•53

r=45on

60. - . - : . .80 '
Mp1-(UA)

100

C4- TEKSUKA et aL (JIPP-T-II) 82
IMX

TFR group gives for instance results concerning density fluctuations at k± as a function of
n/, , for various ohmic plasmas [28]. The plot of log Sn2 vs log -T-T- shows a proportionality/ ( a ) • (.a.)

<8n2> i
between both parameters i.e. equivalently • A a —relationship satisfying the Alcator scaling lawn* n

f<Sn2> >
I —-^— ind. of I L Concerning the rms value of the frequency integrated scattered power, ASDEX

gives <8n2> a n2 (Fig. D'2>
In ohmic regime TCA group presents results (Fig.D'2,D'3) satisfying an approximate linear

_ <8n2> 1
relationship between 89 and n which corresponds to the relationship: ^- a. -^

In both experiments, the experimental points are scattered, showing that other parameters
<Sn2> —o

influence the results. In short, —•*— tends to vary as n with a - O -r 2
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2) High density regime
Jf the density is increased, a new regime is observed. For instance, on FT the density has a

large domain of variations. FRIGIONE OFig. D'4) shows that, for low density the relative density
fluctuation decreases with increasing density in accordance with the TFR - TCA results but, for high
density this quantity increases with o. In the exemple shown (Fig. D'4), when nq = 4.1013 the new
regime appears.

Remarks :
H&*i) The existence of two density regimes is well observed in Fig. D'4 of FRIGIONE.
Apparently when the density is increased, the confinement time saturates, satisfying tiierefore
theAlcator law in ohmic law density regime. However, comparison of Fig. 2 and 4 shows that,

at high density, increase with nq but, simultaneously the gross confinement time keeps

a constant value. Under these circumstances the linear relationship between •and •

observed in many circumstances, is violated here.f The turbulence is no more so efficient: it
changes in nature?).
HjFii) Interpretation of results presented by TETSUKA et al. (Fig D'5) concerning Tokamak
and stellarator plasmas is difficult.
B^"Ui)-A change in the relative density fluctuations when density is varied has also been
observed in the stellarator W VII in ohmic regime (Fig. D'6). By increasing line density by
puffing in gas, the W VII group notes the relative density fluctuation level and the associated
confinement time (measured with diamagnetic coils). These observations concerne two

gasesJ^z and He. Two regimes cf • • variations are observed. In this case, T£ always

vary as as observed in TFR.

Conclusion
At low density, relative density fluctuations decrease when the density is

increased following
<5n2) .c
-21——f- a n with a - O H- 2. At high density ihe

evolution is opposite.
n

E) 8 n » f(A) : NATURE OF THE GAS
In D2 plasmas, the mean wavevectors observed are

similar to those in hydrogen plasmas. At fixed k, the
frequency spectra observed in D2 are also similar to those
observed in H2 to within the ± 25 % variation (9),The
maximum of the frequency integrated Ic1 spectrum shifts
towards lower kxand its value increases when the gas
filling is changed from pure hydrogen to an approximate
1:1 mixture of hydrogen and deuterium at constant electron

fm !•
ral.
wit»

max
density (consistent with k± pi-Constant). [Fig. Fl].

Remark:
U^") Note that the global confinement time increases
with atomic mass in ASDEX,as in other Tokamaks.
Hence the increase of the fluctuations level is in
contrast to what we expect if the confinement was
determined predominantly by the fluctuation level.

Conclusion

I ZZtM-ZZOt

Flg.Z: Change of tne uavenuaber
spectra with gas f i l l ing, 'note:
Save vertical scale far Bocti cur-
in.

E'l- DODEL et al. (ASDEX) 88
The experimental data are too fragmentary to let give a definite conclusion.
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A)

TV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Experimental data, as published in the littérature, have been gathered and reported in the

previous sections. In this last part, I will analyse and comment about some observations. When
necessary, some extra data would also be mentioned in order to develop some concluding remarks
which have to be considered as more personal conjectures.
ON THE "USEFULNESS" OF TURBULENCE FOR FUSION.

This title, a little bit surprising, has to be justified. Neo-classical losses (N.C.) due to
collisions represent the irreducible source of transport. It is dominated by the ion population

fM\
a -y — .But, in experiments, Xe and Xi are of the same order of magnitude over a large range

of experimental conditions.
Ambipolar flux of ions and electrons linked together could cany a large fraction of the local

energy and so, justifying the large anomaly for electrons. However, for many other aspects, losses
observed on the electron energy component appear as a specific and intrinsec electron problem.
Concerning the order of magnitude, the relation:

I

exp
is observed in ohrnic regime and, in presence of auxiliary heating, the anomaly increases

N.C.
v -UvA exp, aux. heat. 0^i

This large value of the
anomaly factor hinders the
development of an economically
viable reactor. However, we have
to remember that if N.C. theory
was fulfilled, heavy impurities
would accumulate in the centre of
the discharge and would not allow
long D.T. reacting discharges
(quasi continuous reactor). An
"ideal anomaly" flattening the
impurities profile would be such
that range around the value

tip U.C.
X 1 Zi a 1 ; say:

exp N.C.

X ~ 2 Xi •
This argument tends to

suggest that the fluctuations are a
"necessary evil" which would have
to be controlled. It justifies the
necessity of a fundamental
knowledge of the fluctuations.

B) SPATIAL LOCALIZATION
OF THE SOURCE OF
TURBULENCE

This second conjecture
concerns the source of the
turbulence. Certainly, the observed

relative density fluctuation — is an

increasing function of the radius.
Any turbulence locally generated
from the non thermodynamically
equilibrium conditions (reservoir of
free energy) is expected to be
proportional to some gradient

12 -3
xlu cm

HeB11I-
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(density, temperature, pressure, current...) which are all maximum somewhere in the intermediate
range (r/a ~ 0.5) and tend to zero at r/a - O and at r/a £ 1. Experiments violate this supposition.

M

I the quantity — is considered as the physical parameter characteristic of the fluctuation, it is

Sn
TTij«riitmnn close to the liner Or- - 0.3 -*• 0.5). We may conceive that the fluctuations are locally

generated at the plasma periphery (r/a - 12 •*• 1.4) and are surging down the plasma core. We may
also conceive — this second guess has my preference — that 8n is the physical parameter typical of
the fluctuations (experimentally, BOLTZMANN relation is no more satisfied in the boundary of the
plasma). From a "standard Tokamak density profile", a schematic profile of Sn is deduced (Fig.B"l):

The max of Sn appears close to the radius of the limiter (r/a - 1). The fluctuations would take
place in this area and would surge down the plasma core in a similar way of a decaying wave
produced by a stone thrown at a quiescent water surface. Of course a good knowledge of the local
fluctuations properties at the plasma border (r/a ~ 1) and their evolution when plasma conditions are
changed (transition between a L to H phase...) is essential.

C) DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS PROFTLE : A UNIVERSAL PHENOMENON
. I M

Density fluctuations profile observed on ""**"
Tokamak plasmas have no major particularities
compared to fluctuations observed in every other
plasma configurations. When we talk of comparable
fluctuations, we refer to the amplitude such that Sn/n
- 0.3 -«- 0.6 at the periphery, and decreasing inwards
radially, to the broad frequency spectrum (Aco/co ~ oo,
decaying or" function with n = 5 ± 0.5), to the two
dimensional azimuthal and radial wave number broad
band spectra which tend to become isotropic with
respect to the plane perpendicular to the constant
magnetic field with a significant maximum for
kxpi - 0.1 * 1 . For instance Fig.C"!, taken by
FISCHER et al. [30] in a linear magnetic mirror
device shows such a profile increasing towards the
periphery

More surprisingly, such a fluctuating density
profile has been observed by our group from a DP
(double plasma) machine. (Configuration without
magnetic field in the plasma core except close to the
wall (Ar - a few cm) where static magnets confined
the plasma; plasma radius ~ 0.5 m). Fig.C"2 [31].

The fluctuations are maximum close to the
wall and decrease towards the centre of the plasma.
At that time, experiments performed with a CÛ2
scattering experiment, complemented by probe
measurements have convinced us that the turbulence

was of the ion acoustic type (V1M < ^- < Vthe j.

This profile, observed in columns. Stellerator
or Tokamak plasmas, appears as [univcrsali, In all
these configurations, the locally detected waves

usually satisfy the local property ( V ̂ <

Fig.C'l- FISHER et al. (linear machine)

-8O -60 -4O -ZQ O ZO 40 60 80

(cm)

Hg.C'2-GRESILLON et al. (DP machine) 84

FIC. 1 1. The dumbutioa of the signal from the observed fluctuation! a
khuwn at 4 function of (he pOMiwn of ihe Iiucr mtcrwiiun vulume with
ropen W the cenicroftbepUwni device. The wtll of the plum» chamber ik
located at i » £ 30 cm. Different tymbol» denote data taken far different
scaiunni antia ff. D«u m Fijs. 1 l(aj uid I l|bj correspond to the helium
uduiofl plssmu. rapecuvcly.
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D) INSTABILITY PROCESS
With these conjectures in mind (the turbulence is generated at the plasma periphery : - ~ 1 or

a

1.2 * 1.4), it remains for us to explain the cause of tlie instability. A classica! approach refers to the
free energy. The free energy is in velocity space (distortion of the distribution functions) and in spatial
confinement. Spatial confinement is excluded by the localization of the fluctuations. Identical
turbulence observed in Tokamaks and Stellaratprs tends to show that the current does not play a
fundamental role in the process. Instead of referring to microscopic quantities, experiments draw our
attention to the role of the associated electric field (charge separation). For instance, on Text the
plasma potential was shown to vary of 70 volts over a distance of a few cm, giving rise to a large
electric field. The presence of a large static electric field could give rise to many instabilities, among
them the excitation of large amplitude convective cells ( co - O, k// ~ O) which could degenerate in the
observed turbulence.

E) RADIAL PROPAGATION
If we assume that fluctuations are locally generated, the fluctuations transport process must be

sought. Two conjectures can be formulated. Bom in a certain area, fluctuations propagate as linear
indépendant modes, each component suffering its own damping thus explaining the relative change in
spectral properties when periphery and centre plasmas are considered. We may also consider that
spatial propagation is accompanied by a cascading ( or inverse cascading) effect in k spectrum which
includes complex non linear mechanisms. In the first hypothesis linear dispersion modes are
sufficient to support the radial propagation of the fluctuations. In an homogeneous medium, three low
frequency stable modes could exist (Fig.E"l):

2 2 / 2 2 2- the magneto-sonic mode wr ~k [VA + Cs sin (
- the Alfven mode wr = kz VA
- and the ion acoustic mode wr = kz Cs.

o ILS

FïgJî"l- Homogeneous Plasma

0.5 k/i 1

Fig.E"2- Inhomogeneous Plasma

In our problem, the frequency of the fluctuations! — « 1 ] eliminates the magneto-sonic

mods and probably the Alfven.mode as candidates for explaining the propagation. In a weakly

inhomogeneous plasma rLnpi <<-! with Ln'
1 = - -JT], a new mode appears (unstable "universal"

drift mode) as seen on Fig.E"2. Ion acoustic modes or drift modes could •.« responsible of the
propagation of the fluctuations towards the plasma centre. Essentially the real par» of the dispersion
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relation of these modes would play the major role and the small imaginary part associated to the linear
damping explains the change in spectra.

Such a simple and "universal" tentative explanation of the propagation has the merit to
accomodate any kind of plasma. It explains the monotonie decay of fluctuations observed from the

limiter to the centre of the plasma. When — is small ( — < 1 %), N.L. mechanisms could not play a. _ o _ _ . n
significant role and such a linear propagation could justify a radial propagation of the turbulence on a
large spatial domain (r/a S 0.9). Under this hypothesis the model of radial transport due to toroidal
effects, proposed in [32], seems questionable because similar propagation is observed in linear
plasma machines where toroidal effects are not existent.

The interpretation of the second hypothesis is more complex. Locally the micro-instabilities
can interact between themselves in a cascading (long wave lengths towards shorter wave lengths) or
inverse cascading effect. The "daughter waves" could spatially propagate if they satisfy the local
dispersion properties.

F)AFEWREMARKSABQUTMODELS
1) Usual approach

Uj^i) When diffusion and convection coefficients are used, both being proportional to Sq? a
2 2

Le. D<r). xfr) a C(r) fell (r)
n ; \ n /

without knowledge about the C(r) coefficient , no conclusion could be derived. However, it is
remarquable to notice that the transport coefficient profiles D(r) and %(r) deduced from many

/. \2

numerical codes are close to the experimental \—\ (r) profiles. It is equivalent to consider C
In /

as independent of the radius. Under these conditions, the continuity equation suggests a
convective term of the form:

Vi aV0 (Ha)P with /J ~J.
B^ii) The growth time of the observed :urbuience(t- a few ^s) is always « compared to
the characteristic time constant of the radial profiles evolution.

2) New ways of reflexion.

The difficulty to adapt the diffusive models with the experiment (the heat pulse
coefficient is different from the power balanced deduced coefficient) may invite to think about
the validity of this approch to interpret transport in plasmas.
Classical models rely on the central limit theorem (equivalent to the Brownian motion). To be
valid, the second moment of the distribution function must be finite (distribution not too large).
The correlations must not be to very long range. If these conditions are not satisfied, we can
have hypo or hyper-diffusion.

<X2>-"2 = D tP with /3 *l/2.
For instance, two ballons in the atmosphere separate following a law:

D ,3/2

The existence of coherent structures, covering the inertial range of length scale, and
emerging from chaotic , non linear states could play a fundamental role in transport. The
existence of turbulent states, in which a significant fraction of the overall energy is contained in
coherent structures, could lead to some clues of the 'anomalous' transport.(turbulence is no
longer considered as probabilistic randomness but rather by having an important underlying
structure). Interminency is one experimental evidence of these structures. Large efforts on this
direction, covering theoretical and experimental works, would be necessary in the futur.
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V- FINAL PONCLUSTOK

Over the last 15 years, our knowledge of fluctuations and confinement has increased
dramatically. Ia particular a direct experimental correlation between both quantities has been
experimentally proved. In spite of this, die relation between fluctuations and confinement is still not
resolved theoretically and is not far as it was 15 years ago. Just as the number and precision of
observations have increased, the possible relationships have also widened. We still look to the future
to resolve these difficulties, either with new or better measurements and by the addition of new data
from machines of various types. The recent US decision for a program redirection in its research
effort with the aim of gaining a predictive understanding of energy confinement and the high priority
in the newly esthablished Transport Task Force by DOE is an encouraging pace towards this goal.

Acknoledgements: The author would thank Dr J. Andreoletti for fruitfull suggestions and
comments.
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STRUCTURE OF ELECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE IN THE PLASMA
EDGE OF TJ-ITOKAMAK

M. A. Pedrosa, C. Hidalgo, A. P. Navano and A. Garcia-Airibas
Asociaciôn EURATOM/CIEMAT, 28040 MADRID, SPAIN

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that energy losses in tokamaks are larger than those predicted by

neoclassical theory [1, 2]. Determine the role of fluctuations may prove essential for a
description of confinement in panicle and energy in tokamaks. Experiments carried out in
different tokamaks [3-6] have demonstrated a relationship between particle transport and edge
fluctuations, showing that fluxes driven by electrostatic fluctuations can give account for
most of the panicle transport at the plasma edge.

Although theoretical work has not yet provided a complete description of all turbulence
features, drift waves [7] and rippling modes [8] theory are considered the most suitable to
explain anomalous transport in tokamaks [9].

In this work we present results of electrostatic fluctuations in the plasma edge of TJ-I
tokamak, measured by means of Langmuir probes. The role that electrostatic fluctuations
play in the particle confinement is discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL
TJ-I is an ohmically heated Tokamak with a imjor radius of 0.3 m and minor radius of

0.1 m.; the poloidal section of the vacuum chamber is rectangular and vertically elongated
(020 x 025 m). In the TJ-I the vacuum chamber plays the role of a belt limiter. For these
experiments the machine was operated at a plasma current of 35 kA, chord-average density
(0.5 - 2)xlO^ m 3 and toroidal field (1.0-1.5) T. Measurements were taken during the flat
top of the discharge. Shots typically last 30 ms.

An square array of four single Langmuir probes (3 mm separation between adjacent
probes) located at the same radius and each two at the same poloidal section, was used to
sample density and potential fluctuations and electron temperature in the outer side of the
equatorial plane. Langmuir probes were working either biased (-60 V) into the ion saturation
regime to measure density fluctuations or unbiased to measure floating potential fluctuations.

For these experiments temperature fluctuations were considered negligible, thus, probe
floating potential and ion saturation current fluctuations have been assigned to space potential
and density fluctuations respectively. The saturation current is given by,
L/sCTe^xm^l^engA, where Te is the electron temperature in eV, ng is the local electron

density and A is the probe exposed area (A -5x10'̂  m^). Electron temperatures were
measured supplying a swept voltage V at 10 kHz to a single Langmuir probe. The probe
current was measured by means of a Rogowski coil. Assuming that the electron energy
distribution is a Maxwellian in the plasma edge, the current collected in the Langmuir probe is
given by I=IS[ l-exp[(e(V-VfVkT6]}, where Vf is the floating potential. Temperature was
obtained by fitting the measured values of current probe versus applied voltage to this
function.

Data acquisition was carried out by means of a four channel Camac module with 8 kB
of 8 bit memory per channel at 500 kHz sampling rate as well as a two channel Nicolet
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Oscilloscope 4 kB memory at IMHz sampling rate. Conventional FFT was used for data
analysis.

RESULTS
Density QVn6) and floating potential (e7/Te) fluctuations measured show a turbulent

spectra. With probes at the limiter radius position power spectra for both magnitudes is
confined below 100 kHz, but it extends to higher frequencies when going inside the plasma.

Radial profiles of density and floating potential fluctuations have been measured with a
shot-to-shot scan, with at least three shots for each radial position. Density fluctuation levels
were in the range 10-30 %, increasing as the probe moves radially outward. Density and
potential fluctuations did not scale in the same way as a function of plasma radius (i.e. B^/ne

* CvVT6). Density fluctuations level is approximately given by the mixing length formula
ne/ne * 3 rs/Ln where rs is the ion gyroradius at the electron temperature (rs » 3x10*4 m) and
Ln is density gradient scale length Ln=Kd(InOg)^)-1 that lies in the range (O J-DxlO"2 m.

Fig. 1 shows a typical plot of the probe current as a function of the applied voltage to
the probe as well as the fit used to calculate the election temperature. The resulting
temperatures were in the range 3-10 eV. Electron temperature radial profile is shown in Fig.
2.

-15.0 -10.0 -5.0-20.0 O 3.0

SWEPT VOLTAGE (Y)

Fig. 1.- Typical plot of cuxient probe versus swept voltage applied and fit used to calculate
the election temperature.

The frequency-wave! number spectra S(k,«o) have been computed using the two point
correlation technique foi density and potential fluctuations and for toroidal and poloidal
propagation [1O]. S(k,co) represents tfc? powtï of the fluctuations as a function of frequency
(CD) and of the components of the wsve-guaiber vector (k) that can be estimated from two
fixed probes ia the corresponding direction. Measurements have been obtained for toroidal
magnetic field 1T and probes at the limiter radius position. Typical spectra are shown in
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Rg. 3. For poloidal propagation spectra are broad and with maximum displaced from zero
in the electron drift direction; for toroidal propagation spectra are narre-» and confined
around zero. This technique is valid for wavelengths and coherence lengths longer than the
probe separation, so, it should be noticed that the probe separation in the toroidal direction
does not allow the necessary resolution to determine if the wave-number is exactly zero or
only close to this value.
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Bg. 2.- Radial profite of electron temperature at the plasma edge.
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Fig. 3.- Frecuency-wave number spectra for poloidal (a) and toroidal (b) propagation
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Frequency spectra S(O)) and wave number spectra S(kp) decrease for large O) and kp

with a dependence given by S(O)) » or* (a » 2) and S(kp) » <fl-P (3 = 3). Mean poloidal
wave number kp is about 2 cm'1 and kp»kt. Wave number spectra peaks at kprs *• 0.05.
From the S(k,<a) spectrum phase velocity of fluctuations propagation can be computed using
the expression v(co)=Sjc(0)/k)S(k,a))/ZjcS(k,(B). Velocity results nearly independent of

frequency below 100 kHz, in the order of 103 m s'1 and in die electron diamagnetic drift
direction.
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Once density and potential fluctuations as well as the correlation between them are
known, an estimation of the particle flux due to electrostatic fluctuations as a function of
frequency can be made [11]:

T(O) = kp(ffl) YnVonenV(a>)
where kn(<o) is the poloidal wave number measured by means of a pair of floating Langmuir

probes and 9nv(œ) and Ynv(<B)are *e Phase 311S16 3^ the coherence between density (n^)
and potential (V) fluctuations respectively. Typical frequency resolved particle flux as well
as 9ny(co), kp(co), and Yny(œ) measured in the proximity of the limiter radius are shown in
figure 4. The particle flux is mainly due to fluctuations with frequencies below 100 kHz;
phase angle between density and potential fluctuations is in the range (0.3-0.6)n and
coherence decreases at the higher frequencies.

Poloidal and toroidal symmetries have been assumed to deduce total particle fluxes, so
the value obtained for particle flux induced by electrostatic fluctuations results F=ZT(Co) »
10̂ 0 m'̂ s'l. By meaas of this value, particle confinement time inferred from electrostatic
fluctuations can be obtained by t » H8 a/2 F, where ne is the chord average electron density,
and a is the plasma minor radius. The obtained panicle confinement time around 1 ms. From
the density radial dependence and leaking use of flux value obtained, a diffusion coefficient
has been calculated: D=-F/(dn/dx)ix=a =» 3 m2 s-1 which is about four times the Bohm
diffusion coefficient (D8
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Hg. 4.- Spectrally resolved flux (a), poloidal wave number (b) and phase angle (c)
and coherence (d) between density and potential at the limiter radius.
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Scalings of particle confinement time inferred from fluctuations, as a function of
toroidal field and density, have been obtained as shown in Hg. S. First scaling (Fig. Sa) was
performed with an average density of IxIO^ m~3 and shows an increasing of confinement
time as toroidal magnetic field increases from 1.0 to 1.4 T. Hie second scaling (Fig. 5b)
shows also the increase of confinement time with increasing density from 0.5x10*" to
2.0xlQl9 m-3 keeping constant the toroidal magnetic field at 1 T. This scaling was
performed shot-to-shot as well as varying continuously the electron density in the same
discharge.

1.5

1

0.5

0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 0.0
B1(D 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

n (x1019 m'3)

Fig. 5.- Scaling of particle confinement time inferred from electrostatic fluctuations
with magnetic field (a) and electron density (b).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Characteristics of fluctuations in the plasma edge of TJ-I are very similar to those

observed in other machines in spite of the fact that in TJ-I vacuum chamber plays the role of a
toroidal limiter at the equatorial midplane. Radial profiles of relative fluctuation levels are in
good agreement with those measured in Pretext [3] and TEXT [51. The structure of S(k,co)
spectra measured in TJ-I is consistent with previous measurements in Caltech [6], Pretext [3]
and TEXT [5] tokamaks. The turbulence characteristics observed on TJ-I are very similar to
those found in other devices, suggesting that local parameters are responsible of the turbulent
process rather than global properties (e.g. size of the machine).

Although no turbulence theory has been found able to explain all the observed features
of these experiments, drift waves and rippling modes can explain with partial success the
experimental observations. Density fluctuations levels and power law dependence on wave
number and frequency spectra are well predicted by resistive drift wave and rippling mode
instability [7, 8]. The different behaviour OfH6Ai6 and eV/Te is consistent with rippling
mode models. In agreement with drift wave theories, fluctuations propagate in the electron
diamag&etic direction with a velocity 103 m s-1 well predicted by the electron diamagnetic
drift velocity. However, velocities should be corrected for any plasma rotation due to radial
electric field before comparation [13].
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Measured magnetic fluctuations result so small that give a negligible contribution to
particles fluxes [14]. Particle confinement time inferred from fluctuations is in good
accordance with the central impurity confinement time measured by laser ablation technique
in TT-I [12] and is about a factor 2 higher than the global confinement time inferred from H0;
emission measurements [15]. Particle confinement time scales with toroidal magnetic field in
the same way as the central impurity confinement time [12], but this behaviour is different
from that obtained in TEXT. The increasing of t with B1 also suggests the existence of
poloidal asymmetries in the panicle fluxes in TJ-I: transport could be higher at the outer
region of the equatorial plane than at the inner one.

On the other hand, the scaling of the particle confinement time inferred from
electrostatic fluctuations with density is similar to that observed in TEXT but is in conflict
with the corresponding of the central impurity confinement time in TJ-I. This behaviour
could be understood taking into account the presence of different instabilities in the main and
in the edge plasma. The existence of transport mechanisms different from those induced by
fluctuations could also explain the variation of the central impurity confinement time with
density and magnetic field [12].
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Abstract

We present the principles of a possible new technique for diagnosing
density microturbulence - Correlation Reflectometry. A numerical model of a
correlation reflectometer is described and the likely limits of the technique
identified. Two preliminary correlation reflectometers have been constructed
and used on JET and the results obtained are presented.

Introduction

Evidence of density fluctuations at high frequencies (> several kHz) has
been observed on signals obtained with microwave reflectometers for several
years [1,2]. The level and frequency spectrum of the fluctuating signals has
been observed to change substantially with different plasma conditions (ohmic,
L-mode and H-mode)[3]. On the other hand, it has not been possible to obtain
quantitative information on the underlying turbulence from the fluctuating
signals. Recently we have devised a new technique, Correlation Reflectometry,
which may have the potential to provide some information, specifically the
correlation length and dispersion curve of the waves characterising the
turbulence, and this is.described in the present paper.

Principle

In Correlation Refiectometry two indépendant icflectomel^rs operating
with microwave frequencies f , f probe the plasma along the same line of
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sight. Either the radiation is in the ordinary mode (EuB) in which case the
radiation is reflected at the critical density layer corresponding to the
plasma frequency, or in the extraordinary mode (EiB) and reflected at the
upper or lower cutofis. The reflection layers are at R1 R2 which are
separated by a small distance Ax, figure 1.

Plasma

Figure 1: Schematic
of a correlation
reflectometer

Layer 2

Mirror

^Beam
Splitter

Sources

Delators

For each frequency f , f2 the measured phase is given by [4]:

dR + i = 1,2

The constant <f> depends on the different free space path lengths in the
arms of the reflectometer. Fluctuations In. the plasma will have two principal
effects on the phase: they will cause a variation in the local value of the
refractive index f*(R)> 3^d in the position of the reflecting layer R1.
Our calculations show that the change of phase is dominated by the
fluctuations near the reflecting layer. For example in figure 2 we show the
calculated change of phase of a reflectometer signal plotted against the
position of an assumed fluctuation (An/n = 0.001). Typical JET conditions are
'considered and the WKB approximation is used to calculate A0.

Figure 2: Change of phase of
a reflectometer signal due to
a mJl density perturbation
located at different radial
positions. The reflecting
layer is at 0.39 m.
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We represent the fluctuations as a broadband spectrum of electrostatic

waves. Each wave has a frequency u, wavenumber k and a finite coherence length
1, where 1 is defined as the length of the coherent wavettain to the e~l

amplitude points. The magnitude of the fluctuating phase in the reflectometer

caused by such waves is:

^t) = ̂ i £ ALmisin( «t +
m

where AL is the amplitude of the movement of the layer at R1 caused by the
(111 1

wave m and 5 is the phase of the wave. A similar expression exists for A<aml • c
by replacing the subscript 1 with 2 . U = (1/2AL)-J2^(R) dR is ^e average
refractive irdex over AL and, for smoothly varying density profiles, is a
constant for different values of AL. To analyse the data spectral analysis
techniques are used. First the autopower spectrum G1H and G2H of each
signal is calculated

G1H = Lim -T-M Lim -m- C A0 (t,w,Au).A* (t,u,At>) dtl i = 1, 2
Aw-»» "̂  v T-»« - 1 J ' ' J

This is a measure of the relative power at each frequency in the signal where

T is the time slice over which the analysis is performed [5]. The power
that is common to both reflectometers is determined by taking the crosspcwer
spectrum G12H. This may be written as a complex number:

G12(") = C12(U.) + 1.Q12H

C12H is the coincident spectral density (the cospectrum) a~i it is a measure
of the power that is common to both signals. It is defined as:

Clz(w) = Lim -ri-j Lim -L- \ A* (t,«,A«).A0 (t,w,Au) dt}
Aw-»a V. T^08 J )

Q12H is the quadrature spectral density (the quadspectrum) and it is similar
to the cospectnun except that one of the signals is shifted by n/2 at each
frequency. It is a measure of the out of phase power that is common to both
signals. The phase difference between signals that are common to both channels
is given by the crossphase spectrum:

ei2(«) = tan" j Q12(U,)/ C12(U.)

The phase difference between the tw-; signals is due to a propagation of

the wave between R1 and R2 and thus this may be related to the wavenumber as
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follows:

Thus if 9 (u) and Ax can be calculated then the dispersion relation of
the waves may be determined. Strictly this technique measures k along the
line of sight of the refiectometer. There is in fact an ambiguity of * w in
the determination of 9

12(
w) due to the constants in the expression for 4>. In

practice this is not a serious limitation because physically k = O when u = O
and so si2(u = O) = O.

As Ax increases the power common to both signals decreases because I0

is finite. This effect may be quantified in the coherence function 71Z(")
which is a measure of the power common to both signals normalised to the total
power in each signal.

I G12(w)| is the magnitude of the crosspower spectrum. The correlation length

of the fluctuation is found by varying the probing frequencies, and thus AX,
and by analysing the variation of *12(

u) as a function of Ax.

Numerical Mode!

In order to explore the possible measurement capability of a correlation
refiectometer we have developed a numerical model of such a device. In the
model the plasma density and magnetic field are of the form
ne(p) = no( l - P*Y Mi B(R) = Bo-V(Ro + R) resPectively where nQ, a, /3,
BQ and R0 can be independantly chosen. The density fluctuations are
described as

n(t,r) = T A -sin { « t - k r + sl.exp (-{r - r )2A2 \
^ ' L. m ^ m m mj ( v Om ' ' emj

where Am, u^, km and «m are the amplitude, frequency, wavenumber and phase of
mode m. rQm is the position of maximum amplitude and lcm is the coherence
length. A large number of modes may be assumed to exist simultaneously. Using
the WKB approximation the phase change measured by two indépendant
reilectometers is calculated and the time dependences of the two reflectometer
signals are constructed. The functions G1(U), G2(u), 7?2(u) and 8i2(u) are
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calculated. The dispersion curve and coherence lengths are derived and
compared with the initially assumed values.

:A typical example is shown in figure 3. Here nQ = 3.1019m"3, a = 2.0,
P = 0.5, B0 = 2.6 T and RQ = 3.05 m. The assumed power spectrum, dispersion
relation and coherence length of the waves describing the density fluctuations
are shown. We assume the plasma is probed with two reflectometers operating at
76 and 77 GHz in the extraordinary ^ mode with A x . » . 1.4 cm. The curves that
would be measured are also shown and compare well with the assumed values.

Figure S. (a) Assumed amplitude
spectrum of the density
fluctuations.

(b) Assumed correlation
length and the calculated
coherence function that
would be measured. Note that
when I « 1.4 cm (i.e &x) the
coherence begins to fall

(c) Assumed dispersion

relation (-+-) and the curve
that would be measured
with a correlation
reflectometer (•. •).
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There are a number of effects that limit the information that may be
obtained using this technique.

i) The finite value of Ax means that only waves with 1 > AX
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can be investigated,
ii) The radiation is not reflected at a single plane but over a

finite distance AR and so there is a minimum value for le * AR.
iii) The finite value of AR means that only waves wit" k s 2Tt1(AR)*1

can be investigated,
iv) The unite size of the data set means that for coherence

to be meaningful K12 must be greater than a mimimum value (rp)
determined by the number of data points.

Other limits of conventional reflectometry, for example accessibility
due to electron cyclotron absorbtion, also apply [6].

Implementation

Thus far two correlation reflectometers have been constructed and used
on JET. In the first radiation from a fixed frequency Gunn oscillator at 49
GHz is combined with radiation from a backward wave oscillator operating in
the range 51 - 57 GHz, and the plasma is probed along the major radius in the
extraordinary mode using an oversized waveguide, constructed and normally used
for BCE measurements (figure 4). A specially designed diplexer which has a
sharp edge ( > 10 dB/GHz) at 50 GHz is used to separate the two reflected
beams and Schottky diodes are used to detect the radiation. In the second
experiment radiation from two Gunn oscillators at 76.0 GHz and 77.0 GHz are
combined and frequency separation and detection is carried out by heterodyne
detection with a broad band mixer and appropriate LF. filters.

Fixed Frequency Detector

Microwave Fitter 10 dB/GHz

Plasma Radiological Shield

Microcomputer
Control

3 dB Directional
Coupler

Backward Wave
Oscillator
50-75GHz

Reflecting Layer
WG10 Transmission System

Figure. 4: Schematic of a Correlation Reflectometer on JET.
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Results

Measurements have been made for a variety of plasma conditions (ohmic, L
mode, H mode) with different experimental configurations of the correlation
reflectometers. However, because the ECE waveguide channel has not normally
been available for these studies and because the reflectometers themselves
have been in a state of development, systematic scans have not been possible.
Nevertheless some patterns have emerged. We End that usually under ohmic
conditions little or no correlation is observed even when the interlayer
distance is as small as » 1cm (figure 5a). On the other hand, clear
correlation is observed under additional heating conditions but usually there
is no frequency dependence on the observed cross-phase (figure Sb). However
under some conditions a clear frequency variation of the cross phase is
observed (figure 5c).

Figure 5 (a.) Qhmic plasma,
AZ « 1 cm,

R = 3.65 m.
The straight line
on the coherence plat
is the significance
level (-J

Figure 5 (b) Beam heated
L-made plasma.
ûz - 1.2 cm,

R = 3.8 m.

Figure 5 (c) Beam heated
L-mode plasma
after beams,
ax * 1.4 cm,

R = 3.85 m.
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Discussion

There aie several aspects about the results which aie difficult to

explain. In particular the lack of coherence under ohmic conditions even when

AX * AR » 1 cm, and the high correlation under additional heating conditions
without a frequency variation on the crossphase. On the other hand, the

results that show a frequency variation on the crossphase appear to comply

with the expectations of our theory of correlation reflectometry developed

above and in these cases it is possible to derive a dispersion curve (eg
figure 6). This implys an outward going radial wave with a phase velocity »
9.102m.s~l, but this velocity is low relative to those normally associated

with microturbulence. However, there are potentially important effects which

have not yet been considered in detail, for example plasma rotation, and

before we can draw conclusions on the character of the turbulence from these

measurements these effects must be properly considered. Out current work is
aimed in this direction.

18.
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1 Introduction

The main experimental results obtained in TFR on density fluctuations, detected by a coher-
ent scattering experiment, are reviewed, which show that density fluctuations are associated
to all situations where anomalous transport appears.

- During the quescient phase, a close correlation between density fluctuations and the
electron transport confinement time deduced from a 0-D code is evidenced [I]. This correla-
tion is similar in the ohmic and auxiliary heating phases, which suggests a continuity in this
turbulent process.

- Moreover, specific fluctuations in synchronism with the different phases of the internal
disruption process have been observed for the first time in the TFR Tokamak [2,3,4]. The
main burst of turbulenc» appears during, the collapse phase and is localised in a cell at the
interior of the q = 1 sun..-îe. This cell is located on the cold side of the plasma and coincides '
with the azimuthal position of the faster outgoing flux [5,6].

Other analysis have been done to characterize the turbulence and its non-linear dynamics.

2 Experimental procedure

The experimental technics used to measure the density fluctuations in TFR is a COi laser
scattering system. This procedure gives the wave vector and frequency spectra of the density
fluctuations S(fc,w), integrated along a vertical cord, which can be radially scanned. We
can therefore compute the mean square of the density fluctuations (Sn2) by integrating the
frequency spectrum S(k,u) over the whole range of frequency, or over a restricted domain,
depending upon the phenomenon involved.

The horizontal wave numbers accessible with the optics 3 cm"1 < k < 45 cm'1, and the
observed frequency domain 1 kHz <f< 100 MHz, covers the whole domain of low frequency
turbulence.

3 Correlation between low frequency turbulence and energy confinement time
in TFR

In these experiments, the density fluctuations are measured along the central vertical cord.
A statistical approach is used to show the close connection between the measured turbu-

lence and macroscopic parameters associated with confinement in the center of the plasma.
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The transport losses and the confinement time are deduced from a 0-D evolution code
valid at the center of the discharge where the plasma parameters are well documented. The
code describes the temporal evolution of the energy balance for five species present at the
center of the plasma, and so resolves five coupled equations; the one for the electrons

J /3 \

~dt ( 2 n'Te) = ™° + p«" ~ ̂ Fei ~ *"* ~ ̂ r

where the symbols have their usual meaning, allows to follow the temporal evolution of
the transport term p?, and thus of the electron transport confinement time T% = 3 ,̂"'1* .
We can also estimate the losses associated with sawtooth activity (temperature and density
relaxations in the center) ~f- = PST +^, where Tx measures the confinement time associated
with the remaining losses.

The code is able to estimate these transport confinement times as a fonction of time.

The mean square of the density fluctuations (fin2), integrated over the whole range of
frequencies, is followed for a time interval covering the ohmic phase preceding the auxiliary
heating and a period covering the heating phase.

Fig.l and 2 show the results of an analysis of many different shots in TFR.

Fig.l is a plot of the inverse values of the transport confinement time TT and rx, versus the
measured values of the relative density turbulence (fin2)/n2 during NBI heating experiments.
For each shot two points are plotted, one corresponding to the ohmic phase (small letters) and
one to the auxiliary heating phase (capital letters) after the fluctuations level has reached
a saturation. Though a noticable dispersion, the best fit lines joinirsg each set of points
coincide, suggesting a continuity in the process wich generates the density fluctuations and
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the anomalous transport. Both quantities rfl and r"1 appear to increase linearly with
turbulence.

Tee same analysis is presented for ICRF heating in fig.2. The arable numbers corresponds
to the ohmic phase and the roman numbers to the auxiliary heating phase 20 ms after its
beginning (a new level of saturation is reached during this phase whereas density increases
continuously).

In the both case, the best fit lines for r~l crosses this axis closer to the origin than the
one for rf1, which suggests that the conduction losses without sawtooth activity p£ are more
directly related to fluctuations.

This analysis support the rôle of density fluctuations in the anomalous transport process
of energy out of the center of the plasma. An important point is that the same processus
of loss seems to be involved during ohmic phase and during auxiliary heating phases. But
experimental datas, as well as theoretical models lack to make a full quantitative study of
the correlation between density fluctuations and anomalous transport.

4 Specific turbulence associated with internal disruptions in TFR

The existence of a specific turbulence during the sawtooth relaxation which superimposes the
quasi-stationary one, has been observed in TFR. It consists'of bursts of fluctuations, lasting
about 60 /is, principally composed of high frequencies (400 kHz < / < 3 MHz), which appear
in synchronism with the internal disruption.

In the present experiments, the vertical scattering volume can be radially scanned, and
the wave vectors of the analysed fluctuations are 5 < fc < 17 cm'1 .

i

Temporal analf Vt
Time
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We can define three different stages in the disruption process by following the SXR signals,
proportional to electron temperature and density integrated along different cords: figure 3
show the evolution of the SX emissivity for five différents cords going from the inner to the
outer side of the torus, and the evolution of (Sn2) for the frequency range 400 kHz < / < 3
MHz and k = 5 cm'1 during one internal disruption. Each stage typically lasts 20ps.

The first stage corresponds to a fast displacement of the hot core of the plasma, during
which the level of fluctuations in this range of frequency increases slightly. The second stage
corresponds to the main crash of the emissivity signal. The level of fluctuations largely
increases during this stage. The third stage coincides with the reorganisation process during
which the amplitude of specific turbulence is the same as during the first stage.

We have then analysed the spatial localization of the specific turbulence associated to the
second phase of the disruption process.

Spatial localization. The specific turbulence spectrum is defined as the difference be-
tween the instantaneous spectrum performed during the disruption and the spectra performed
before and after the disruption and averaged. After integration over the caracteristic frequen-
cies we can then follow the behaviour of the level of specific fluctuations by radially scanning
the scattering volume:

• specific fluctuations only exist at the interior of the 4 = 1 surface.

• they are localized in a cell on the cold side of the plasma. This cell extends radially
on about one half of the q = 1 surface radius, and has an azimuthal extension of 120°
(fig- 4).

- collapse apd turbulence

turbulence

* Sonner

and faster

Hot side

Heat flux. The heat flux outside the q = 1 surface, following the crash of the temperature
in the center, is not azimuthally uniform. An analysis of the SXR signals for the different
cords allows to define the azimuthal direction in which it appears sooner: this direction
coincides with the location of the specific turbulent cell at the time of the crash.
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Level of specific fluctuations. The mean square of density fluctuations associated
with disruption is always greater than the quasi-stationnary one in the caracteristic range of
frequency.

Moreover an analysis taking into account the localization of these specific fluctuations
and the effect of cord integration, show that their power level are two orders of magnitude
greater than the quasi-stationnary one. This ratio is comparable with the relative increase
of the heat transport factor observed during the collapse [6].

The observed specific turbulence corroborate the fact that a turbulence mechanism must
be involved in the disruption process, and that it is a good candidate to explain the observed
enhanced transport during sawtooth activity.

.5 Intermittence

Intermittent bursts of very low frequency (in the range 50-500 kHz) fluctuations have been
observed in the density fluctuations signals. These bursts typically last 30 to 60 ps at interval
of 150 to 250 /is.

A statistical analysis using measures of dimension of correlation has been done on the
turbulent signals to caracterize the non-linear dynamics of the turbulence. The correlation
dimension depends drastically on the scale of the time at which the study is made, thus no
clear conclusions can be drawn.
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ABSTRACT: We report results obtained, using the Grassberger-Procaccia
algorithm with a single time-series reconstruction,for the correlation
dimension associated with density fluctuations measured through Langmuir
probes placed in the scrape-off layer of the Brazilian Tokamak TBR-L Typical
results are represented by the five signals we shall present: two analysed
signals show low dimensionality ; two do not show any saturation in the
slope, having a typical noisy behaviour, and in a fifth signal we observe a
region with no saturation followed by a region with a low dimensionality,
allowing an interpretation in terms of deterministic chaos contaminated by low
level noiseiWe compare our results with previous ones reported in the
literature.

L INTRODUCTION

The theory of dynamical systems has provided new tools to analyse
oscillatory time signais, which includes the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents,
the Kolmogorov entropy, the generalized dimensions and the f(a) singularity
spectrum. Basic concepts are not discussed here and can be found elsewhere
(réf. 1).

The idea behind these analysis is that the long-time behaviour of
chaotic nonlinear dynamical systems can often be characterized by fractal or
multifractal measures.

Given an experimental time series, one of the crucial questions to be
answered is related to the dimensionality of the associated strange attractor
(assuming it exists). This dimensionality estimates the complexity of the
turbulence in the sense that it approximates the minimum number of degrees of
freedrom whose dynamics could generate such a time series. A low
dimensionality should allow to think the turbulence as resulting from a small
number of degrees of freedrom, and, at least in principle, should be possible to
build a predictive model for the experimental chaotic data.

Given a strange attractor, the generalized dimensions (réf. 1)
characterize the inhomogeneous static structure of the attractor. One of these
dimensions is the correlation dimension v, which can be computed from an
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experimental time series using an algorithm developed by Grassberger and
Procaccia.

A detailed description of the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm
(GPA) can be found in the original paper (ref.2). Here we use the GPA with a
single time-series reconstruction based on the Takens theorem (ref.3) , which
is shortly presented hi the following.

Given the single time series

X1 = X C t 1 ) , i = l, ..... N, (1)

where the X1 are N regularly spaced measurements in time, we reconstruct a
set of m-dimensional vectors

qj = ( XCt1) ,XCt1 + p),...̂  + (m-l)p) ) , (2)

where m is the embedding dimension, and p is a fixed time lag which is usually
of the order of the magnitude T of the correlation time associated with the
time series. For each value of m we calculate the correlation integral

N

C(L)=l im N _ œ 1 / N2 Z* 9 ( L - Iq1 - fyl ) .0)

where 9 is the Heavside step ruction, |q"j - q£,| is the Euclidean norm of the
vector q- - q .̂ , and N , the total number of experimental points, is taken
sufficiently large to give good statistics.

The correlation integral (3) evaluates the fraction of distances
smaller than L. In a plot of log C(L) x log L, for a given value of the
embedding dimension m, the data should be on a straight line. The slopes of
such lines, obtained for increasingly values of m , converge to the correlation
dimension v .

For experimental data, N is obviously finite; as a consequence, for
high values of m we loose the linear scaling of log C(L) x log L and no
conclusion is possible. So, if there is no convergence up to moderate values of
m (typically m = 10 - 12 for N = 10,000 - 15,000 points) we should
conclude that the associated correlation dimension is higher than the last
calculated slope or our experimental signal shows noisy behaviour.

The use of the GPA demands some precautions. In particular, special
attention must be given to the choice of the appropriate sampling frequency to
measure the experimental data; high sampling frequencies may conduct to

=t
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In this paper we use the GPA to analyse density fluctuations
measured through Langmuir probes placed in the scrape-off layer of the
tokamak TBR-I. A short description of the experimental conditions is
presented in section 2. In section 3 we give our results for the correlation
dimension, and in section 4 we compare with previous ones reported in the
literature. Conclusions are listed in section 5.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

TBR-I is a circular cross-section tokamak with a minor radius a =
0.11 m and a major radius R = 0.30 m, operating with ohmically heated
plasmas with the following typical parameters: toroidal magnetic field B = 4 -
4.5 kG; plasma current 4 -10 kA; electron density (2-10)E+12 cm-3 and
electron temperature on axis Te (O) = 100 eV.

The experimental data analysed in this paper (réf. 5) consist of local
fluctuating signals of the ion saturation current in triple Langmuir probes
placed in the scrape-off layer of TBR-L The measured signals are proportional
to densit broadband fluctuations in the edge of the plasma.

The signals have all been sampled at frequency of 4 MHz, which is
sufficiently low to avoid eventual erroneous conclusions due to high sampling
frequencies which may produce low slope parasite tails in the log C(L) x
log (L) graph, masquing the characteristic power law associated with the
attractor.

The total number of data points ranges from 10,000 to 15,000 and
hence a total sampling time from 2,5 ms to 4,0 ms, while the plasma current in
nearly constant.The autocorrelation times T associated with the signals range

from 9 jis to 12.5 us.
The set of five signals shown in fig, 1 represent typical data chosen

among the avaible experimental results. The amplitude of the signals is
represented in arbitrary units, and the temporal separation between two
sucessive measurements is 0.25 jis.

3. RESULTS

In applying the GPA to the signals shown in fig. 1 we use for the
fixed time lag p in (2) the autocorrelation time t , calculated for each

c
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signal.Inorder to test the stability of the algorithm, p was varyed near T ,
C

without any noticeable change in the results.For each signal we have computed
the correlation integral C(L) (eq. (3)) for values of the embedding dimension
ranging from m=2 to m=8 (even values), which in most of the cases permits us
to draw some conclusions.

Our results are shown in figs. 2-6, where we display, for each signal
and value of m: the graph of log- C(L) x log- (L/L_) (Ln = arbitrary

If 2> U \)
constant); the local slope obtained computing the inclination of the straight line
through two sucessive points of the first graph, and associating it to the abcisse
of the first point; and the mean value of the slope in the region where it is
more or less constant as a function of the embedding dimension. The table
shows, for each m , the numerical values for the calculated mean slope.

Signal JAlOOl CO (fig. 2) shows convergence and we can conclude
that v = 3.62 i 0.05.

The analysis with signal DZl045 CO (fig.. 3) is less clear, and
without data for higher embedding dimensions it is impossible to precise the
value of v. However, it is absolutely clear the tendency shown by the data
toward a convergence to low dimensionality. .

Signals DZ1049 BO and JA1052 CO (figs. 4 and 5) show typical
noisy behaviour without saturation in the slope, with a clear different
behaviour, if compared with these for the previous analysed signals where we
find low dimensionality.

Finally, the analysis of the local slope graph of signal NV2030 CO
(fig. 6) seems to indicate a two-region behaviour concerning dimensionality:
one with no saturation in the slope followed by a region with v smaller than 4,
allowing an interpretation in terms of deterministic chaos contamineted by low
level noise (see réf. 4).

4. PREVIOUS RESULTS

We find in the literature ( refs. 7-14) several applications of GPA to
tokarnak fluctuating signals. However, the measured signals were obtained in
different machines, using different diagnostics and the analysis was made with
different pysical variables, e.g., magnetic field fluctuations (refs. 7-9,12),
sawtooth activity (refs. 8 ,9), and density fluctuations (refs. 8, ll-i4).Since we
analyse in this paper density fluctuations, we report here only previous results
for this variable.
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Density fluctuations on the TOSCA-device (réf. 8) were measured
using CO- scattering and double Langmuir probes. The data from CO^

scattering do not show any saturation in the slope, up to embedding dimension
m = 7, which would seem to indicate a high value for the dimensionality, or a
noisy behaviour. The data from Langmuir probes show weak signs of
saturation for the dimensionality, indicating v = 5 when the embedding
dimension is m = 8.

Density fluctuations were also analysed in TCA (réf. 12). Both
fluctuations in the ion saturation current and floating potential in triple
Langmuir probes, as well as TCA line-integrated density fluctuations (obtained
using an imaging diagnostic based on the phase contrast method), do not show
any saturation.

In TFR (réf. 11) there are results reported for .the chord average
plasma density fluctuations, obtained using CO laser scattering signals. Three

signals are analysed, two of them show a low dimensionality between 2.4 and
3.4 and in one signal no saturation is observed. However, in a later report (réf.
14) the same research group makes reference also to CO- laser scattering data

in TFR and the new conclusion is that there is no saturation.
Finally, TFTR (réf. 13) floating potential fluctuations in Langmuir

probes in the scrape-off layer were analysed and no saturation was observed.
The Authors claim that previous data quoted in the literature, which show a
low dimensionality, should be revisited using a more careful analysis in terms
of local slope, like die one we use in this paper.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented some results concerning the utilization of GPA to
determine the correlation dimension associated with fluctuations in the ion
saturation current measured in Langmuir probes placed in the scrape-off layer
of the tokamak TBR-I.

Our results indicate different behaviours of the signals concerning
dimensionality - low dimension, no saturation and deterministic low dimension
chaos contaminated by a low level noise - depending on the particular signal.

Except for low dimensionality data obtained in TOSCA and TFR,
the first one questioned in réf. 13, all the others results do not show any
saturation for the correlation dimension associated with density fluctuations in
tokamaks.
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In this paper we present an analysis which includes the evaluation of
the local slopes, like in ref. 13, and in some cases we observe strong evidences
of low dimensionality as small as 3.7.

"Mathemathical Diagnostics" like the GPA and others should be
envisaged as helpful methods to classify experimental fluctuating signals
concerning "degree of chaoticity". In spite of the large number of papers
related to this subject in fusion plasma physics, it seems to be convenient a
more systematic study of fluctutions in tokamaks, not only using the GPA but
also other recent methods provided by the theory of dynamical systems.
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Electrostatic turbulence
in the DITE boundary

Talk given at the workshop on SLECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE on the 4th October
1989 at the Castle of Cadarache, France, by

G. Vayakis

AEA Technology Culham Laboratory
(EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association),

Abingdon, Oxon, OXU 3DB
and

Ballùl College, Oxford OXl 3BJ.

Introduction and layout We describe results obtained from a series of experiments
performed on the DITE tokamak using a reciprocating probe array positioned in the outside
midplane region (-34° < 6 < 34°, 0.9 < r/a < 1.25.) The drive (fig Ia) was mounted at
157.5° toroidally to the mam pumped limiter [1] and carried 5 4-pin/2-coil probe stalks on
a 23cm arc. The internal probe construction is shown in fig.lb. Only the two poloidally
separated pins are shown for simplicity. The probes also incorporated 2 poloidally sepa-
rated BP coils to enable local measurements of magnetic fluctuations, their propagation
characteristics and correlation with the electrostatic fluctuations:

Electrostatic propagation characteristics Given a two point measurement of a
fluctuating field such as V)I004 we can obtain estimates of the mean wavenumber £(u>) as
well as the standard deviation A&(w). We can use the properties of the cross-correlation
function to obtain [2]:

IM-^ ID
and _

where TU(W) is the cross-coherence as a fonction of frequency, &0(w) is the cross-phase
and Ax the pin separation. Altemativelly we can obtain the same information from the
statistical wavember method [3], where the average power in each wavenumber /frequency
bin is computed.

Both methods have been applied to the turbulent field in the DITE edge using two-
point poloidally separated measurements of the floating potential. What is observed is wave
propagation in the ion diamagnetic drift direction well outside the last closed flux surface,
changing over to the electron drift side inside the LCFS. In Fig.2 is shown the statistical
wavenumber spectrum in two frequency bands 1cm inside the LCFS. The propagation is
visible as the shift in tlie mean wavenumber 'of the spectrum for high frequencies. The
propagation is approximately linear to 20OkHz. The magnitude and direction of the group
velocity (« 280Om/ j for Fig.2) is consistent with the EAB velocity we may deduce from
the radial variation of the floating potential and the temperature although uncertainties in

127/
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the measurements make this electric field difficult to estimate to better than ±30%. This
error is of the order of the election pressure gradient drift velocity (« 800m/ a fur typical
edge parameters.)

Both methods give AJfe » Ji (broadband spectrum) and suggest sigm"eant &a<.rai& •-••
broadband power at relatively low poloidal wavenumbers (m<30).

Spatial variation and the Boltzmann relation Experiments performed on oth&
machines (see for example [4]) as well as on DITE [5] have often shown significant deviations
from the Boltzmann relation in the fluctuation levels. We deduce this relation by first order
expansion of

n = noe*& (3)

to give

These measurements however assume that the level of temperature fluctuations is neg-
ligible. In that case probe measurements can b«5 used to directly evaluate the local electric
field and density variation with time from

(5)

and
Bp=VV>-MJvTe (6)

where M is the sheath potential drop constant.
On expanding (Z) while allowing the temperature to fluctuate on a timescale much

slower than the electron collision time we obtain the following relation between the rms
fluctuation levels of ion saturation current and floating potential:

>
féVt

1 - 7 / 7" \

(7)

where we have set A
and 7«r =< nf >

We note that the ratio is independent of M provided that it varies only weakly with
plasma conditions. It does however vary with the mean floating potential which is known
to change rapidly hi the tokamak boundary. It follows that even for no spatial variation
of 7nT and A we would expect the "deviation" from the Boltzmann relation to vary with
radius.

This can be illustrated by examining a typical medium density DITE shot hi helium.
Fig.3 shows the variation of floating potential and temperature against radius. Fig.4a shows
the variation of j/j and eVf/kTe against radius. Fig.4b shows their ratio together with the
expected ratio from equation (7) using the data of Fig.3. Here we have assumed A = 0.7
and 7nT = 0.5, independently of radius.

Even with these simplistic assumptions we can obtain a reasonably good fit. As tern»
perature, density and EAB shear vary strongly in the boundary it would be unlikely that
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A and 7 do not change with, radius. What Fig.4 clearly shows however is that we must
have an independent and reliable estimate of the temperature fluctuation level before we
can. conclude that the Boltzmann relatiou ia violated for the edge.

Finally we should note that equation (6) implies that the measured phase between float-
ing potential and ion current is not necessarily correct as the temperature fluctuation term
can very easily dominate the measurement of Vf for a typical ft of « 2. Measurements of
transport relying on two point propagation information as in [5,6,7] are sensitive to tem-
perature fluctuations to order /iA unless f^r ia zero. The coherence between temperature
and density fluctuations is therefore another quantity of interest.

Temperature fluctuations and transport coefficients It becomes clear from the
above that we will not be able to build up a dear picture of the boundary layer fluctuations
without, good knowledge of all the relative fluctuation parameters (This includes magnetic
fluctuations as although they are small they can help distinguish between différent mode
origins of the turbulence.) One method that can resolve all the electrostatic parameters
of interest has been used successfully on the ZETA [8] device and mor% recently on the
TOSCA [6] and TEXT [9] tokamaks.

It involves studying the variation of the current fluctuations to a doable probe as a
function of applied voltage, Va. For the general case

J = .F(Z1^zn, F0) ' (8)

we can expand (8) square up and average to obtain

o>- E ££<«*. >(-¥)• <•)
Zf the mean values of zi...zn are known then

dF

where Jtn(Va) are known functions. Therefore a linear least-squares fit to the < jj > curve
may be used to obtain the time averaged quantities < zx > . For a double probe in particular
we can have x\ = n, ZZ = Et and 13 = T« if the probe is aligned poloidally. ,,

Since F in this case is nonlinear hi z,- the time average of the probe characteristic will
be distorted acording to

* nzm > l - - (11)

Therefore on obtaining an estimate of < znzm > we have to correct the probe charac-
teristic and iterate to convergence. Fig.5a,b shows the results of a fit where we have forced
T = O. The probe is slightly asymmetric but the basic features are there: the minimum
in FigSb is roughly proportional to < E9Ea >, the ma-rimn™ to < nn > and the shift in
the minmrnm to < nÈg >. On including f, we obtain the fit of Figs.6a,b. The estimates
of Fig.5 are not affected significantly, nevertheless we deduce f/T as Q.Sh/n. The mean
temperature change between Figs. 5a and 6a is due to the fluctuation driven correction

133
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tenu in. eq.(ll). In this case the double probe used is at s 45° to the field lines so that the
7n£ and 7TB shown cannot be trivially used to obtain estimates of the convective transport
terms. The 7»r of Fig.6 is similar to that of ref.[9] and indicates weak correlation between
temperature and density fluctuations. However it is comparable to 7^ and so, following
the results of the previous section, it will affect estimates of transport relying on fe « O to
order /jA. In summary the method gives trcod estimates of n/n, eJ3Ax/fc!T« and ^nE but
produces rather large uncertainties in f/T and the conductive transport term [10] 7TS-

Density scan This method was used for a scan of the line average density with the
probe array held at the limiter radius in order to obtain the variation of the fluctuation
parameters with density. Fig.T shows that the density at the limiter varies only by 25% for
a factor of 3 change in Une average density. The edge temperature however changes by a
factor of » 4.

The normalised fluctuation levels (Fig.8) rose for lower edge temperatures. This is
similar to normal radial behaviour (normalised fluctuation levels increasing with r.) The
normalised density fluctuation level decreased as 1/VÏV The temperature dependence is
too weak for the pure rippling mode [11], especially when the change hi density is taken
into account. The absolute electric field fluctuation level increased with temperature (Fig.9)
and the correlation 7n£ lay in the region 0.15-0.35, increasing at low temperature. Finally
the shots that showed a distinct improvement in fit when the temperature fluctuations were
included gave f/T « 0.8n/n (±60%) but with no clear conclusion on InT sad 7rs.These
shots had medium to high densities (> 2.5 x 1019/m3) corresponding to relatively low edge
temperatures so that more of the double probe characteristic was covered.

Transport scaling The particle flux crossing the LCFS is estimated using the infor-
mation of Figs.8,9 together with JnE- This is in the range 3—8 x 1020/m2j, peaking at high
densities. It is hi general larger than the total flux deduced by ion current measurements
on the limitera. This could be due to poloidal asymmetries outside the region covered by
the probe drive or to recycling off the limiter front face. The corresponding two particle
replacement times are shown in Fig.10.

Finally, the convective heat flux is evaluated using the edge temperature measurements.
The result is shown in Fig.ll where Q = 2 x f &Ter to allow for the ion convective heat flux.
This is because Ti ~ T, as found for the DITE edge [12]. It is seen that at low densities
(-» high temperatures) the convective heat flux is sufficient to account for tie non-radiative
heat loss whereas at high density/low edge temperature only up to »50% is accounted
for. Electron temperature fluctuations of order 0.8n/n could account for the missing power
depending on the exact value of ITE- Alternatively ion temperature fluctuations could be
responsible for the missing power but no measurements of T; are available.

Conclusions The DITE boundary electrostatic fluctuations were investigated using a
poloidal array of 4-pin Langmuir probes and were found to be characterised by

• poloidal propagation determined by the local EAB velocity

• broad (Am a m) poloidal wavenumber spectra

• large power in the low (m< 30) wavenunber region
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• deviations from the Boltzmann relation that could be attributed to temperature fluc-
tuations

The fluctuation-induced particle and heat fluxes were found to be significant at all
densities. In particular:

• the fluctuation induced convection can account for the total particle transport at all
densities

• the associated convective heat flux accounts for global non-radiative losses at low
density. It accounts for =s50% cf such losses at medium to high density

• there is evidence of a significant (of order n/n) amount of temperature fluctuation at
medium to high density that could account for the missing power but better data is
needed on the temperature/poloidal electric field and temperature/ density correlation
terms and T».

Acknowledgements The author wishes to thank Ors B.C. Robinson and J.Hugill for
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ALTAIR: A NEW DIAGNOSTIC FOR MEASURING DENSITY
FLUCTUATIONS IN TORE SUPRA

X. GARBET, C.LAVTRON. J. OUVAIN
Association EURATOM-CEA, CEN Cadarache, Département de Recherche sur la Fusion

Contrôlée, 13108 Saint Paul lez Durance (FRANCE)

and

F. GERVAIS, D. GRÉSILLON, P. HENNEQUIN, A. QUÉMÉNEUR and A. TRUC
Laboratoire de Physique des Milieux Ionisés, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau (FRANCE)

INTRODUCTION

Density fluctuations are an important feature of fusion plasma researchs. For example/
the particle and energy transports are likely considerably enhanced by these fluctuation?. In
order to understand the rôle of these fluctuations in contributing in thé "anomalous losses", a
scattering experiment will be installed on TORH SUPRA.

A far-infrared system, using * cw COi laser, has been chosen because of its large
dynamical sensitivity and the absence of refraction effects. Tha icajor drawback of this choice
consists in a poor longitudinal space localisation (chord average scattering volume). However,
by technical choices discussed later, a partial spare localisation would be attainable (Ar < a/2),
value comparable with what we could expect with a microwave scorning experiment

This diagnostic, ALTAIR, a French acronym for "Local Analysis of Anomalous
Transport using Infra-Red light", has for main objectives:

- To measure density fluctuations (stationary turbulence) during the ohmic heating and
the different phases of auxiliary heatings.

- To identify the cause of this turbulence and establish its relation with "anomalous"
losses.

- To study "specific" turbulence associated with internal disruptions
- To contribute to the study of the mechanism of non inductr. Q current creation
- To undertake some specific studies: spatial and temporal correlations, studying

asymmetries, modes associated with ion cyclotron heating,...

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The principle of the diagnostic is based on the measurement of the scattering of a COi
coherent beam at very small angle [1,2]. From the basic experiment installed on TFR, a number
of improvements have been added, for a better knowledge of the turbulence.

Heterodyne detection

Instead of splitting die beam with a beam splitter, in order to generate a local oscillator
beam (heterodyne detection), an acousto-optic Bragg cell (AO) is used. Not only this crystal
splits the beam into two parts, but one is frequency shifted by about 40 MHz. With this
technique, die sense of rotation of the fluctuations will be accessible.
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2 simultaneous IL numbers accessibility

,-„ Bragg cells, end to end, we get 3 beams: one of small power
>), and two others (MBl and MB2) as main beams (fig. 1). So, 2is used as a local oscillator

wave vectors k"î and ka ate simultaneously accessible. The first modulator driver oscillates at
42 MHz whereas the second oscillates at 38 MHz. In the ALTAIR configuration, the local
oscillator is 80 MHz shifted,compared to the laser frequency. MBl and MB2 are respectively
42 MHz and O MHz shifted.

50% MB2 (OMHz)

MBl (42MHz)

Fig. 1 • Use of 2 acoustb-optic Bragg cells to form 3 beams

- 360° rotation of 1?

The local oscillator, fixe, is then considered as an axis. The two other beams, MBl
and MB2, pass through a complex rotating system, They can rotate around the local oscillator

(fig. 2), then determining the direction of k. It can also be translated in order to define the

modulus of k.
V

Rotatorl

Fig. 2 - 360° rotation ofki and kz
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Low ]it| values accessibility

Low 13 values accessibility is limited by divergence. In order to reduce the divergence,
a large beam waist is necessary. The generation of the two main beams under these conditions
imposes two telescopes, one working as a beam expander (before the plasma), and one
working as a beam condenser (after the plasma). Two beam waists are projected, Wi = 26 mm
and W2 = 13 mm. With Wi, the wave number lower limit is 3 cm-1. With W2, and by using
uncentered beams OQ the telescope, the upper limit is 40 cm*1 (fig. 3). So, the set of attainable
wave numbers is the following:

3 5 ki 514cm-1

6 5 k2 517 cm'1

6 5 ki 534cm-1

a 540cm*1

A rotation (°)
180-

90-

-90

-180

centered LO

30

— W=26mm

W=13mm

— W=13mm uncentered LO

20 30

Fig. 3 - Accessible wave numbers for W = 13 and 26mm

2 simultaneous spatial domains of scattering

Before getting to the plasma, the set of 3 beams (local oscillator and 2 main beams) is
equally splitted in 2 parts and sent along 2 chords .across the plasma. Then, 2 spatial volume
are analysed simultaneously, chosen among 5 possible ports (fig. 4). Afterwards, these 2 sets
are indepcndanûy driven to their respective reception optical bench.
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Fig. 4-2 spotted chords chosen among Sports

Electronic box and data acquisition system

Two detectors are used, each one associated to a scattering volume. On each detector,
die scattered siguals, corresponding to ki and kz, are centered around 38 and 80 MHz. A set of
mixers and bandpass filters let to extract the scattered signals. Moreover, .a n/2 phase shifter
installed on one branch let to get the real and the ir. aginary parts of the signal, i.e. the full
experimental information. As a consequence, a total of eight fast digitizers (100 MHz,
8 x 32 Kwords buffer) are necessary.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

From the laser to the detector, the complete optical path may be divided in four
functional parts:

- The emission bench, from the CQz laser to the output of the beam expander

telescope. This bench creates and shapes the 3 beams for the desired k amplitude and
direction.

. The path in the machine hall, itself subdivided into two parts, one from the emission
bench up to the entrance pan of the vacuum vessel, one from the output port to the reception
bench.

- The vacuum vessel itself, where die three beams have to merge.

- The two reception benches, one for each of the 2 spatial chords analysed, from the
beam condenser telescope to the detccor. These benches separate the 3 beams, allowing only the
local oscillator to reach the detector.
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For all the beams, the ratal distance between the laser and the detector is about 80
meters. With a detector having a sensitive area of (25OjIm)2, some precise and reliable
mechanisms are necessary to get correct alignements from the laser to the windows of the
tckamak and then to the detector. This is mainly done using rotating and translating tables with
stepping motors. For rotation, steps of IQ-4 degrees can be achieved, allowing precise
alignements. In addition, some simpler movements, using DC motors, are used to move
shutters or mirrors intercepting the beams and driving it ts wattmeters,

An other important feature of the control system is the profile analyser. It controls Ue
shape and position of the 3 beams at a "virtual" centre of the plasma. A mirror can intercept the
three beams and conveys the new beams to a bench, image of a vertical chord of the plasma.
This profile analyser is made out of a pyroelecaic detector combined with achopper and a lock-

We cannot access in the tokamak hall between the shots and the area of the emission
and reception benches is of limited accessibility, so these mechanisms need a full remote control
system.

This is made by a microcomputer. It controls all the stepping motors, the DC motors,
the laser (water temperature, piezoelectric control of the- tuning), the profile analyser and some
usual peripherals (plotter, printer, ...). A schematic diagram of this control is represented on
fig. 5.

The acquisition is made with standard "LeCroy" modules on "Camac" crate. The data
are transferred: to the storage computer via the standard Tore Supra Ethernet network.

to acquisition system

lock-In amplifier;

stepping motor controller
l

.Ml M2 (13 M4
U
1

!E *̂̂
MS M6 M7 M8 U

I

TL78/1

TL78/2

DC motors,

M25 M26 M27 M28

m
U TL78/7

W X Y 2
wattmeters
Fig. 5 - ALTAIR control system
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

Talring advantage of all the specificities of the diagnostic and of the machine, a number
of experiments will be conducted.

Studies of turbulence propagation

- Simultaneous measurements through the plasma along 2 vertical chords will allow
temporal studies: propagation effects during pellets injection, disruptions, sawteeth,...

- Research of possible asymmetries (ballooning effects, up and down asymétries,...).

Rotation of 1?, coupled with heterodyne detection

- Better knowledge of the bidimensional characteristics of the turbulence (localisation

in k space of the turbulence).

- Determication of the direction of propagation of the fluctuations (electronic or ionic
drift direction).

- As .the shear on TS is more important than Ak/k, it would be possible to get a partial
localisation of the • .écrive scattering volume along the analysed chcrd (3 zones: centre,
gradient, edge).

- Direct information on kz by correlation of the same k vector from two scattering
volumes located on top and on bottom of the plasma.

2 simultaneous 1? numbers

• - 3 waves coupling (bispectrum): measurements of the non-linearity degree of the

spectral parts of the fluctuations.

- Temporal evolution and deforma'ion of the spectrum in the Fourier domain during
the dynamical variations of the fluctuations (pellets, sawteeth, additional heatings).

Other studies

- Fast and slow modes associated to the Qa a. ixiliary heating.

- Propagation of waves associated to the hybr d current driven modes (needs a 3.7
GHz detector).

- Analysis of the microfluctuations during current drive, ergodic divertor regime,
additional heatings, in relation with the confinement.

- Edge turbulence for "exotic" plasmas (a - 55 cm).
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V4 >0 V.<0 V1 >0

^ * *
S i \ ^^ X-S.

Kn=O

The ion made situation:

Kn=O Kn«<a/Viih Ku=U/V11 .

3~ General J-Za-E-JQn J.P *fche non Ii. near case

The electric potential is now a function UCr,9,j<,t> which
produces by acting oc. particles a. charge

where the operators T are linear in each argument. Tie self
consistency is expressed by

TOO ~ O <5>

Let us consider a turbulent state 2<r,6,0,t) imposed by an
external source, and a linear mode U' Cr1S1^, ,t)exp Yt, *->+0,
superimposing to that state. Ve have:

Ti <TJT'> + T= <2, TJ" )+Tz CTI
1 ,2) + ... = TD<2, U') = O

TD being a linear operator in U' depending on JI. It appears that
the condition <5> is equivalent to the conditions:

TJ1 SB constant.TT and TDI(TJ1 > = O where TDK.) = f TDCXU, . )dX

for sake of clarity, we will conlude that the turbulent
field TJ is proportional to a marginally unstable field mode U'
superinçjosing linearly to a turbulent state TJ/2.
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Ve write:

U = Sx.-.» U1. -..«<D exp

The particle Hamiltonian in presence of tie potential U/2 consist
of 2 terms, one of which Cnonresonant) preserve the integrability
of tie trajectories, while the other induces the turbulent particle
diffusion in phase space. The latter enters in the linear plasma
response to the mode U' by broadening the resonances of U' along
the trajectories in presence of U/2. We will admit that this
broadening is small compared to the width of the u spectrum of U1
U* , and may accordingly be neglected.

Along the integrable trajectories in presence of U/2:

, ZTC. periodic in IF.OI, I «.«..-, Qt,

with:
C, Iu. = time averaged r, Vn1

djfe«,i/dt = UPOI <M. ÏLL, H> i d^tof/dt = (a*..=- <Mt SJ-L. E> • Q = submultiple
of all us.

One may write:

JU1 = £im« hlmu <u, J1J., r.) exp

the coefficients hi™» reflecting how the field U1 is felt by the
particles along each trajectory u,wn,r.. One has, far given jit Vn-

where the matrix Z is specfied by U/2 on the basis of <6>. The self
consistency of the mode U* may be again expressed by using a
lagrangian L1 which is now a bilinear form it the U* 1«.«, s and in
the U' i«w* s, and which must be an extremum with respect to the
V i.»*.* s. Integration, of the Vlasov equation in the angular and
action space Mi 3Eu.tr.» IMI, jf *.=,•., Qt leads to:

L = dr <ne=/T> S 1«« £ I U1 x«« Cr) I =
- <«<*-«*) /<o-K,,tK,ïu.» I hi«M<ji,ïij., Dl= >3

One is then led to the following iterative computing scheme:
one gives a first version of U/2 from which the matrix Z is
derived; extremal izat ion of L with respect to the U' !«,««s first
selects which factor nust be applied to the given U/2 for the
bilinear form L to be degenerate. The obtained field U1 then
provides the field U/2 for a new run.

An important point is that the functional <7> introduces all
the. resonances, linear and non linear of the turbulent field with
"whe per-tieles. A consequence is that one may derive the transport
procès-. Tiamely, the formula <3> and <4> may be applied, by simply
perf -'* jeu.ng a further summation over all l,m, u, replacing the
coefficient 1* by the coefficients him*, taken at U'=U/2.
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A— A H e-fclQTi to electron riT-lwvn -turbulence

The above scheme cannot obviously be applied without
drastically simplifying tie test made U1 . For a strong turbulence
exhibiting very low Ku1 the functions U'lm«<r) are localized
around, the resonace surface rim with strong exchanges between the
various <l,m, u). Ve nay then expect that the functions U1Im^(D
may be cast in a few standard profilée, the simplest option being:

Ve will put: I = <l,m <a> . The functional L given by (7) is now
expressed in terms of the coefficients Yx and the function f <x> in
the form:

L = Zx IYiI= Li + Su- Yi*Yi-

with:

Li = ff <x>*Alfx)dx

CtX- = f £ <x)*rn.f <x+ri-r!.>dx

where the operators Ax and Tu- are derived from <6> and thereby
depend on the Yi 3 and f <x>. Typically:

Pu- is proportional to £ YI-I -f <x+r!-ri-i • )

The iterative computing scheme is now based on the extremalization
of C^J with respect to the Yi* and f Cx)":

AiYx + Eu-CzI-Y1. = O

Aif <x> + Sn.Yt*Yi. Tu- f <x+ri-n-i • > = O

4— Inwaj-ds pa-r-ticle pinch effect

Numerical application of that scheme may be envisioned and
could clarify whether the profile f <x> tends to strongly condensate
by non linear effects near X=O. An important question is indeed to
know wether the modes TJim«<r) are localized around the resonant
surfaces rim within intervals where ions where the ion Doppler
widths KnimVt.ni are « the o> range of the turbulence. The ions
then escape to the linear resonances u * Km™ 7.,̂ ±. It must be
stressed that the inverse situation would introduce large
differences, in opposition to experiments, between the radial
diffusion of the H ions and the impurity ions because of the
differences between the thermal velocities Vt̂ . On the other hand,
if KiiimVti-,* « a, the ion diffusion is due only to the non linear
effects, i.e.:
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T<r) = ne=/T 1/ CeSB) < Cu-Iw*) 2ntf I h lmMCr> I = >

where the coefficients
U 1 I - M - W , TJ' L

m- Cu, Zu-1 D defined by C6> combine 2 nodes
and have a scale » » KnV«.i-.i.

Cr) I :

Moreover those hin^Cr) mainly depend on the particle species and
velocity by Lamer radius effects: hi««<r> = Jo<Kipc) = . We then
obtain:

T<r> = ne=/T Si«.<l/CeRB) >a«dLn<n> + <H/T-3/2JdLn<T»/dr! h l n -e.Cr)l

leading to the relation: F = - Dn CdLnCn) + a dLnCT»/dr with D
independent of species and a > O, which well reflect the observed
anomalous inwards pinch, applying equally to all species of
particles.
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DESCRIPTION OF LANDAU DAMPING AND WEAK LANGMUIR
TURBULENCE THROUGH MICROSCOPIC DYNAMICS

D.F. Escande
Equipe Turbulence Plasma*, Institut Méditerranéen de Technologie
Technopole de Marseille-Provence, F-13451 Marseille Cedex 13, France

ABSTRACT: A hamiltonian describing the self-consistent moticn of N particles in M
Langmuir modes is derived. A new theory sets very general conditions of validity for existing
quasilinear techniques for both random phase averages and averages over initial conditions of
a given system. It enables one to justify the validity of quasilinear predictions above the
vlasovian limit, in agreement with a previous experiment. This points toward the non-
validity of the Vlasov equation for turbulent plasmas.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although Landau damping is considered as a well-known phenomenon of plasma
physics from both expérimente! and theoretical view-points, its intuitive understanding is
not yet dean indeed the physical approaches to this phenomenon l> ̂  $ rely on perturbation
calculations whose validity is questionable since they involve resonant particles, and which
do not work for the damping if the exponential dependence of the field on time is introduced
from the outset 4I The difference between growth and damping, related to the existence of
growing eigenmodes and the absence of damped ones, also lacks an intuitive explanation.
Furthermore the Van Kampen-Case 5' theory questions the very existence of a dispersion
relation for Langmuir waves.

The present state of the theoretical description of the nonlinear stage of wave-
particle interaction is even worse: The assumptions of quasilinear theory 6' for the kinetic
beam-plasma instability have been shown ̂ ] to be violated long before the saturation, but its
predictions seem to remain correct 8I unlike those of a vlasovian theory 9- 10I taking into
account the mode-coupling observed experimentally 8', confirmed by a vlasovian numerical
simulation HJ. As yet the simplest problem of plasma turbulence has no satisfactory solution.

Even the problem of the chaotic transport of electrons in a prescribed field of Langmuir
waves lacks a complete solution. Although a Fokker-Planck description v.'iih a quasilinear
diffusion coefficient has been proved correct for describing orbits with given initial conditions
when the phases of the waves are random ̂ , its relevance to the case of given phases of the
waves and random initial conditions only for the particles relies on numerical evidences 1̂.
The theory of quasilinear transport for any smooth Hamiltonian system is still missing.

The vlasovian approach to turbulence assumes that the one-particle distribution
function is the correct object to describe the plasma particles. There may be some doubts about
it: (i) This function is got from the Klimontovich distribution through an averaging over a
finite volume of phase-space containing n particles, and with typical extent Ux and Ap in
space and momentum: A basic property of chaos is to produce an exponential divergence in
some directions and an exponential contraction in other ones. Therefore the dynamics produces
scales smaller than the averaging scale, and the initially close particles are spread apart on
a tir.-- which is only OQog(n)). (ii) The arbitrariness of the averaging defining the
distribution function at time O implies the existence of a whole collection of correct initial
distribution functions. However, these functions diverge exponentially with time: is there a
good one? For an experiment like that of reference 8, the time for which the vlasovian
description may become questionable scales like the inverse of the Lyapunov exponent141

team of Laboratoire de Physique des Interactions Ioniques et Moléculaires
Université de Provence, Unité Associée 773 du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifiqw
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(K2D)1/3 (also the Kolmogorov entropy) of the dynamics of the particles, where D is the
diffusion coefficient and k the typical wavenumber of the turbulent field.

This paper reports preliminary results, available at the date of this meeting , aiming
at giving a full solution to the first three problems just described. The usual Vlasov-Poisscn
approach is no longer used. To the contrary 1 start in section 2 with the Lagrangian describing
all the parades of the plasma, the full electromagnetic field, and the field-particle
coupling. Using controlled approximations enables one to derive a reduced Lagrangian
describing the coupled set of Langmuir modes and resonant particle 15I (for instance the beam
ones). À Legendre transform yields a so-called self-consistent Hamiltonian which is used in
two different ways. The first one (section 3) is a linear stability analysis of the motion with
zero electric field, which is reminiscent of the usual Vlasov-Poisson linear analysis. The
second one (section 5) is a theory of chaotic transport of particles and of the related Landau
damping/growth; it is made possible by a new theory of chaotic transport (section 4) which
establishes the conditions of validity of an old receipe of quasilinear calculation using
perturbation theory 16\ and shows how to apply it to systems with an arbitrary number of
degrees of freedom.

2. DERIVATION OF THE S£LF-CONSISTENT HAMILTONIAN

This paper mainly deals with the self-consistent interaction of Langmuir waves with
electrons in a one-dimensional plasma with spatial periodicity L The plasma is divided into
a bulk which will turn out to play the role of a linear dielectric with a linear plasma
dielectric function D(o>,k), and N particles (charged sheets) representing the tail of the
distribution function. These particles are assumed to have a density nt, and a velocity larger
than the maximum velocity pm of the bulk. I consider their interaction with M Langmuir
modes with potentials 4jexp(ikjx), wavenumbers kj=2irtn+j)/L , j=l,...,M and frequencies &>j
given by D(eoj,kp=0 (when the N particles are absent); parameter u is positive and chosen
such that the phase velocity of every mode is larger than P01.

The following derivation is inspired from Refs. 15. The starting point is the non-
relativistic Lagrangian of the full plasma-electromagnetic field system. The plasma is
considered to have a finite number »N of particles on length L. One assumes the modes of
interest to be electrostatic, the number of particles in the Debye sphere to be large, the
Doppler frequency of the M Langmuir modes as seen by the bulk particles to be much larger
than the rate of vark uon of the envelopes of the Langmuir waves, and the nonlinear effects
due to the bulk to be negligible. These assumptions anu the use of the averaged Lagrangian
technique 17I yield a reduced Lagrangian describing the self-consistent motion of the N
particles and M modes. Define the coupling parameter

E=PeWe0N]1/2, (1)

where E0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and e is the charge of the electron whose mass will be
taken equal to 1 in the following. Let real numbers Xj and Yj be defined by Xj+iYj=2e4>j/£pj,
where Pj=[3D(eùj,kj)/3tû]7/2; let pi and jq be the momentum and position of the 1-th particle.
Then the self-consistent dynamics of the N particles and of the M modes is given by
Hamiltonian

H{...... Pi1Xi1^-Yj1Xj ..... ) =1 £ pM-2 (Oj(XfH-Yf)H- E 2 2 £[Yjsin kj xj-XjCOS kjxi 1
2 w 2 j-i M j.i k-, (2)

as results from the reduced Lagrangian through a Legendre transform. H is made up of three
parts: one for the free particles, one for the free Langmuir modes, and one for the coupling
between waves and particles. If one prefers to describe harmonic oscillator j in action-angle
variables (Ij,9j), the Hamiltonian takes the form
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l...., pi,xi..:.,ij,ej, ....) 42 p?+2 «jij-eVZ1 I S^f c
2 M j-i i-i i-iK] (3)

quite similar to that of Réf. 18, where the wave structure of the coupling Hamiltom'an is more
obvious than in equation (2): for e=0, 6j is like <Bjt As pointed out in Réf. 18, together with the
Hamiltonian there is a second constant of the motion: the total momentum -- - -------

P=IP^IM,
M j.1 (4)

which is going to play a crucial role later. The approximations performed when deriving H
and H1 imply that the dynamics they describe stops corresponding to the true plasma
behaviour at some time after which électron collisions, nonlinear Landau damping, etc.
become important

It is worth noticing mat the previous derivation does not use the Vlasov equation.
However the same Hamiltonians can be derived by using a vlasovian approach: reference 19
showed that, making the usual envelope approximation, one gets for the complex amplitude
of wave j an equation similar to the Newton equation for the particles in the presence of the
Langmuir waves. Reference 18 noticed that the equations of the waves and the Newton
equations for the particles can be recovered as the canonical equations of Hamiltonian (3).

3. ANALOG OF THE LANDAU PROBLEM*

I now turn to the Landau problem. Since this means focussing on one mode with a
vanishing amplitude, I set M=ki=xui=l, and forget about the indices for the mode. Hamilton's
equations for the mode are

XaY+e'Tsinxiea (5)
N

Y=-X+£' ̂ COSXl
1-1

where e'=epi- In contrast to the usual Vlasov-Poisson approach, X=Y=O at t=0 does not imply
that X=Y=O for all times, since the discreteness of the tail particles keeps the corresponding
Cherenkov emission of the true plasma. It is worth noticing that the Vlasov-Poisson
approach, although termed self-consistent in the literature, lacks self-consistency with
respect to a true plasma as it ignores this emission.

Here, in spite of individual Cherenkov emission, there are special initial conditions
for the particles for which the zero-field vlasovian behavior is recovered. At t=0, let tail
particles be distributed among m different velocities pj=(v+i)Ap, i=l..jn, v>pm/Ap, v integer
and Ap real positive; ni>l particles have velocity pi (thus mSN/2), and are uniformly
distributed on length L. These conditions correspond to an "epitaxial sandwich" in particle
phase-space. Due to the destructive interference of individual Cherenkov emissions, this
ensures the source term to be O at time t. Indeed it keeps this value for all times, since the free
motion of the partides preserves the spatial equidistribution. Notice that a given coarse-
grained distribution^)) of particles can always be discretised in this way provided N is

'Under current elaboration with S. Zekri
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large enough. An "epitaxial sandwich" in particle phase-space corresponds to an invariant
rational m-torus in the full phase-space, since the position Qc an orbit is determined through
the position of one particle per value pi, and all frequencies are multiple of Ap. Such a torus is
not a KAM torus since it is rational; furthermore it has a small dimensionality since 2m<N+l.

Now I have a zero-field solution, and I may investigate the fate of a small
perturbation of this equilibrium, i.e. analyse the stability of the invariant torus. Let XI refer
to the motion on the torus itself and (xi+Sxj, pi+Spi, SX, SY) describe a motion near this torus.
Let Z=5X+iSY.The linearised flow about the torus is defined by

5xi=5pi

5pi=-e' Re[iZ exp (ixi)]
(6)

N

1-1

Let U(t) be the vector (...,8xi,Spi,...,5X,5Y). U obeys an equation of the type

U(t)={M)+Mi(t)]U(t) . (7)

where MQ is a constant matrix, and Mi(t) is a (quasi-)periodic matrix with m frequencies. TMs
corresponds to a generalised Hoquet problem. Apart perturbations leading to a new "epitaxial
sandwich" in particle phase-space, equation (7) admits eigensolutions of the type

U.(t)=V(t)exp[(7-i-ia))t] . (8)

where y+ia is a Floquet exponent, and V(D is a (quasi-)periodic function with the same m
basic frequencies as Mj(I).

Z has solutions of the type

The dispersion relation for Co yields

2 j ï
(10)

2l" h2 +(F -<*??

where in equation (10) the last expression only holds for y much smaller than the scale of
variation of F, and the last two for y*0. The same expression for y was got by Kupersztych20!
when computing the ponderomotive effects of a growing mode. For y=0, the r.h.s. of equation
(11) has a divergence when o> goes through the pi's. This yields a number of roots for Q) which
may be as large as 2m. They provide a discretised version of the Van Kampen-Case51

continuous spectrum.
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If 3F/3pX), equation (10) also admits a solution I y\ =Yl>0, where -ft, is the usual
formula for the Landau growth rate. For a nonzero y, equation (11) has no singularity, and
yields the usual value for a when the discrete sum is replaced with an integral using the
distribution function F. As a result, with probability 1 the positive Lyapunov exponent comes
out, which yields the classical kinetic instability of an eigenmode. A striking feature of
equation (10) is that it shows that particles exactly resonant with the wave do not contribute
to the growth-rate. The most efficient ones are ftA away on both sides of the phase-velocity
co/k (here k=l). Therefore Landau growth is a side-resonant effect The first equality of
equation (10) also works for computing the growth rate of the small cold beam instability,
where the off-resonant action of the particles on the unstable mode is well-known19!. This can
be recovered when repeating the calculations of Refe. 1 with an exponentially growing wave.
This is consistent with the insensitivity of the instability to the presence or absence of chaos
in the dynamics of particles (measured by a diffusion coefficient D) provided^ that

This can be made clearer, by a calculation of the perturbation of the orbits of the particles due
to the wave, to second order in Z in a similar fashion to that of Réf. 20. One writes

- _ (is)

This yields the time-averaged acceleration

T +(<» -PI r •

which shows that the instability related to the positive Lyapunov exponent is nothing but a
synchronisation of near-resonant particles with the wave?0'. This result holds provided
condition (12) is verified, since it enables the wave to grow before chaos strongly disturbs the
free orbits. The existence of invariant (4) explains why the effect of the instability on the
particle velocities needs to be sought to second order in the wave amplitude, although a
linear phenomenon is studied. '

The parallel existence of a negative Lyapunov exponent might look odd to plasma
physicists, but it is a mere expression of the true Hamiltonian nature of plasma dynamics.
Indeed one may write

u(t)=r(t)u(o) .

where I~(t) is a symplectic matrix The eigenvalues of such a matrix go typically by groups of
four to an eigenvalue X there corresponds X* due to the reality of the dynamics,! A due to
time reversibility in Hamiltonian dynamics, and 1/X* due to both reasons. This explains the
solution Tps-Tt of (10).

This also shows that there cannot be a negative y without a positive one. Therefore
Landau damping cannot be related to a damped solution of equation (6). This feature explains
the well-known difference between Landau growth and damping. In the former case one can
find in the vlasovian approach a growing eigenmode of the system, whereas in the latter one,
exponential damping is only an asymptotic property in t of the system, usually interpreted as
a phase-mixing of the Van Kampen modes. They are recovered here in a discrete way.
Mathematically speaking, for v=Q solutions of equation (6) are periodic, but when N goes to
infinity, by taking Ap=CXlTN), the period does as well, and becomes larger than the time of
validity of the theory, as ruled by the approximations made when deriving H. When N goes
to infinity these roots may fill densely a possibly unbounded interval of to.
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However one does not see in the present approach why any initial disturbance of the
system should split in eigenmodes whose sum should be maximum at t=0 and decay
quasiexponentially with time. The related mechanism of energy exchange between the
spatial Fourier mode and the particles would be rather mysterious. When thinking it over,
even the instability is not convincingly explained by the positive Lyapunov exponent Indeed
only (XN'1/2) Of an initial disturbance projects typically onto the corresponding eigenmode.
For N large the number of exponentiations necessary for detecting the instability might
become large!

A due for the solution of the problem lies in the existence of the discretised Van
Kampen modes. A spatial Fourier mode now corresponds to a spectrum of phase velocities. An
initial small electric field splits on the corresponding eigenmodes. Even if their number does
not grow when N goes to infinity, their amplitude must grow since SX and SY scale like N1 /2

in order to keep the initial electric field constant. Therefore they must produce a strong
resonance overlap in this limit. The previous linear analysis only holds for vanishing electric
fields. In the vlasovian limit (N infinité), the threshold in the initial electric field for
resonance overlap becomes zero. Therefore a true nonlinear effect may look as a linear one. We
are going to see mat the Landau phenomenon is related to the drag of particles due to a force
of second order in the electric field, in the vicinity of "the" phase-velocity of a given
Langmuir mode. As it should the derivation does not depend on the sign of 3F/dp in contrast to
(10). Finally the only interest of the derivation of this exponent is to explain why in the
vlasovian theory there are only growing eigenmodes and no damped ones. For the case of a
cold beam, there is just one Van Kampen frequency. Therefore the previous eigenmodes are
highly degenerate, and linear theory keeps a non-vanishing range of validity in the electric
field in the vlasovian limit The negative Lyapunov exponent corresponds to the well-known
damped beam mode.

4. QUASIUNEAR TRANSPORT FOR A SMOOTH HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM*

This section is completely independent from the remainder of the paper. The theory it
presents has quite general applicability, but is presented here since it is a necessary tool for
the resolution of the quasilinear paradox resulting from the experiment of reference 8, and for
the derivation and the intuitive explanation of the Landau effect. The word quasilinear in
the title of this section only refers to a method for calculating a diffusion coefficient for
particles in a given spectrum of waves, and not to the self-consistent problem addressed in
reference 6. The meaning of "quasi" in this word is redefined and made precise, together with
the extension of the technique to a large class of Hamiltonians with an arbitrary number of
degrees of freedom, and made up of an integrable part plus a perturbation which must be
neither too small nor too large. Conditions of applicability are given both for the case of
statistical averaging on arbitrary phases in the primary resonances (case Cp, and for the case
of statistical averaging on initial conditions (case Q).

For simplicity I explain the technique for the case of the Hamiltonian describing the
motion of an electron in a given spectrum of Langmuir waves

H(P,q,t) = Ip2+ e£ c0S (kq • cot + fc).
2 too K (16)

where k is integer, the fe 's are arbitrary phases, and the ajj's are assumed to take
appreciable values only in a range 2Ak of k, and to slowly vary with k. Dealing with this
case will help understanding what happens in the self-consistent case, since the former may
be viewed as a simplification of the latter.

* Work initiated with A Henriet and under current elaboration with Y. Elskens and A. Verga.
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There is a receipt which enables one to find a diffusive behaviour for the electron
velocity, and to compute the corresponding diffusion coefficient: it consists in computing
Ap(t)=p(t)-p(0) by perturbation theory to first order in e, squaring it, and taking the average
corresponding to one of the two statistical averagings of interest. This yields

,
k Uk2 (17)

where the average is tafcw <uuter on the $% 's OT on q(0), and

Let ko=integer part of os/p(0). Then

for t large enough but not too large so as 3 avoid to get a delta function in p(0). Unfortunately
this technique has been justified as yet only in case C$ where one deals with a stochastic
differential equation12'. For case Q this method is only justified because it agrees with
numerical calculations13' and with an analytical prediction for the standard map21).
Perturbation theory is certainly not correct for orbits undergoing chaotic motion in waves.
Although it also yields the right result for the derivation of Landau damping1-2-3', it is not
justified in this case either. Let us now turn to a justification of the receipe.

Consider an orbit (q(t), p(t)). Let 8p(t) be the maximum of |p(t')-p(0)|for 0<t'<t.
Heuristically the ideas behind the technique are: (i) to use perturbation theory for primary
resonances more than 8p(t) away from p(0), and Taylor series for resonant ones, (ii) to notice
that the formal perturbation expansion for resonant ones is a good approximation of the
Taylor series, what justifies a global formal perturbation calculation, although perturbation
theory does not apply for resonant ones. The rigorous approach goes as follows: Let us perform
the canonical transformation killing, up to order em, all resonances of the type Acos( Iq-

such that

|lp(OH'(o|£l8p(t)+2A1/2. (20)

This yields a new Hamiltonian H1 and new variables q',p'. Since terms in H* of order in E
larger than 1 are due to the beating of resonant terms with non-resonant ones on the time
interval [0,t], these terms come with large denominators which compensate for the finite size
of e, and allow for a fast convergence of the seris in e. Let H" be the Hamiltonian truncated
from H by keeping only terms up to some order n in e, and p"(t) be the momentum of the orbit
started at q"(0)=q'(0), p"(0)=p'(0). Assuming

|lp"(0)-l'u>|t< r=O(l) (21)

for all the primary resonances Acos( Iq-l'oit+cp) of H", it is possible to get a good
approximation of Ap"(t)=p"(t)-p"(0) by a Taylor expansion in t to some order s. Such an
expansion involves only powers in e up to a finite order n1. Therefore we may go for this
calculation of Ap"(t) through the formal intermediate step of perturbation theory to order n'.
Now we remark that the previous Taylor expansion is also a good approximation for the
perturbation expansion. By transitivity, the perturbation expansion is a good approximation
of Ap"(t). As a result Ap(t) may be calculated by a perturbation technique although
perturbation theory is not applicable directly!

At lowest order in e one recovers the quasilinear result (19). Here quasilinear me^ns
that the result is the same as that for a small value of e where the orbit is almort
unperturbed, but does not mean that this assumption was made to start with. The next orders
are quite different in cases C$ and Q. In C$ the series is known to converge provided
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tç=l/p(0)Ak is smaller than the bounce time in the full electric add. In Q some higher order
terms of Ap2, which average out in the former, do remain: for instance at order 4 the four-
wave-coupling terms costyk^k'+^-^-fc+kVk"))- This brings a reduction of the maximum e
acceptable with respect to case C$ for the validity of the quasilinear calculation.

Resonances not present in H" give only a small perturbative contribution to Ap(t).
Therefore the linear dependence of <Ap^> on t comes out, for moderate t's, from the sum of
OU/t) terms of similar amplitude O(£) which are the squares of elements of the first order
Taylor-like expansion. Condition (21) yields a width in k, Sk(D=TVp(OH, where r'=CHl). For
the CXl/t) terms to have a similar amplitude, we need the range 8k to fall within the non-
vanishing part of the a^ spectrum, which corresponds typically to SkSAk. Furthermore we
need at least one primary resonance of H in the range Sk; thus Skal. Therefore time must
verify

r'tc<t<Akr'tc. (22)

The Iowa: bound comes because, for small t's, <Ap2>=O(t2). When the quasilinear calculation
is correct, typically 8p(t)=(2DQLt)1/2. For perturbation theory to work on H, and the Taylor-
like expansion to work for all resonances of H", time must verify both conditions (20) and (21),
which requires

t<T'=(r'/2)2/3T, (23)

where I=OtO2DQL)*1/3 is the usual resonance broadening22! or Kolmogorov time14'of the
problem. Together conditions (22) and (23) imply a condition on DQL similar to that of non-
trapping for case C$. They also imply that the quasilinear calculation only proves diffusion
on a bounded time f= min(t',Akr'tc). In order to reach longer times and to derive, for instance,
a Fokker-Planck equation, we need the decorrelation of <Ap2>'s computed in successive time
intervals. This is provided in case CQ by condition tc<t' which is similar to that of non-
trapping. In case Q one needs the successive values of q(0) to be decorrelated. This is provided
by the condition <Aq2>=(t/T)3>(2n)2 which together with condition (22) implies TSrVp(O),
which corresponds to a condition of strong resonance overlap, what was a priori expected from
any relevant theory. The calculation of Ap also holds in case Q for the description of the
quasiresonant motion of a particle in the presence of one wave.Then conditions (22) and (23)
are replaced with a bound on time given~by the trapping time in the wave. This justifies the
perturbation calculations done for simple derivations of Landau damping 1A3J.

The preceding derivation of the quasilinear transport can be extended to more general
systems made up of an integrable part plus a moderate perturbation. In particular,
dimensionality is not a problem. It is interesting to notice that diffusion, which is generally
related to hyperbolicity, may be recovered far a realistic mechanical system, but for a finite
time.

5. SELF-CONSISTENT NONLINEAR INTERACTION*

I now apply the technique of the previous section to the self-consistent Hamiltonian
(3). The technique of section 4 shows that diffusion effects on the 8j's become vanishingly
small for a given value of the electric field when the number of particles becomes large.
Therefore the 6j's can be considered as evolving linearly with time, with a velocity which
may be renormalised through the coupling, away from the free frequency of the mode.
Concerning the transport of particles, the calculation is quite similar to the preceding one.
However, here averaging over initial conditions means averaging over the 9j(0)'s which play
in the calculation a role similar to that of the <j>k's in the preceding section: in the words of the

* Work under present elaboration with S. Zekri
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preceding section Q is a quasi- C$. Therefore the quasilinear prediction of the diffusion
coefficient is proved to be correct provided trapping effects are negligible. In particular the
condition (12) of vlasovian theory is not necessary. In the case where one only averages over
the initial particle positions, the quasilinear prediction has a lower range of validity
similar to that of the preceding section.

I now turn to the Landau effect First I consider the case where one averages over the
initial phases of the waves except for one of the Fourier modes. This corresponds to most
experimental cases, and is termed averaging A in the sequel. Direct inspection of Hamilton's
equations for the pi's and Ij's shows that averaging A yields a constant of the motion similar to
(4), but where only the mode of interest is present together with all particles. The theory of
section 4 justifies the second order calculation in E of a synchronising drag on all particles
similar to that done by Stix2' and Nicholson3'. By using the averaged constant of the motion
with a second time average killing the first order fluctuations of the momenta, one recovers
the Landau formula whatever be the sign of the slope of the distribution function. As for the
diffusion coefficient the condition (12) is avoided. Therefore it might just be the result of the
inability of the vlasovian approach to describe a growth which lasts longer than its
maximum time of validity, as defined in the introduction.

If there is no averaging over the phases of the waves, the previous constant of the
motion can be got through an average over time kL/2]cca, where co/k is the phase velocity of
the mode of interest Such an average is meaningful for the particles only if their velocities
do not vary too much on this time. A drag calculation similar to that of averaging A can be
done which gives the Landau formula. For the Landau effect to be visible, one needs the
calculation to hold on a time larger than Tt"1- Condition (12) is necessary for the perturbation
of the orbits due to the other waves to be negligible. Because of the time average involved,
this approach only holds if f[VL/to«l. Otherwise a Landau formula can be recovered by
averaging over a finite spectral width, what may be experimentally meaningful.

A similar calculation can also be done if the mode of interest has a higher amplitude
than the others. Then the single wave invariant is recovered to lowest order in the new small
parameter. This corresponds to the experimental case where a Langmuir wave is excited
above the thermal noise.

Let us notice that usual physical derivations of the Landau damping^^'only deal
with one mode, what completely hides the problem arising from the globality of the wave-
particle conservation law. This problem is also avoided in a vlasovian treatment of the
problem because it neglects an important effect the Cherenkov emission, a mechanism which
strongly couples waves with close phase-velocities.

CONCLUSION

If the just presenter' preliminary results are correct, for the first time an old dream of
XDfth century comes true: -, statistical N-body problem is solved as a problem of mechanics.
This enables one to assess the validity of the description of the plasma as a continuous
medium through the Vlasov equation. The vlasovian limit of a plasma turns out to be highly
singular for its linear properties, and wrong for a part of its nonlinear ones. Indeed Landau
damping is a nonlinear effect whose threshold goes to zero when N goes to infinity, and
quasilinear transport holds above its vlasovian upper bound in electric field. Mathematically
speaking, the infinite N and infinite time limits do not commute. An old belief breaks down...
What about the validity of other continuous medium descriptions like Navier-Stokes? In this
case predictions for spectra gotten for low amplitudes of the turbulent field turn out to be
correct well above their limit of validity as expected from a Navier-Stotos analysis23'. This
is reminiscent of the quasilinear paradox. Let us notice that the word of caution given in the
introduction against the vlasovian description can be readily translated for the Navier-
Stokes description.
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I Introduction
In tokamak devices the main plasma is bounded by the first magnetic surface which is in contact
with a solid object. Near this surface, the plasma is characterized by steep gradients (scale
lengths Ln , Lf => 1-3 cm) and is subject to large potential and density fluctuations
( n / n , etJ/T = O(l) ), which have been studied intensively (see for example [1-4]).
Their main characteristics are long parallel wavenumbers, small perpendicular scale kj_~l = 10
P1Ju where p^ is the ion thermal Larmor radius), and broadband frequency spectrum.
Simultaneous measurements of potential and density fluctuations have shown that the induced
drift motion can explain the panicle radial flux [2]. The usually quoted instabilities
(baUooning,rippling,drift electron modes) [5-9] are stabilized by the parallel electron motion
(and the ion Landau damping for drift modes). They morever exhibit a scale of order P1, well
below experimental values. Subsequently, the resulting transport coefficients are small. Some
specific edge effects should however be taken into account For instance, significant non linear
effects are related to the high fluctuation rates which are measured ( eO / T = O(l) ). Indeed,
most of electrons can be trapped along field lines by die turbulent field itself (a similar effect can
exist in the limiter shadow because of the sheath potential) and the large ion convection cells are
associated to a non linear scale, which may replace me ion Larmor radius hi the averaging
processes. Ih this case, die mode scale is of order of me gradient lengths, in agreement with
experimental values, and it is necessary to take into account the radial variations of the
diamagnetic velocities and the average radial electric field.

In contrast with die attempt of [10], which pays attention to diffusive effects, we
propose in this work to study parametric effects, Le., to study the stability of a test mode in
presence of a pump mode coming from the turbulence itself. In section n, the trajectories of
charged particles in the pump field are determined. It is shown that most of electrons are trapped
along field lines when the depth UP of Ae potential well is of order of ̂  whereas ions exhibit a

convective motion. In section m, the properties of an equilibrium helically distorted by a pump
mode are investigated and the self-consistency of a test mode is analysed. The role of the
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density, temperature and radial electric field profiles with respect to the stability of a test mode is

clarified and a comparison with experimental data is proposed in section TV.

TT. TRAJECTORIES OF CTTARCED PARTICLES TN AN ELECTROSTATIC

PERTURB ATTQN.

We consider in a tokamak cylindrical equilibrium associated to a coordinate system

(r,9,<p) and an equilibrium field

The electric perturbation associated to the pumping mode in the laboratory frame is:

5UP(r,e,9,t) = - UP(r) COS(CE- fflt )

where a = /9 + mq> (Vm is assumed to be unreductible). The perturbation is resonant on the

surface r=r0 ( q(r0) = -lfm). The electric field parallel to a field line can be written:

E/, = - k,/(r) sin(a -cot) Up(r)

with k,/(r) - JT (m + -rr J = k,,x and x=r-r0.In the following, all the equations will be

written in the frame where the perturbation is. static. In this frame there is a radial electric field

deriving from a potential U0, such that:

(O 1 .3UL _ 1 3Up —
Ut BQ OT BQ OT

where UL(r) is the average electric potential in the laboratory trame. According to the adiabatic

theory the equations of motion of the guiding center are:

(2)

/2

The energy H = -3—+ es(- UP(r) cos(a) + U0(r)) and the action I11=Zm5R0 J v/7 -

are invariants of the motion (Wcs^-er^is me cyclotron frequency for the species s and L5 is the

shear length). From Ae expression of !4, two limiting motion regimes can be clearly identified:

* For the trajectories located far from the resonant magnetic surfaces, Le., satisfying

* >>N LgPths (Ptte is ̂ c Larmor radius and the bar indicates a time average), it appears that
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asd hence, x is nearly a constant: x » x. These trajectories axe trapped longitudinally in the
potential of the pump with a bounce frequency for deeply trapped particles determined by

La fact , according to equations (1-3), x oscillates slightly around x and the v// bounce motion is
shifted by a drift vd

I 3Û «

where U(x) = U0Cx) - UP(x) and k,/ « k/;x. There exists therefore an additional precession
along the fines /6+m<p=2pit, associated to a frequency

(6)

* For the trajectories near the resonant magnetic surfaces (x « "V L5P1115), v// is almost a
constant. This defines a convective domain: the particles circulate almost freely around the
magnetic axis and the poloidal motion is dominated by the electric drift convectionr Since the
radial scale of the turbulence is of the order of one centimeter, most of the electrons are
longitudinally trapped in the pump, whereas ions are in the convective zone. However, large
ion convection cells only allow a flat ion density profile while the trapped electron motion is
consistent with the existence of an electron density gradient The resulting charge separation is
in contradiction with the picture of a self-consistent electrostatic pump. To ensure the existence
of an ion density gradient, we will therefore assume that the poloidal drift velocity

1 3Û
vE8a

does not vanish,Le.,

Ih this case, the precession frequency is

«•-*
and die radial displacement amplitude around the average position x is determined by

B0T0 (a - <OE - k//V//)
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where ME = L iA Note that the convection length P00n, scales as—-, i.e., is of order of

one centimeter for WT**!.

m STABILITY QF A MTCROMODE IN THE HELICALLY DISTORTED

CONFIGURATION.
We consider now a tokamak configuration in presence of the pomp perturbation SUp

and we study the stability of a micromode which is written
5UT = U(x) expi(L8 +Mq)-Qt)

in the laboratory frame. In the frame where the pump is static, the mode frequency is

'

The two modes 5UT and 5UP are associated to resonant surfaces defined by q(rt) = - L."«i and
= - Vm, which are separated by a distance

A M - wL Q2Qr0)

HI. 11 Electron resnonse

For eUp/T = 1, as it is the case for edge turbulence, most of the electrons are trapped Their
equilibrium distribution function can be approached by the expression:

H - eU(x)F0(X1H) = exp
T(X)

It can be written as a function of the invariants of motion H and 1^.

= Aexp H

where W measures the deviation from the thermodynamical equilibrium. The associated
diamagnetic Zrsquency is

3W * L Te- where 0 = 3 \3TJ- 2-JrarJ ,^andQ= - L 3U

The perturbed distribution function is calculated by using the equations of motion, following the

usual procedure for trapped electrons [11]. The electron density fluctuation is then

«. A

= -•<

Q' + —£2+i veff
x

eU
(8)
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V •
where the brackets indicate an average over H and X, veff= rr^-is an effective collisional

frequency and k(x) « T \ K1,= -S-(M. + -=-\ This calculation is correct if % > veff , i.e.
" q(x)J

if electrons are sensitive to the pumping perturbation before being detrapped. The expression
A dUn /"3U, \

(8) can be simplified whenT=l, k(x)X«l and^> Max f -̂ - I i.e.

(9)

where Q5=—g—gjK Note that this response is similar to the classical trapped electron density

fluctuation, with r/R replaced by eUp/T.

ni-21 Ion response:

Most of the ions are in the so called convective region. Following the same procedure as

for electrons, the ion response is found to be

O - QE - Q*
-U.J i . <^ _ n(k±Pconv) 2> !-̂  do)

where the Bessel functions indicate the usual averaging operator.
IV SELF CONSISTENCY OF A TEST MODE

The self consistency is expressed by the electroneutrality constraint ne = n;. Using the simplest

expressions (16) and (18), one obtains the expression

,»/¥<£££>
:-fl*

^=O (11)

This equation is very .similar to the dispersion relation of the classical • drift trapped electron
mode. Following the usual procedure [12] and assuming kjj^^ <1, the equation (18) leads to

= O (12)
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where the operator L is defined by
v 2-2 >
K0. Pconv

Q - C

The cancellation of the real part of the dispersion relation provides the mode frequency

and the mode scale

6 Pconv e
•Pconv Pi}

K V. f *\ *y/vi J
The energy balance implies that the power given by electrons to the mode exceeds the energy

flux convected towards the ion Landau damping surfaces4.e.
^H^-JIm(L)dr.

This provides the constraint

Since at the edge, the gradient length Ln equals a few centimeters, the Landau damping distance

5; - J^p1 scales as Ln. Using moreover the scaling
/Up eUp

the constraint (13) becomes
1/2

\2
>v.) * vei '

a condition usually not fulfilled by tokamak edge plasmas. However, since the mode scale is of
order of the gradient length, the radial variation of the diamagnetic velocities and the radial

K 2V-2

electric field should not be neglected. Indeed, the stabilizing shear term — ̂  — 1—% may be

Q*(r)
cancelled in (12) by the variation of 1 + — — — . Two unstable situations may usually

U - UE(r)
occur. First, a situation without any electric field radial variation, where the variation of the
dtamagnetic velocity can introduce a turning point at r = rT defined by
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Q=U8 (rT) if K//frT> Vj

This tuming point is located on the plasma side of the L,M resonant surface but the mode

energy may be reflected on the other side because of the impedance mismatch on the last

magnetic surface due to density and temperature gradient discontinuities. A second situation

corresponds to the presence of a radial electric field as measured in Text [3]. There exists two

tuming points determined by the equation

if K//OT) Vj < i.

There are located on both sides of the resonant surface when this one is near the maximum of

the radial electric field. In both cases, the instability is absolute, in contrast with the weakly

unstable convective modes. It is possible that the L and H regimes [13] correspond to these

unstable and stable situations, as indicated by the radial electric field variations measured during

the L-H transition [14]. Note that the value of T which is usually positive inside the plasma

and negative in the limiter shadow, is less important than its shape, which determines the

existence of tuming points.

CONCLUSION

This work is an attempt to understand some elementary processes which could play a

role in rhe strong turbulence of tokamak edge plasmas. It is shown in particular that two non

linear effects may play an important role: the longitudinal trapping of electrons in the turbulent
field, which is important if the plasma is not too collisional, i.e. if v^K^v^, and the ion

convection motion, which introduces a radial scale Pc0nV=1 — . However, these non linear
o>

effects alone could not explain the high turbulent levels observed at the edge. Two additional

features are likely to play an important role with respect to the drift mode stability, first, the

radial variations of the radial electric field and the diamagnetic velocity and secondly the

impedance mismatch on the last magnetic surface due to the fast variation of the density radial

profile. These destabilizing effects should be dominant in L regimes. By contrast, an H regime

may correspond to a stable situation where drift modes are stabilized by ion Landau damping.
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Abstract
The ion thermal conductivity (Xi) arising from strong ion temperature gradient driven turbu-
lence is derived, taking combined account of effects from ion resonance damping (linear and
nonlinear), and broader radial eigenmodes. It is assumed that when a mode resonates with
ions (as determined from a local solution of the gyroldnetic equation), it will saturate at a level
too small to contribute significantly to transport. The remaining modes are fluid and strongly
turbulent, and a mixing length estimate is used to find Xi- The result is a prediction of the
threshold of strong transport (which is different from the linear stability threshold), and a much
more reliable estimate of Xi than in models derived purely within the context of fluid theory.

In the last decade there has begun to emerge a detailed theoretical understanding of
the ion temperature gradient driven instability in the nonlinear phase ("TJJ turbulence''),
and the transport it causes. However, as yet all predictions of the associated ion thermal
conductivity (xi) either neglect effects that can give large corrections (orders of magitude),
or are limited to narrow ranges of rji. This work is an attempt to bring together previous
theories in order to predict Xi more accurately and for all regimes of rji. The sheared slab
model is considered, for which the most detailed nonlinear understanding is available.

Existing studies of TJJ turbulence may be divided into two categories: fluid and kinetic.
Fluid theories neglect ion resonances (valid for modes well above threshold), and tend to
predict transport which agrees roughly with the mrang length estimate, v{ = 7A;. This
succeeds in examining the nonlinear dynamics of the more important modes, but because
such theories fail to assess accurately which modes are in the fluid regime, the transport
prediction is deficient in at least two regards. First, they fail to predict how far T/J must
be above threshold in order for the fluid theory to be valid. Second, fully fluid theo-
ries fail to predict the correct transport coefficient even when the temperature gradient is
well above the critical value. This can be seen by noting that Xt increases rapidly with
the radial eigenmode number, as observed by Terry et al.,1 while the highest unstable
radial eigenmode must be determined kinetically. The correction due to this considera-
tion is not .small. Attempts to incorporate threshold effects into fluid theories generally
consist of extending strong turbulence based estimates to the threshold; this approach is
innacurate, however, since it ignores the transition from strong to weak turbulence (where

!7Z//i;/74,
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mixing length estimates fail), as well as nonlinear resonance effects. In a nonlinear kinetic
theory2, a weak turbulence expansion is performed (valid when 7 «*>,). Here, it is found
that nonlinear ion resonances (ion Compton scattering) reduce the saturation level of the
turbulence greatly (by a factor of (Lr/L*)2 « 1), thus implying that only resonance-free
modes can contribute significantly to transport. Unfortunately, ion resonance persists be-
yond the limit of weak turbulence validity, so this study was not able to assess at what TJ*
this strong diminution vanishes.

To surmount these shortcomings, it is necessary to take combined account of the
effects of ion resonance, strong and weak turbulence, and higher radial eigenmodes. This
may be done with the aid of three assumptions that incorporate results from previous
detailed (but incomplete) analyses. First and most importantly, we assume that whenever
linear wave-particle resonances are significant for a mode, it will saturate nonlinearly via
ion Compton scattering, which will hold the amplitude to a level too small to contribute to
transport. This is partially supported by the kinetic weak turbulence study,2 but here it is
assumed that robust damping occurs also for kinetic strong turbulence. Second, we assume
that for an 77,- mode in the fluid regime, the mixing length value, Xi — 7^2, provides a
good estimate of the ion thermal conductivity (although we do not claim that this holds
for all modes, or even for all regimes of the 77,- mode). This assumption is supported by a
variety of nonlinear approaches, including dimensional analysis,3 a two-point renormalized
spectral theory,4 and a diffusion-as-eigenvalue calculation.5 Finally, we assume that à local"
description of the instability (in which k\ is treated as a number and not as an operator,
and (j) is solved as a function of fey ) gives reliable information about the location of wave-
particle resonances, such that any normal mode that overlaps these areas will encounter
Landau damping. In reality, a normal mode will span a range of k\\ and have only a
single frequency, but this may be obtained by some judiciously selected average of the
local frequency over the width of the normal mode. This is supported by the success of
such approaches2'9 in light of full normal mode analyses.1-T

The analysis proceeds as follows. Starting with the previously derived linear dielectric
function6'8.(derived from the gyrokinetic equation in sheared slab geometry), we solve for
the frequency using a local approximation. This shows that the instability consists of a
fluid interior (centered on the fc|| = O rational surfaces), and a kinetic exterior (where
ion resonance become important), divided by the "Landau damping radius", XLD, where
\u/i/2k\\Vi\ = 1 (Fig. 1). The Landau damping radius.emerges at k\\ - O for a critical TH,
defined as T?fiud, and increases with increasing T?J. A key assumption is that only when
a mode is fully inside the Landau damping radius will it grow to a level significant for
transport. A mixing length estimate may then be used, Xi = 7*io> where 7 is derived for
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the fluid normal mode with width XZ,D. As 174 increases above this threshold, higher radial
eigenmodes become fully fluid, but only the broadest fluid mode need be considered, since
narrower modes give only minor corrections. Weak turbulence corrections to the mixing
length estimate are unnecessary, since generally 7 > wr for the relevant modes.

The equation describing the linear kinetic 171 instability in sheared slab geometry
has been derived previously.4'8 Ihe ions are gyrokinetic, with temper uiure md density
gradients in the radial (z) directions, the electrons are adiabatic, and the magnetic field is
in a sheared slab configuration, with B = B9 (z + ̂ y) . This yields

es (a;) ft = O, (1)

where the linear dielectric function is

«B (w) = 0(1 + 1/r) -itfarB + L Q + 6 (l - j£)) -1 -TjiC2 + n] CZ(OIV (2)

w' ere,

JÎ =
^n

.2 _ "2
 r _ _» ,

Ç ~ ' n n

(j = h.v + 17 is the linear frequency, Z(C1) is the plasma dispersion function, and In is the
modified Bessel function of order n. For a sheared slab geometry, k\\ ^= kyx/L,. where x
is the distance to the rational surface.

Local Analysis
The local solution to Eq. (1) may be described in terms of two radii (positions in

x, shown in Fig. 1) which change as functions of TH, b, r, and LnIL1. The first is the
marginal stability radius, ïm, inside of which 7 < O (and vice versa), v^hich has been
derived previously8. Were it not for the effects of nonlinear Landau damping, xm would
be the appropriate choice for a muring length. However, as has been found recently, it is
not sufficient for a mode to be linearly unstable; to contribute significantly to transport, it
must also be free from kinetic effects. Therefore, it is useful to define a second position, the
Landau damping radius, XLD, as the point where |C| = 1. Inside XLD, the phase velocity
of the wave will be larger than the ion thermal velocity, and resonances will not occur.
This radius generally falls well inside im, and we use it as a mixing length in this analysis.
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For a local analysis, it is convenient to write Eq. (1) as

«S (C) = V^axp - ïïiC2 + (S - TfiC2 + V5«) CZ (C) = O, (3)

where we have introduced the notation:

1 + i/r .. ru , C1^iVi MT1
p = -rT-' '"-1' *-la + T-r;Jl '

s - Ln/L,, C = Cr + *Ci» and x bas been normalized to pt. Here 77« is the (fej. dependent)
critical value9 of T^, which is derived by considering the marginal stability radius, where

C. (^m) = O (i-e-j 7 = 0)- Setting the real and imaginary parts of eg (£r) to zero then yields

j«-

For T/i > TJe, then «Î > O and instability can exist. However, near threshold the instability

is essentially kinetic, since (Cl < 1 when S <C 1.
The fluid threshold can be found by noting that C = I ^3* at i; = O, where Eq. (3)

can be written as

Since the right hand side of Eq. (4) must be real, then C must be imaginary, and thus at

the fluid threshold, C = i- The right hand side of Eq. (4) can then be evaluated, leading
to a fluid threshold of

Figure 2 shows rfê*** and rj as functions of 6. The minimum value is 77*uid s: 1.3 (compare
the linear threshold of .9), and occurs at 6 ~ 1.

To find the Landau damping radius above the fluid threshold, an expression for C (z)
is needed. This is obtained by first finding C (x = O) from perturbing Eq. (4) about C = i

for small tfc — T "̂"1, and then expanding C (x) to second order in a Taylor series and solving
Eq. (3). After quite a bit of algebra, this yields

(5)

Thus, the Landau damping radius occurs at

-
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Unfortunately, the expansion about s = O has a rather narrow range of convergence, and
Eqs. (5) and (6) axe only valid for rji very near the fluid threshold (as tested numerically).
As 7/i increases well above threshold, XLD increases much faster than Eq. (6) predicts. To
obtain XID for larger TK, an expansion of C (z) about x = xm is necessary. This is done by

noting that C» (where C = Cr + »C») is small near sm, and so the approximation er (Cr) - O
and & = a t i g ia applicable. The solution around zm is then:

ÇP ~ constant = Cm

Ci ^ V2?Cm (l - — ) e'̂
\ *m/

Setting |Cm|2 = 1 yields the Landau damping radius for rji > Tj*

Fluid Normal Modes

When XLD has moved far enough away from the rational surface, there is a wide
enough fluid region to support an entirely fluid eigenmode. Analysis of these modes is
useful because it provides a more reliable relation between the mode width and the growth
rate than the local analysis. The structure and growth rate of these modes is obtained by
expanding Eq. (1) to order (Arx/?,-)2 and 1/C2, and taking A2, -» -d2/^!2, which yields the
Weber's equation:

^ + i[A + Bx2]0 = 0 (8)

«here

The solutions of Eq. (8) are .the Hermite functions:

where,

A; = -4/5, (10)

and the dispersion relation is

(U)
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where I = 0,1,2... is the radial mode number. Both A. and the growth rate increase
with I (and with them the associated transport), but when A, is broader than the Lan*
dau damping radius, the fluid approximation is no longer valid, and the transport will

assumedly be much reduced by Compton scattering. Therefore, the most important / is
that which gives a mode width of Zi1Dt and this may be considered by taking I as contin-
uous (thus ignoring Eq. (U)) and using XLD in place of A9 in Eq. (10). This relates the
growth rate to the (now continuous) mode width, and neglecting terms of order H/% in

Eq. (10), we obtain:

where terms with i\j\r s (6 — 61Ti /T0)"
1 may be regarded as a finite Larmour radius

correction, and r//ir (b) is shown in Fig. 2. Although it appears that fi diverges when

rji = 77/ÏP, the terms of order ft/Tft, neglected in. Eq. (12), generally act to reduce the

growth rate at this point when ZLD is used for the mode width (although this is not true
for all ?)• Thus, 77/11. acts as a guide to the highest 6 which one should consider.

Transport
With the mixing length given by XLQ and the growth rate by Eq. (12) the ion thermal

conductivity can now be estimated via Xi (b) — T^lo- In the near threshold regime,
Eqs. (6) and (12) yield

Taking k,pi ~ Vb, then x (6) is maximized for à ~ 1, which yields

_ r2 /.« i <j\3/2O- ij ITO* »̂ I .S I -.

Ii. (14)
% (1 + 1J4/T)4"

The 774 scaling in Eq. (14) covers only a very narrow range above threshold, since terms
of higher order in 77i — TJ^*** have been neglected in deriving XLD- As 77,- increases, the
numerical coefficient in Eq. (14) increases, while the scaling with other parameters remains
largely unaffected. In the ?7i » rj*** regime, a mixing length estimate using Eqs. (7) and
(12) yields

XiW=-
(1 + 1/T)(I+ 1/T-T0)

3

3/2

(l - v^e-^ V-I+ 1/Ci)'/^n4. . (15)
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The lower limit of & in Eq. (15) is determined by the kg pi coefficient, and the upper limit
from the 77/rP terms, which come from 7 and in reality diminish for TU > rj/jr = 1/& for
rji > 1. Choosing 6 s 1/2;?; thus negotiates between these two effects, yielding:

» a +2*)1/2 (m - ih)"1 Pl a,. (16)

Equations (14) and (16) are quite similar, except that the former posesses the correct
threshold, and the latter a more generally applicable 77,- scaling and numerical coefficient.
Thus, they may be combined to yield an approximate expression that is applicable to all

Equation (17) is the principal result of this work.
Equation (17) shows improved confinement with increasing Tt /Tt and current (i.e., de-

creasing L,), which compare favorably with experimental observations.9 The scaling with
Ln is ambiguous, since more peaked density profiles (lower Ln) will increase x> through the
l/£* dependence, but also decrease Xi by driving 77,- closer to threshold. This could un-
derlie the seemingly contradictory experimental observations that pellet injection improves
confinement by peaking the density, while the very fiat density profiles of H-modes seem to
show no degraded confinement. Finally, Eq. (17) shows a rather strong dependence on the
temperature gradient, with & be L?3. With this, it is possible that the strong diminution
of Xi towards the edge (from the T~s/2 dependence in />? ) could be overcome by only a
mild increase in 774.
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Electric fields are thought to be both essential to the understanding
of plasma turbulence, especially at the edge, and to that of the transition
between confinement regimes (L-H transition), Ref.<l>. With respect to
the Tore Supra ergodic divertor program, both aspects of the question
are of most interest. In this paper we consider the charge separation
induced by the motion of particles along the field lines. When the
magnetic topology departs from the axisymmetric nested torii, one can
expect a significant difference in the motion of electrons and of ions
which will allow charge seperation. The effect is twofold with on one
hand the difference of particle mobility along the field line leading to a
different dynamical response of the particles and hence a charge
separation, while on the other hand the difference in Larmor radius will
lead to a sensivity to different scales of the magnetic topology. The
present work is devoted to the latter effect.

Three different cases are considered according to the magnetic
topology. The first case is that of a magnetic island where the motion is
regular, Ref.<2>, the second case is that of a layer where the stochasticity
is homogeneous (all points are hyperbolic), while the third case is
intermediate and is that of a stochastic separatrix.

1 Model of 2D motion in a gradient.

In order to study this problem we consider a particle simulation
where the movement is the guiding center movement along the field
line and where the Larmor radius effect is taken into account by a noise
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of given magnitude. This last effect averages over scales which are
smaller than the noise magnitude.

If one neglects the parallel velocity dynamics, the motion can be
restricted to a 2D movement in the poloidal plane, the electric drift
remaining in that plane as long as the projection of the magnetic field in
the poloidal plane is small (the perturbation of the magnetic equilibrium
is such that 5B/B«1).

The gradient of particle density is due to a source and a sink which
are located at two different values of the radius Source and sink are
equal to ensure a constant number of particles.

2 Non stochastic motion : single island chain

The problem of an electric field generated by charge separation in
a magnetic island is considered in Refs.<2,3>. We recall here the main
results. If the time scales are such that l/(k//v//) « 5j2/D, i.e. the time to
cover the characteristic length of the magnetic perturbation is much
smaller than the diffusive time (on the scale of the island width), then
the electron density remains a function of the poloidal flux. The electric
potential is therefore also a function of the poloidal flux and the drift
velocity is tangent to the magnetic surface. The density profile remains
thus unmodified with respect to the drift motion. The assumption on the
time scales is not correct in the vicinity of the "X" point of the separatrix,
k// -»0, so that a more complex effect of the drift velocity can be expected
in that area (X. Garbet, F. Mourgues, A. Samain, private communication).

3 Electric potential induced by a fully stochastic motion

We consider the motion in the plane xe [-1,1], periodic in x, and
ye [-2,2] (ysource= ~vsink= 2.).The movement of the particles is the
following :

I y I >1 Diffusion motion
I y I <1 Diffusion motion superimposed to a fully stochastic

motion (all points are hyperbolic) governed by the
following Baker's transform, see Fig.l:

Y => 2[|- P-T^) + J H(2 Ix I -1 )1-1

I x I =» 21 x I (modulo 1) sign(x)

where H(x) is the Heaviside function.
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-4.

3.. Source.

Fig. 1 : Topology of the transform applied to the
particles. In the central area the tran form is a
Baker's transform.

The computation has been performed with the following characteristic
length scales pe=0.02 « pi = L=2, where the electron Larmor radius is the
magnitude of the noise applied to electrons, the width L of the stochastic
zone is such that the ion movement averages out the motion induced by
the Baker's transform. The steady state for the latter species is a density
profile such that :

dy2 = 0. n(y) = <n> (1+ y/2)

where <n> =N/2L is the average density (N is the total number of
particles). As shown on Fig.2, the electron density profile is modified by
the stochastic motion and a large plateau is found throughout the chaotic
structure. This reflects the strong mixing properties of the Baker's
transform. However owing to the symmetry of the model, one finds that
the electric potential U is such that U=U(y). The drift velocity is then
parallel to the x-axis and does not further modify the density profiles.
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Fig. 2 : Density profile along the y-axis
(averaged over x), sink at y = - 2. and source at y
= 2.The chaotic zone induces a flattening of the
profile in the central area.

4 Electric field induced bv a stochastic separatrix

We consider a similar movement to that of the previous case but
where the Baker's transform is restricted to a "separatrix" like zone, see
Fig.3. With such a model, one recovers the topology of the separatrix and
the rapid movement along the stochastic zone in the vicinity of the
separatrix. As in the previous case ps=0.02 which yields the relèvent
scale of the mesh, Le. Sx= Sy= 2/128. In order to minimize the statistical
fluctuations, 1.6.1Q6 particles are considered. The width of the stochastic
separatrix is A=0.2, and the characteristic lengths are such that :

pe «A = pi(=l)

In such a case one can expect a complicated pattern of the electric
potential associated to the ion adiafaatic response.
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Fig. 3 : Topology of the transform applied to the
particles. The Baker's transform is only applied
in the separatrix like area.

The electron density variation induced by the magnetic topology is
shown on Fig. 4. This density profile is taken along a section such that

-2.<x<-1.9. A noticible peaking is found in the vicinity of the separatrix.
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Fig. 4 : Density profile along the y-axis, source at
y = 2. and sink at y = - Z.The density is averaged
over an area Ax = 0.1 in the vicinity of the "X"
point.
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From this result one derives the electric potential which calls for a
careful averaging to allow the derivation of the drift velocity, Fig.5.

Fig. 5 : Electric potential U(x,y) induced by the
parallel motion along the magnetic field lines,
negative values are on the upper graph, while
the positive values are on the lower graph (note
that the scales are different).

Using the latter result a self consistent evolution of the particles can be
performed where the electric drift is computed step after step. Non
linear effects will sustain the electric potential which will yield more
complex trajectories than originally induced by the magnetic topology.
This effect is readily seen on the maximum of the drift velocity which
occurs on a spike at the "X" point, Fig. 6.

In such a case one can expect a complicated pattern of the electric
potential associated to the ion adiabatic response.
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Conclusion

This first step computation of self consistent electric fields induced
by the magnetic topology shows that significant differences occur
between regular, stochastic and weakly stochastic motion. In the two
first situations (regular and stochastic), the models which have been
considered show that the drift velocity does not lead to further
modifications of the electric potential. In the case of weak stochasticity
large fluctuations are found which can in turn yield a significant
modification of particle transport.
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Fig. 6 : Self consistent evolution of the maximum
magnitude of the drift velocity (located on a
density spike).
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Trapped Electron Mode Transport in Tokamaks:
a First Principle AnalyticaT-Mwerical Model

André Register

Institut fur Plasmaphysik der Kernforschungsanlage Julich GmbH,
Association EURATOH-KFA, P.O. Box 1913, D-5170 Julich

Abstract

Energy confinement scaling laws are derived from the nonlinear drift
kinetic equations on the assumption that the trapped electron mode is the key
linear instability and nonlinear ion Landau damping the saturation mechanism.
Results from a numerical transport code based on this theoretical model are
discussed.

Keywords
Fusion; Tokamak; Magnetic Confinement; Trapped Electron Mode.

1. Introduction

The anomalously large transport observed in tofcamaks is generally attri-
buted to the excitation of various instabilities, either on a microscopic
scale [e.g. drift waves (trapped electron mode and ion temperature gradient
mode), microtearings, ripplings ] or on a macroscopic scale (e.g. internal
kink, tearings). It is actually likely that different instabilities govern the
transport in different regions of the discharges, e.g. the observed internal
kir;!; sithin the q=l surface, the observed drift waves between the q=l and q=2
magnetic surfaces, and the observed magnetic fluctuations at the edge. Overall

Workshop on "Electrostatic Turbulence", Castle of Cadarache, 4-6 October 1989:
Review paper.
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plasma confinement and performances will be governed by the region wit Mni-
mal transport and its dominant instability. Theoretical understanding .. this
minimal transport is highly desirable since it may lead to the design o ap-
propriate means, either operational or technical, to reach more readily and to
control plasma burn; this is important since achievement of the objective- of
ITER (International Tokamak Experimental Reactor), for example, will require a
level of energy confinement consistent with moderately favourable extrapola-
tions from present experimental tokamak results.

We bring here theoretical support to the idea that the trapped electron
mode is the leading (micro)instability governing heat transport in tokamaks.
The claim is based on that scaling laws derived from the model, although not
unique, can be made to agree satisfactorily with the empirical scaling laws of
the energy confinement time, with and without auxiliary heating; numerical
solutions of the heat transport equations further support the model in that
they reproduce the empirical seal ings and give a theoretical basis for the
empirical concept of profile consistency.

We derive in Section 2 the expression of the turbulence level and of the
anomalous electron heat flux from a rigorous dimension!ess analysis of the
nonlinear drift kinetic equations; nonlinear ion Landau damping is the pre-
ferred saturation mechanism of the instability. Mo heuristic assumption, such
as X.<*YL/k2, is introduced ( X : heat conduction coefficient; f Land k:
linear growth rate and wave number of the instability). The rigorous deriva-
tion of theoretical scaling laws is given in Section 3; the saturation of oh-
nric confinement with density and the transition from the low to the high con-
finement regimes in auxiliary heated discharges are briefly discussed. Section
4 recalls results from the numerical transport code. A summary of the paper is
given in Section 5.

2. Anomalous fluxes induced by the trapped electron mode from dimension!ess
analysis of the drift kinetic equations.

Drift wave transport is convective. For example the related anomalous ra-
dial component of the electron heat flux is, in the electrostatic limit:
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qr e ce < v p > .c < f dkdu(-i (CkJj /B) P V 1 > (Dr'e r e J * £,w e.k.cj

where til das refer to fluctuations of the velocity, pressure and electrostatic
potential; "r" is the radial variable and "9" the poloidal angle. Drift oscil-
lations proceed on a time scale which is short compared to the evolution of
the macroscopic state; also they are radially localized in a neighbourhood of
the rational magnetic surfaces rs= P1 jin ( lq ( r s ) + m = O where 1 and m are the
toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, m = k r_, and q is the safety factor ]

9 S

which is small compared to the radial macroscopic length scales. Assuming
these rational surfaces to be closely packed (1 and m large) so that there is
overlapping of the individual modes, the angular brackets are viewed as both t
and r averages over time and radial intervals which are short compared to the
macroscopic scales but large compared to the microscopic (drift) ones. We have
taken into consideration that k_B,/k.B - BJ-/B? » 1; k,= 1/R is the toroidale p p e p e p
component of the wave vector and R the major radius of the device.

The flux, Eq.(1), is evaluated below from scaling considerations on the
,linear ion and electron drift kinetic equations; these are quite generally

given in /I/. Simplifying to the low G limit, neglecting toroidal effects not
associated with trapped particles, and discriminating between electron and ion
masses, in the weak collisionality regime

« 1 (2a)

(where v ,. is the effective electron collision frequency and c = /T/UL
C T I S 6 6

the electron thermal velocity) one obtains concerning the electrons the follo-
wing results:

^-"ClV Fe f y&T 6e 1'B">kr^— *')dq/dr'9-2. (2c)
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where f is the perturbed distribution function, and

LJj1 = dlnN/dr,-»ie= dlnTe/dlnN. Expression (Zb) is not periodic in e so that
>g . mast vanish identically for passing particles (e 6 l-«» , o a f ) which
are'thus adiabatic. However gg -, ffl ^t O for trapped particles since these
bounce between two mirror angles (* afa) at which the parallel velocity com-
ponent V1, = v.ff/B = v,,(e) reverses sign; the integrals in Eq. (Zc) carry
over a full trapped particle orbit. The nonlinear interaction of the modes has
been neglected in this equation on the ground that the number of trapped elec-
trons is small compared to the number of passing particles, which entails both
weak instability (7L<a>) and the preponderance of nonlinear ion interacti-
ons. Equation (Zc) shows* that the non adiabatic electron response 9e -| m u

vanishes in the lowest order if ldq/dr > k r> t where k r j t is the W.K.B.^turning
point of #| m u(kr) 111; hence the phase lag between f& 1 ^ and 0
which is linear by assumption, is

^e,! ,m+" eff

where uifi ^ ^ = (c Te/eeB) kfl/LN is the electron diamagnetic frequency and

-I if k p , t /ndq/dr)=k r yk 9 = k r > t A 1 i m > l (3b)
but

^ k ^ if " * ' 1 - (3c)

A

This is a property of the phase mixing integral f b de1 cos ((1dydr)2
 9 ' 2)

= /V2~!cr>t/(ldq/dr) if ldq/dr > kr r Mote that fehe radial eigenfunction
^l m JM * expfikjl/k2. t) with at cut off at k - aT1 /2/** •» • r I , u _ r i
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s = rdlnq/dr is the shear parameter; ^1 n , defined by the equation
1 Cq(r, + A 1 J - q(r, J I = 1 is the distance between the rational sur-I ,in i ,Jn i jin

faceir-j ^1 and r-| m. The condition (3c), respectively (3b), thus is that the
eigenmodes overlap, respectively don't overlap, many rational surfaces radial-
ly. The condition (3c) is usually relevant and the factor & - Ic a, ini if i >™
(3a) is borne out by more refined analysis /3/. As there are - e ' M trapped
electrons, an intermediate expression of qr e is, combining (3a,c) and (1):

The turbulence level is obtained by balancing the linear growth rate and the
nonlinear damping rate on the ions. The nonlinear ion drift kinetic equation
is

ei I*,
(-id)+ v,,n.*) g + i (cj -wj J F-J T

k^
1,P,*i ' 'm o,lf Ti

= ^J. f dk- du,' Ic' x f . n g J ' /'X
eiB J i,lc",«" o.lc1 Ti

A

where n = ff/B is the unit vector along the field line,

' (5a)

since the condition (3c) is usually relevant, J = J (ktv,.//?.) is the
r* O 1

Bessel function of the first kind, kt= I P x n I , (ITW') = (P- E", u -6j'},

and

P x 7 • n. ~ , 1 k*,u> p ,
g_ _. = exp (-T — ) (f ̂  +

 T FJ-
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The prerequesite for the excitation of drift waves is that linear ion Landau
damping be small, i.e. C1- n - 7 < < j~w g ; the radial eigenvalue equation
has then a linear turning point obtained by balancing the ion sound term

(c.n • T1M2 with ion finite Larmor radius effects embedded in the Bessel
function (k^ a*. B1= C1/A1-); hence

(as= cs/fl. , C5= /re/m.} which gives an estimate of k r j t . The radial eigen-
function is of the radiative type* which introduces radiative or shear damping
* -"I i m LM/L*. The linear growth .rate is then u> , ft1'2^, J1

S, I ,Hl M S 1/? ' • '

- |LM/Lsll where the factor £ ' reflects the weight of the population of
the destabilizing, non adiabatic trapped electrons, i.e.:

where

_* . i/o ***«. i «. «*< i /L_
S- (8a)

and ^ is a numerical factor. Returning to Eq. (5a), the nonlinear term will
lead to a nonlinear phase shift between f and tf , and thus to non-

- r» P*
1,It, u» K, UJ

linear ion Landau damping provided the beat frequency CJ'+GJ" - c.n • v (this
yields, by virtue of the dispersion relation, certain constraints as to the
pairs of beating modes /6/). Hence, writing k,, for n - V see (5b) :

(9)

+ Taylor /4/ has shown that it is possible to construct certain superpositions
of Fourier modes for which shear damping vanishes. But at the same time
shear damping is reinforced .for other linear superpositions. This question
ie HicriiceaH in 11 I ^is discussed in /1/.
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since g - F^e? /T^). The denominator (ki+klDc^ arises from the ve-

locity space integral of the Dirac function <$(u' + cj" - (k i+kïW» I occuring
at the nonlinear Landau resonance. The typical radial mode number in (9) still
is kr t since phase mixing of the product of radiating solutions cuts off the
integration range. Balancing the linear growth rate and the nonlinear damping
rate, we obtain an estimate of the turbulence level [see (5b) and (6) ]:

" > a2 T
"~ -4 -L G (([-*- I)2I ; UOa)

if if -jf

since f =F (kaOi the functional dependence with (F - 1) can only be
o S

resolved through a detailed calculation of the spectrum. Introducing f inal ly
{ 1Oa ) into (4), we find the expression for the electron heat f lux:

2
1« ^c '•M *i *-a&rcs-irrT--irr

with the same remark concerning the dépendance upon ( T - I ) . Expressing the
temperatures in keV, the lengths in meters, the magnetic field in tes! as, and
the density in units of 1019m"3, we can also write

= 1.05 x 10"5A1

ei= 2.06
B2Lf

(we take k9as = 0.62 as corresponding to the theoretical peak amplitude of
the spectrum /5/); T is given by (8a) and
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CJ* £T
2

-î— = 8.86 /r I M ?1 +-y — r ; (8b)
veff /A1 LMM (l + 1Ẑ T

is the effective charge, A1 the mass number of the Ion species, and the
factors X are numerical parameters which could in principle be obtained from
an exact theory. In the dissipative trapped electron mode (DTE) regime

if if "$*
(«j < ̂ eff)» tne rat10 °f 1" to tne corresponding expression 3 given
(on the basis of a detailed calculation) in /5/ is ({"*//) = 0. 62 X (|_N/LS)

1/2*
s "*•: the discrepancy of scaling is only apparent and stems from that the fac-
tor I = s"1 /LM/L, (see (3a,c) and (6) ] was formerly taken care of by intro-

N S p
ducing a function g(x = S ) to allow for both possibilities kp^1 m ï 1.
Still in the DTE regime, the ratio of the front factor in Eq. (lib) for
qSir/Pe to the corresponding factor in /5/ for 7^6Ay is 0.69 x 10'2

Xq (T1-A6) (1 + 0. 4/T)6) "
1A11XL3 where (1 + 0.4/n^) comes from that we

havl here only considered the rt^ contribution to the phase lag (3a) and ne-
*• * *

glected the contribution from (w-ug)/(Je. Finally the ratio of the front
factors in Eq. (1Ob) for the turbulence level to the corresponding factor in
/5/ is 7.1 A_(T./T ) (LM/L_). These last scaling discrepancies cannot bei i e n s — _^
simply absorbed in the functions g(x) and g (x) introduced in /5/ since

It is noted in conclusion of this Section that an expression similar to
(lib) can be obtained for the particle fluxes and for the ion heat flux, the
phase lag between p and 0 ' being however nonlinear: thus trapped

i.lT.w iT.cu
electron modes lead also to anomalous ion heat losses! The phase lag between

n and 0 is also nonlinear but can be reduced to (£, „), by virtue
i ,If.w l?j(a . ' >m L

of charge neutrality.

3. Scaling laws derived fro» the trapped electron mode transport model.

We introduce the assumption that the profiles of densities, temperatures,
and current density are invariants. It requires the core to be clean and im-
plies that a particular discharge is effectively confined within a "virtual"
limiter radius rv:
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7~«a

where a is the radius of the material limiter, qa = 5 a
2 B/RI (teslas, mega-

amperes, meters), whereas qv is, for a given machine type and conditioning,
independent of the operating line density, power, current, magnetic field, and
aspect ratio. This hypothesis (similar to that introduced by Perkins /7/}
lines up with the pioneering works on magnetic confinement and allows to
introduce a clear cut separation between the physics of the core and the
physico-chemm'stry of the edge. It is also supported by current profile
measurements on TEXTOR /8/.

The scaling law for the energy confinement time

(13)

is derived from the heat balance equation with the additional assumption that
the ion and electron heat fluxes are proporti.onal :

N ,/A". T5/2 T2/RN /A.
P * - T3 - F ( - 2 /-B*RJ 1 + at (TVRN SÎ.)

P is the total power delivered to the plasma; P is the power density; F is an
increasing function of its argument. It should be stressed that in these equa-
tions, M is neither the line average density M nor the volume average densi-
ty < M > , but is related to them by

< K > q . (15)
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3a. Otarie discharges.

The Jieat_bal ance equation (14) remains invariant if

P « J2 I'3/2 x M JK, T572XB2R3

and

T2 * RN

whereas, from our assumption (12), J «c B/R. These two conditions imply that J

T - B2/3 R1/3

if the density, magnetic field and major radius are related by the constraint

M /A. « B4/3 R-1/3 .

The confinement time in an ohmic discharge is thus given by a relation of the
form [see (15)]

1/2 ÏÏR17/6 ql/2 M TA. R1/3
R

f O H < - -473 - ) (16a)

If fQH is a constant, we obtain

(VoH " qa/2 "

which» in view of the inherent difficulty in scaling with B for a given ma-
chine, and with R/a for different devices, agrees fairly well with the ohmic
scaling law adopted e.g. by Goldston /9/. Eq. (16a) however cannot explain why
saturation of the energy confinement time with density occurs sooner for Hy-
drogen than for Deuterium. Saturation of ('E)QH has thus other origins than
trapped electron mode transport properties, possibly edge radiation, which is
isotope dependent and influences qv.
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3b. Discharges with strong auxiliary heating.

We assume PAUX* POH and 11AUX0* pAUX/a2R (tnus ̂V" O1- ) ^ C for a > r >
The heat balance equation remains invariant if

PXa2R «C N i/A. T5/2/B2 R3

(where P = PAUX
 + POH^« and

T2 * RM

whereas J << B/R. These conditions imply that

T* P2/9 (B/a)4/9 R2/3

if the constraint

M /T. < P4/9 (B/a)8/9 R1/3

is fulfilled. Hence [see (15)]

87977B4/9 p5/3 a!4/9 q N . a
HO ___ IV O _ f f q _ 1/» \ j HO ___ IV O _ f fI£>EJAUX ^2 7 7 9 AUX

^AUX 1S different from fQ^ because ohmic discharges are always in the DTE
regime Cw*< v> gff i.e. <* (T2XRNTA1- )

2< 1, see (14) J whereas auxiliary heated

discharge enter the CTE regime (to iv
eff) • To recover the Kaye-Gol dston ex-

ponent with power /10/, we let fAUX(X)°c X"4/9 and obtain

or

a 0.56 „0.84 „1.82 al.!6IT \ gf « _ D _ K _ 3 _
1 EJAUX x 3S:S& 0.22 0.72 -

^0.56 B0.12 R2.54 jO.72

pu.58 A0.22 ^OS . (17b)
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The Kaye-Goldston scaling law, which does not take the isotope effect into ac-

count, is

.•jj 0.26 B-0.09 R1.65 jl.24
pO.58 a(J.49 (18a)

The agreement can be considered as fair as concerns the N, I scaling and the
B scaling since the operating density tends to be proportional to the current
/11/ and the magnetic field to be kept constant in the operation of any toka-
mak; the agreement with machine size is poorer. However comparing with another
relation de
transport,

TT O.6 D-0.1 „1.7 T0.9 ,0.4

n

relation derived by Perkins /7/ from a */k heuristic scaling of drift wave

we find better agreement of Eq. (17b) both as concerns the N1I and the R, a
scalings. It is interesting to note that the correlation coefficientsare al-
most identical with the Perkins (R2 = 0.92) and the Kaye-Goldston (R2 = 0.94)
expressions.

3c. Discussion of (*E)OH and (I^)f(m.

If we were to assume fAUX = fOH to be constant, the degradation of con-
finement with auxiliary power would be worse than observed (compare (17a)
W1th fAUX = const. and (17b)|. The reason for this weaker experimental degra-
dation is that f tends to decrease as the plasma passes from the DTE to the
CTE regime [see (14) where <* (T2/RN v/Â.) is respectively small or finite].
The obove remark, however, does not imply that there is an improvement of con-
finement with auxiliary, versus ohmic, power" Indeed equivalent heating powers
by two methods require higher magnetic fields in the ohmic case (Note that
P0H « a

2 B/qa R
3/2 by virtue of Tx B2/3 R1/3, see 3a, so that one can also
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The considerations in (3a) and (3b) do not take Into account the diffe-
rence of power deposition profiles with ohmic and auxiliary heating. However,
well centered auxiliary power can extend the sawtooth period and thus lead to
a substantial increase of the temperatures inside of the q=l surface /12,13/.
The temperatures however change little outside of this surface so that

contrast to tne neutron yield) hardly improves.

The transition from the low (L) to the high (H) confinement regime /14/
cannot be explained from the previous considerations. This suggests that dif-
ferent conditionings of the machine and different boundary conditions
(example: separatrix) play here the crucial role: the effect of these parame-
ters could be accounted for in the model by modifying the value of qy [ not
included in our seal ings relations (16a,b) and (17a,b)]; this would be con-
sistent with the observation that C&c)Jyjv * ̂^ /1^ in a S™6" macnl'ne-

4. Soae results froa nunerical transport code

The heat transport equations have been solved numerically assuming the
anomalous electron heat flux to be given by an expression essentially similar
to Eq. (lia). The density profiles were taken as parametrized forms of the
measured profiles. Only an ohmic density scan and a power scan at fixed densi-
ty from TEXTOR (R= 1.75 m, a = 0.46 m) were considered; the safety factor at
the limiter was q. = 2.4 and the magnetic field B = 1.9 tesla. Tha main re-
sults of the calculation, presented in /5/, were:

a)

c) electron temperature profiles independent from ÏÏ (density scan) out-
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side of the sawtoothing region; slight changes in the J profiles owing to the
neoclassical correction to the electrical conductivity;

d) electron temperature profiles homothetic and invariant O profiles in the
power scan (N constant).

It is interesting to note, concerning (b) , that the discharges were always in
the DTE regime. We point also to the fact that (c) and (d) are consistent with
the concept of profile consistency introduced empirically.

5. Summary

We have introduced the hypothesis that the profiles of densities, tempe-
ratures, and plasma current are invariants for a given mode of operation de-
fined by machine conditioning, absence or presence of a separatrix, etc. This
implies that the discharges are effectively confined within a "virtual" l imi-
ter of radius rv: (rv/a)^ = fly/la wnere QV 1S independent of the operating
density, power, current, magnetic field, and aspect ratio I see (12)1. In the
light of the scaling relations (16a,b) and (Ua,b) , Section 3, and also in the
light of the numerical solutions of the heat transport equations (Section 4)
it appears that the trapped electron mode transport model, as presented in
Section 2, is likely to be consistent with the existing tokamak data base.
(Ours is different from the trapped electron mode transport model of Perkins
/7/ since we improve upon the heuristic argument "heat conduction coefficient"
<* "*L/k ). T'na crucial test or our expression for UE)AUX wi l l of course be
to evaluate ths correlation coefficient.

Bifurcation between the High and Low confinement regimes in tokamaks as
well as saturation of UE)OH with density cannot be triggered by trapped
electron mode transport; they most l ikely arise from different boundary condi-
tions (e.g. machine conditioning, separatrix, edge radiation) which could be
absorbed in the "Hidden" parameter qv.
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COHERENT STRUCTURES AND ANOMALOUS ENERGY TRANSPORT IN ETA-I
TURBULENCE.

M. Ottaviani

Associazione EURATOM ENEA sulla Fusions, ENEA
C.R.E. Frascati, Rome, Italy

ABSTRACT

Plasma microturbulence induced by ion temperature
gradients in the presence of magnetic field
inhomogeneities ( toroidal ETA-I turbulence ) is commonly
considered a good candidate for the explanation of the
anomalous ion energy losses.

In this work, high resolution numerical simulations of
ETA-I turbulence are described. Special emphasis is given
to the role of the coherent structures in affecting the
turbulent flux.
It is shown that the resulting energy losses have a
positive dependence on dissipation, which is not «xpected
on the basis of quasilinear theory.
A tentative comparison with related convective problems is
drawn.

INTRODUCTION

The so called toroidal ETA-I modes, microinstabilities
induced by the combined effect of the ion pressure gradient
and of the (unfavourable) magnetic curvature are commonly
believed to be responsible of anomalous ion energy losses in
tokamaks. Indeed, the ETA-I modes are one of the most
successful ingredients of global transport modelling (see
ROMANELLI, for an updated review), being able to explain
such features as the saturation of energy confinement time
with density observed in some devices in the presence of
flat density profiles, and the related improved confinement
with pellet injection.

However, global modelling generally makes use of quasilinear
expressions for the turbulent fluxes, whose validity is
principle questionable. Indeed such expressions, when
combined with mixing length estimates of the fluctuation
levels, can only be considered as reasonable upper bounds to
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the actual fluxes. The latter can be indeed lowered by
coherence effects, for example.

The study of the validity of the quasilinear expression for
the energy flux is the main objective of the present work.
In order to investigate this point, we have performed
numerical simulations of the toroidicity-induced ETA-I
turbulence in slab-like geometry. This is an especially
simple model which allows for detailed investigation with
good numerical resolution.

THE MODEL

Model equations for ETA-I turbulence are derived directly
from the Braginskij equations for ions, by means of the
usual low frequency ordering (drift wave ordering).
Electrons are assumed adiabatic, while the system is closed
by the quasineutrality relation.
In deriving the ion equations, the parallel dynamics has
been completely neglected. This is justified on the basis of
linear theory, for the toroidicity induced modes. In any
case, the task here is to investigate the simplest possible
model with nontrivial dynamics. The resulting model
equations are therefore the following (more details on
their derivation can be found in OTTAVIANI et'al. ):

This equations describe the coupled evolution of the
electric potential Cp and of the icr-. pressure
perturbation p in Eq.' (1-2), ̂  5 ?«/ft is a measure
of toroidicity, D, and Ci are» normalized ion viscosity
and (classical) heat conductivity, while time and space
units are tft/Cf and Cj/Jlw' , as usual. The
symbol Cfti&l s 5*ftd<t B[- dyft 5*£ is a Poisson bracket,
the domain of validity of Eqs. (1-2) is a square box with
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the gradients pointing in the X direction, corresponding to
the radial direction, while Y can be associated to the
poloidal direction. Finally S is a suitable energy
source or forcing function.

Two ways of forcing the system have been considered.
In Type-I forcing, the equilibrium pressure gradient is
assumed stationary. Therefore £ » - (/+̂ 5/<P, f̂ ;= d ̂ .T/JUk
On the other hand, Type-II forcing has been chosen to mimic
the effect of localized heat sources and sinks
S = - S«Cosk'»X where K» is the smallest wavenumber. In

this way, the pressure gradient is allowed to evolve
consistently with the development of turbulence. In this
case the variable p must be interpreted as the
difference between the total pressure and the mean pressure
in the box.
In Type-II forcing the large scale advection of turbulent
energy is automatically taken into account. This fact allows
the system to reach a stationary state, as discussed in
(OTTAVIANI et al.). However, the fact that in the case of
Type-I forcing the turbulent energy continues to grow, does
not prevents to draw important ronelusions concerning the
energy transport. Indeed, apart from the saturation
property, the qualitative behaviour of the system is very
similar in both cases.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the numerical results obtained by means of
a spectral code are discussed, paying a special attention to
the behaviour of the energy flux.
The exact fluxes are compared with the following quasilinear
expressions:

_ _ WWM tiF * r* MI ft-%
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In Eq. (3) TK 1J '* J is obtained by solving for
the potential in terms of the pressure from the linearized
Eq.(2), while the pressure spectrum is the numerically
measured one. Therefore Expression (3) depends on time, and
it can be compared with the exact value at any time.
In Eq. (4) the quantity ^ Ky s>>3V> is evaluated from
linear theory, &* being the dephasing between each mode.
This expression is the appropriate one when used in
conjunction fco the mixing length estimate. Here, to reduce
the uncertainties, we use again the numerical spectrum. This
expression is evaluated at the mixing time, when linear and
nonlinear terms balance.
The comparison of (3) and (4) with the exact results is
shown in Fig.l for a typical Type-I case ( #),- = l-S", £„; l/g ).
Here the thick continuous line is the exact flux for a run
at D/=• C^= lo~' ,while the dotted line is its quasilinear
counterpart (Eq.(3)). Also shown are the exact (long
dashed) and quasilinear result (dot:-dash) for a case with
lower dissiption: D»sfr^r/o-a. Finally, the thin
horizonthal line is obtained from Eq.(4) (at the mixing
time CKIJI » tfo ).
Two important features of the exact system must be noted.
a) The actual flux results lower than the quasilinear one
b) The actual flux show a positive dependence on the

dissipation parameters whereas (as expected) the
quasilinear ones are independent of dissipation.

To understand, at least qualitatively, the reasons of this
behaviour, we consider expression (4) for the quasilinear
flux. Since it turns out that Ry is not changed too much
during the exponential phase, and since the fluctuation
level assumed in (4) is the exact one, the only possible
explanation of the reduction of the actual flux is that the
dephasing between the various modes is being reduced by the
nonlinearities.
A convenient diagnostic of coherence is the scatter plot of
Fig.2 in which pressure is plotted against potential for
each grid point. As it is apparent, there is a clear
tendency to form structures where the potential is
proportional to the pressure, so t-h*t in large regions of
the simulation domain:

(5) Lf, P]

The region where this relation is approximately satisfied
defines a coherent structure. Eq.(5) implies that the flux
is zero inside the structure, which in turr? means that only
some fraction of the system i.s subject to appreciable
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transport. An example of these coherent structures is given
in Fig.3 for a Type-II forcing.
The dependence on dissipation can be a"a.litatively
understood by considering that coherent st rures are
quasistationary solutions of the inviscid equat.ons. They
are therefore destroyed by dissipation. The reduction of
damping results in a larger volume occupied by the coherent
fields.

CONCLUDING SPECULATIONS

The detailed investigation of the scaling laws of (1-2)
would require a substantial increase of the already large
computational effort. However , the preliminary available
datas suggest a reduction of the energy flux with decreasing
dissipation of about a factor 2 hy decreasing the latter of
a factor 10. This is reminiscent of the
scaling F ~ Ol/3 observed in convection experiments at
large Raleigh numbers. This analogy is not accidental.
Indeed, Eq.(1-2) are very similar to the model equations for
convection in two-dimensional rotating systems.
A different point of view is to consider the pressure as a
passive scalar transported in given ^f field. In the
limit of large Feclet number ft a (?/£>)*'*• one would get

F -v C<P£)va (SHREIMAN and ROSENELUTH et al.) A weak
dependence of the actual selfconsistent <f on t> would
restore the observed scaling.
Although all this is very preliminary, the attempt of
understanding the behaviour of the model (1-2) along these
lines appears promising. In any case, it seems unlikely
that the flux remain finite in che limit of vanishing
dissipation. This fact might be of practical importance the
perspective of hotter, less coll isi.onal machines.
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Turbulent Correlations and Anomalous Transport in Tokamaks

- a Progress Report

A Thyagaraja and F A Haas
Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, OXU 3DB, UK

(Culham/Euratom Fusion Association)

Introduction

The losses of heat, momentum and particles in tokamaks are well known to be anomalous.

Thus, the observed confinement times and diffusivities are very considerably different to

those estimated from classical Braginskii theory or modern neo-classical theories which take

account of toroidal geometry effects and particle-trapping. There h now a very substan-

tial body of evidence from many experiments and indications from quite simple theoretical

considerations that such enhanced losses are caused by turbulent fluctuations of density,

temperature, electrostatic potential and magnetic fields. The fluctuations themselves are

quite different from (and much larger in relative amplitude) purely thermal effects and are

believed to be the result of incompletely identified linear or nonlinear plasma instabilities.

This situation represents one of the most serious barriers in tokamak physics to the estab-

lishment of the scientific and economic feasibility of magnetically confined fusion reactors. It

is, however, not a new or wholly unexpected one. Fluid mechanics presents a strong parallel

in several respects.

(1) Although much simpler than the equations which govern the behaviour of tokamak

plasmas, the Navier-Stokes equations as applied in a typical engineering fluid mechan-

ics problem (pipe flow, aerodynamics, meteorology are classic examples) are strongly

nonlinear and wholly intractable.

(2) Fluid systems are typically characterised by inhomogeneous, non-isotropic turbulence

with intricate mixtures in time and space of laminar and turbulent flow. This is

also the case in tokamak turbulence, even under steady external sources of particles,

energy and momentum; there are coherent and incoherent modes. Linear and nonlinear

instabilities may evolve. Stable modes could be "driven up" by nonlinear or toroidal

coupling and play vital roles in saturation and transport.

(3) At present the most useful fluid theories are strongly phenomenological in character

with considerable interaction with experiment (k - e models) . There are no "first
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principle" theories which uniquely and unambiguously give predictive scaling laws. For

example, no one has figured out how to calculate the non-dimensional heat transfer

coefficient (Nusselt No.) as a function of the heat input (Rayleigh No.) in natural or

forced convection.

(4) In Fluid turbulence, it is useful to split the whole problem into causes and effects.

Causes means the delineation of the linear/non linear instabilities responsible for the

turbulence and methods of obtaining turbulent spectra in the saturated states (not

linearly growing modes!). Effects means, understanding of how anomalous losses may

be calculated and compared with experiment given experimentally (or theoretically)

obtained fluctuation spectra. The whole content of the famous Karman-Howarth equa-

tion (see Lui 1961, or Monin and Yaglom 1975) is to relate observed turbulent

fluctuations to observed transport properties theoretically, via Navier-Stokes +

assumptions. Such relations can be (and are) experimentally tested.

(5) Plasma physics in more complicated in several aspects (a much larger number of depen-

dent variables, a wider range of wavelengths and frequencies, strong anisotropy due to

the B field, insufficiently known sources, important kinetic effects, low-collisionality,

complex geometry to name but a few!) but the conceptual picture is the same as in

fluid turbulence. Progress requires: (i) Experimental measurements of profiles, fluxes

and fluctuation spectra (spatial variations, frequency and wave number content, phase

information) (ii) Getting away from trivial linearised analysis to determine 7*3 on artifi-

cially fixed profiles to more complete non linear direct simulations and construction of

phenomenological models on experimentally testable closure hypotheses; calculations

of spectra and cross correlations of experimentally measurable fluctuations, (iii) Sys-

tematic deductions of Karman-Howarth like relations: ie a system of equations relating

fluctuation spectra of ̂ , ̂ , ̂ , ̂ r with each other and with transport co-efficients ss

functions of r/a in the confinement, sawtooth and edge zones.

In the last year, considerable progress has been reported in TEXT (Wootton et al, 1988)

with regard to 5(i). Unlike the past, it is now possible to simultaneously measure profiles of

no(r/a),T0,e(r/a), particle and heat fluxes and I 5£ I (;) and | £ | (j).

It is still not possible to directly measure | J^ | (~) except in the limiter shadow or

outside the plasma (with Mirnov coils). The purpose of this paper is to report the results of

theoretical efforts at Culham with regard to 5(iii) and recent ideas relating to 5(ii).
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PARALLEL KINETIC APPROACH TO TOKAMAK TURBU-
LENCE:

Given the sources of particles, momentum, energy and externally produced magnetic fields,

we will take it as axiomatic that the plasma dynamics in a tokamak are governed by the

Maxwell equations and the full, collisional Fokker-Planck equation with the Landau collision

integrals. Each species, electrons and ions (forgetting about neutrals and impurities for sim-

plicity) needs a 6-dimensional p space for its full description. This dynamical description is

too general to be of any practical use. Experiments in TEXT and elsewhere indicate that

turbulent •*- fluctuations are in the drift frequency range, < 1 MHz. This is far smaller than

<*>«> Wp1-, w,«, and even UAHven- The wave numbers k± satisfy fcj./>; < 0.5 typically. However,

"drift ^ "con and certainly rnaulmml < ^drativc<>a- Hence any estimate of r.»̂ ...,,̂  which

does not include fcau is unlikely (a priori that is!) to be correct. All these facts mean that

plasma turbulence is a relatively low frequency (4Ciwc,-) long wavelength (&!/>,• < 1), quasi-

neutral (n< 2: ne) phenomenon involving both electrostatic and electromagnetic fluctuations.

It is sensible to gyro average to get rid of the fast Larmor motions. However, it is apparent

that tokamak plasmas have effectively a "collisionality tensor"! Thus, parallel mean free

paths are long compared with parallel wavelengths (except at a resonant point where the

parallel wavelength is infinite. Hence very close to resonance the parallel collisionality is

high!) whilst perpendicular mfps (/?,-, pf) are small (in the case of ions, only just) compared

with ij1. The plasma can therefore be thought of as "fluid like" in its behaviour perpendic-

ular to B and "kinetic" in its behaviour parallel to B. For this reason, instead of retaining

ej. (as in gyrokinetic theory with its 5-d /«-space) we propose (at the risk of perhaps not

treating trapped species properly) a four dimensional p — space in which only UH is retained,

from the full velocity space of Fokker-Planck.

Formally,

- v -b)<f3v (1)

where b = gjii, and'<J is Dirac's delta function.

/e(r,U||,f) is the fundamental distribution function of this "parallel kinetic" description.

What equation does /e satisfy? The "parallel kinetic equation" of course!

The equations satisfied by /e,i(r, UH, t) can be derived directly from the full Fokker-Planck

equations satisfied by F, eii(r, v, t) and the definition of /.,,• as certain velocity-space moments

of Fe,i. It is more convenient to proceed from the gyro-averaged equations satisfied by

^..-(r.uii.ux,*) (Sivukhin (1965)) or equivalently ge,i(r,v\\,ii,t) (Cheung and Horton (1973)).

The results are the same. It must be borne in mind that "parallel kinetic equations" are
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in a reduced phase space (relative to gyro-averaged equations for example) and hence a

moment closure hypothesis must inevitably be added to the formal derivation to get a closed

system of equations. The collision integrals pose great algebraic complexities in a rigorous

approach. They are approximated by BGK or model Fokker-Planck operators to get correct

conservation laws and H-theorem and parallel Spitzer resistance. To cut a long story (see

Thyagaraja and Haas (1989) for all the gory detail) short, the distribution function satisfies

the equation,

£ + V- {fo,b + V11-(F1*) + C1^r, t»y, <

where, /e satisfies a similar equation. b(r, t) is the unit vector parallel to the magnetic field.

The complete formulae for V1, C1 etc. can be found in our paper.

It is readily shown that / fe,iC± e,idv\] = O. Hence, V1 ,-,e represent the usual fluid velocities.

If /e,«(ri v||>0 3^6 known, the current density J(r,<) is given by

J(F, t) = ji(F,t)+j|,(F,t)

= ene(vj.i - Vx,.) + b J(<tfiV\{ - efev\{) x dv\\ (3)

where all the quantities on the right (except b) are explicitly functionals (ie moments) of

/e,,-. B (or rather Ay) is given in terms of jy by Ampere's law. The above equations including

ne = n,- form a set of closed equations (4 equations) for the unknowns /e, /,-, A\\ and $. Given

the sources 5e,;, the external fields BO$, E0^ (or total current) and initial-boundary condi-

tions, the nonlinear system above defines the quasi-neutral time evolution of electromagnetic

tokamak turbulence under the approximations B\\ <S Bj., u ~ u£ <S waj/uen,A:j./7i < 0(1).

The above equations are believed to include correct parallel and perpendicular transport for

non-trapped particles when B0z » BO» (in a periodic cylinder). In principle, they include

drift and tearing modes but not trapped particle modes.

The complete, ab initio, nonlinear evolution of this system should result in a first-

principles calculation of the power spectra of: $,6r,n,reii and the complete particle, mo-

mentum and energy fluxes. Given 5e,,, and boundary values all scaling relations about

confinement including the isotope effect are therefore calculable in principle with no free

parameters. Even if parallel kinetic theory is a reasonable approximation to tokamak tur-

bulent transport, it is still a distant theoretical goal to "solve" this model completely in the

sense described and work out the empirically relevant consequences of it to compare with the

available (admittedly meagre) experimental measurements. What is certain is that it goes

well-beyond any present linear theory in providing a theoretically well-defined, nonlinear

target calculation for experimental falsification.
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Results from Parallel Kinetic Theory

The programme set out above is formidable. Since one must walk before one can learn

to run, it is useful to describe some experimental comparisons with the theory at a stage

preliminary to the full nonlinear, spectral calculations.

Tokamak physics provides an extremely important small parameter: thus, we have gen-

erally, I B(r,t) |< Boa(r) < B01- We are therefore only interested in solutions of Eq.(2)

such that (i) | B(r,i) |< Bat (ii) | B||(r,t) |<| Bx(r,t) | (iii) BT(r,t) has a saturated (ie

its time averages and correlations in the sense of time-series analysis exist) power spectrum.

We assume (this crucial assumption must be later verified by direct simulation) that such a

spectrum exists and is known completely either in terms of nonlinear theory or experiment.

Since Bj. is known (via its spectrum) we have no need for Ampere's law. The problem of

solving Eq.(2) subject to n$ = ne to obtain $,/e,/i as functional of Bj. and the sources is,

in principle, a straight forward but in practice a very complicated problem which has been

solved to order BJ./BOI in our paper (Thyagr,raja and Haas 1989). The main qualitative

conclusions are the following:

(i) Any reasonable fluctuation spectrum of E±/Bo* "induces" a corresponding spectrum

for e$/TUe, j-j-, ^- etc. These "resultant" spectra are non trivially correlated amongst

themselves due to both collisional and Landau effects.

(ii) The resultant fluctuations are all small in amplitude provided Bi/B0* is. The relative

sizes can be computed for any specification of the former's spectrum.

(iii) The proper choice of Bj./B0l is guided both by experiment and by the theoretical

requirement that the resultant currents j are approximately consistent with the B±/B0l!

chosen. They would be exactly consistent if and only if Bj./50l is the exact solution

of the whole system.

(iv) The mean quantities n0, TQj,e etc are determined by the sources and the power spectrum

of BJ./SOI via the resultant spectra and the fluxes (both ExB and ̂ ) they give rise to.

K "o,Toi?e and the fluxes are measured experimentally (they are in TEXT!) and i-, ̂ -

are also measured (yes, in TEXT!) the results can be compared with this "half way"

theory exactly like the case for fluid turbulence and the Karman-Howarth relations

(Monin and Yaglom, 1975). Assuming a spectrum of the Stieltjes form,

" = V" V* A i / a nz

m=l n=I "
°*
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with w. es w0m,u70 = 2000 rads/sec.

37»

A combination of 'continuum' and 'diacretum' ((2,1), (5,2) and (3,l)of the latter)

modes is used. The other fluctuations are numerically evaluated and the total ̂

at r/o = 0.9 is fixed to the TEXT experiment (15%). This fixes e = 1.2 x 10~4.

Fig. 1 shows the various components of the postulated Jr£ spectrum. The prominent

discrete resonances occur towards the edge and seem to be important in getting edge

particle and ion heat losses. Fig 2 shows the comparisons between the measured and

the calculated powers as a function of r/a in ••£• and ̂ . Note that theory captures

both the qualitative radial variations and the strong non-adiabaticity | J-A |<| j^ \. for •

each m, n mode there is a non-adiabaticity factor due to parallel cc/llisional and Landau

effects and the presence of A\\ . This global outcome is a rather complicated net effect of

the assumed spectra. Figs. 3,4,5 show the comparison between theoretically calculated

particle and heat fluxes (the ion heat flux is anomalous + neo-classical) and those

derived by the experimentalists from raw data. The agreement is fair showing that the

measured fluctuations of ~-, |£-, the measured profiles of no,Toi,e and the fluxes are

indeed consistent with the assumed magnetic fluctuation spectrum and the theoretical

estimates of fluctuations and fluxes. To clinch the Issue, measurements of J^- would

have to be directly obtained in the confinement zone of TEXT and compared in detail

with Fig. 1, the theoretical spectrum, or better still - Equations (4), (5). This final

test is yet to be performed.

At present, we are trying to time evolve the full non-linear equation (2) with ne = n;

and Ampere's law as follows: (i) derive non-linear evolution equations for ne, Ti , Te, v^, $

and j4|| from Eq. (2). (U) The energy equations involve q[\i,e which can only be obtained

by solving Eq.(2) to get /e,j. (iii) Solve the moment equations by direct numerical

simulation with C||,-,e calculated from the perturbative theory.

The equations for ne,T;je and vy,- are simply derived, the equation for the time-evolution

of .AU is essentially a combination of Ampere's law and parallel electron momentum

balance (or Ohm's Law). The equation V • J = O1 despite appearances to the contrary

can be shown to be equivalent to

(6)
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and within the set of approximations, is an equation which time advances V^ $ consis-

tent with ri,- = "e- We are writing a computer code SPECTRE to put these principles

into practice.
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and the total observed electron heat flux

for O < r/a < 1. The error bars are

experimental.
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Abstract

The ExB motion of charged particles is studied for the case where the electric field
satisfies certain model equations.

Intrinsic chaoticity of particle dynamics is suggested to be a possible mechanism to
enhance particle transport, in the presence of nonstationary electrostatic fields, beyond
its collisional value.

We specialise to the case of three interacting drift-waves whose dynamic evolution
is given by a model previously studied by Wersinger, Ott and Finn. Preliminary results
are presented concerning the diffusion features when the eulerian electric field is either
regular or chaotic.

Introduction

Among the challenging problems of nowadays research on controlled thermonuclear
fusion in closed magnetic configurations, there is certainly the anomalous transport of
charged particles across the confining magnetic field1.

The observed particle diiFusivity is much larger than expected on the basis of colli-
sional theories, therefore the problem arises of the physical mechanism acting to enhance
particle diffusion.

In the present contribution we want to concentrate on a fundamental physical mech-
anism which is imdoubtely acting in real particle dynamics: intrinsic chabticity.

Chaotic dynamics yields a new mechanism for diffusion which is of noncollisional
type. When particle motion is described by means of a nonlinear Hamiltonian system,
chaotic solutions are always present with the only exception of integrable systems (but
these are structurally unstable and of lower cardinality of the nonintegrable ones, in
suitable spaces of Hamiltonians).

Hamiltonian chaos is the consequence of the enormous complexity of phase space
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trajectories induced by the homoclinic intersections of stable and unstable branches of
the perturbed séparatrices.

Now, let us briefly discuss how nonlinear Hamiltonian models are introduced.
The anomalous losses of particles are commonly thought to be caused by low fre-

quency turbulent microfluctuations of the electric field1. The relevant spatial dependence
of the electrostatic turbulence observed in tokamaks is limited to r and 9 (the radial and
poloidal coordinates respectively) as the amplitude of the fc|| modes (along the toroidal
coordinate) are very small, in other words this is essentially a 2D turbulence.

The harmful diffusion is that along r, i.e. across the confining magnetic field. In the
so called guiding centres approximation, the particle motion is described by the equations

where $ is the electrostatic potential, E = -V$ is a 2D field, and B = Be, is the
toroidal field. Equations (1) are easily recognized to be Hamilton equations of motion,
the (x, y) plane plays the role of phase space and $(x, t) is the Hamiltonian. Equations
(1) are formally identical to those describing the motion of a passive tracer in a 217 fluid
of assigned eulerian velocity field u(x, t):

'where $ is the stream function of tha eulerian field u and x(t) is the tracer's trajectory.
It is well known, froni'both numerical simulations and experiments, that chaotic trajec-
tories of such tracers (i.e. chaotic lagrangian motions) can be obtained even in regular,
nonstationary eulerian velocity fields of 2.D incompressible fluids2.

Recently lagrangian diffusion of charged particles across a magnetic field has been
experimentally detected by laser stimulated fluorescence of ions in a Q-machine3. In this
apparatus electrostatic turbulence has been excited from the outside and a consequent
enhancement of diffusion has been actually observed. In the hypothesis that the phys-
ical mechanism underlying the above mentioned anomalous transport in a Q-machine
is roughly the same acting in purely ohmic discharges in tokamaks, interesting hints
can be provided about the relationship between energy and particle confinement time in
tokamaks and lagrangian diffusion induced by electrostatic turbulence4.

It is worth noticing that chaotic diffusion is very different from brownian diffusion.
While the latter one stems from a Wiener process (sequence of uncorrelated kicks),
the former is produced by smooth solutions of ordinary differential equations. What
is peculiar of most chaotic systems is intermittency. In Hamiltonian systems it is due to
trappings around islands. As a consequence the Einstein-Fick law for the mean square
displacement, (r2(t)} = 2.Di, is a-priori not obvious. In fact, it is well known that
anomalous laws Eke (r2(t)) ~ ta can arise in chaotic diffusion with both a < 1 or a > 1.
The nonlinear diffusion laws are in general produced by a hierarchical distribution of
trapping times (sub-diffusion), while the existence of only a few typical trapping time
scales can yield (r2(t)) = 2D^t also for chaotic diffusion, but with a "renormalized"
diffusion coefficient DR which is in general lowered with respect to that computed on the
basis of a gaussian markov process.

The possible existence of such anomalies should warn that the standard Fokker-
Planck equation might not be appropriate in some situations.
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Description of the dynamical models

Let us consider a plasma in a strong and uniform magnetic field B = Be, directed
along the z-coordinate. The electric field and particle velocities have only x and y com-
ponents. If the electrostatic field varies at low frequencies compared to electron and ion
gyrofrequencies, equation (1) is well suited to describe charged particle motions.

To define a model we need to choose a function E[x(t),t], or equivalently $(x,t).
Then test particle dynamics can be investigated numerically.
In a recent paper5, models have been studied using for <£ the definition

$(x, t) = ^V $k sin[k • x -I- tpk — uot] (3)
kes

where the coefficients were chosen so that fdkk2 \ $k |2~ k~3 mimicked the main
feature of a typical spatial spectrum of the turbulence measured in tokamaks. The
models so defined described complex spatial structures (the 91, are random quenched
phases) with simple time behaviour: all the modes oscillate at the frequency WQ, (in
principle one would like to use w(k) following a dispersion relation to model the observed
spectra 5(k,w), unfortunately this should be prohibitive from a computational point of
view).

Equation (1) with non stationary potential fields like in eq.(3) already displays an
interesting richness of behaviours.

Linear diffusion has always been found for | $j< |2-~ k~3, while anomalous diffusion
showed up with steeper spectral slopes. It is not out of place to notice that .such steeper
spectral slopes can be consistent with some experimental measurements of density fluc-
tuations and with numerical simulations.

Quasi-linear and Bohm scalings have been found for certain choices of the domain of
summation S in eq.(3), anyway dynamics was found to be rather different from a gaus-
sian process, thus explaining why a theoretical model6, based essentially on a gaussian
approximation for the dynamics, even though predicting the right functional dependence
of the diffusion coefficient on the turbulence amplitude A, overestimated the values of
the diffusion coefficient 5.

Moreover, by changing the domain of summation 5 it is also possible to find anoma-
lous scalings7 Eke D(A) ~ A3 instead of the quasi-linear scaling D(A) ~ A2.

In what follows we present preliminary results obtained with models which describe
a rather simple spatial structure but a complex time behaviour. More precisely, we want
to study the E x B test particle dynamics in few turbulent modes.

To this purpose we start from some fluid equation modeling electrostatic turbulence,
then usual approximations of Galerkin type are made and finally only few modes in the
Fourier expansion of the electrostatic potential are kept.

From model equations, like those derived by Wakatani and Hasegawa8, one gets for
the electrostatic potential <5

— + — r-V2$ + c2V
4$ + c3<5 — ( 1 1 = 0 (4)

OT . oy at GI at \ at ay J

where ^j is the convective derivative, ^ = Jj + [$,•], and ci = -2k^2vtk
2/ui*i/e, C2 =

"-Ud, and C3 = Ti/Te if u* = VTi/qR or C3 = O otherwise (see réf. for more details).
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Equation (4) in Fourier space becomes

(5)
where ft are the Fourier coniponents of $(x) and

p x g - e .

2
(6)

A three mode truncation from eq.(5), with ki + k2 + ka = O, reads as

Ifll + (iUi - 7l)v?l = Ml23¥>2 Vs*

(£2 + (iw2 - 72)^2 = M23IVsVi* (7)

where the w,- are given 07 the dispersion relation obtained from a suitable linearization
of eq.(4) and the 7,- can be identified by comparing eq.(7) with eq.(5). With the trans-
formation <fi — •• ^ie"^"1'1"1"*'̂ , and denning 9,- = 0,-e1*1', v."s can finally transform eq.(7)
into

a\ = Oj cos 0 — aj2 cos if}
az = —702 cos {3 + aiO2 cos T^

^i = sin /3 4- Q22 /GI sinV> (8)

^2 = —7 sin /3 — ai sin ̂

wht. ^ we have used the observation that asymptotically in time it is a3 = a2, which is
valid under the assumption 73 = 73; 7 and (S are free parameters that depend on the
input physical parameters. Equations (8) have already been derived by Wersinger, Ott
and Firm9 from a general model of three interacting waves, they showed that this model
displays the familiar phenomenology of nonlinear dissipative dynamical systems with
three or more degrees of freedom, i.e. periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic behaviours of
solutions.

We have briefly shown above that eq.(8) can be derived from eq.(4), therefore we
assume that the former somehow retains the basic mechanism of mode coupling described
by the latter, hence, in what follows, eq.(8) is used to describe the dynamics of three
interacting modes.

Now we define the electrostatic potential as

$(x, *) = O0 [*>»'(*) sin(k« ' x) + V»»c(*) cos(kn • x)] (9)
n

where if>n
3 = ansin<£n, (pn

c = a-ncos<£n; the dynamics of the amplitudes an and the
phases ^n are given by eq.(8). For ki, k2, fc3 we make the following (arbitrary) choice:
Ic1 = 2Tr(0, 2), k2 = 27r(-l, O), k3 = 2ir(l, -2), so that kj + k2 + k3 = O.
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The test-particle dynamics is again described by eq.(l), this has been numerically in-
tegrated, together with eq.(8), by means of a fourth order Hammings modified predictor-
corrector; different parameter values have been used and the evolution of many initial
conditions has been followed to investigate the diffusion properties.

A striking result concerns the shape of phase space trajectories (fig.s 1 and 5), they
revealed two major features: a) a strong anisotropy in the spread along x and y directions,
6) a piecewise straight motion of random lenghts and random directions (up-down, right-
left) which is astonishing as a solution of ordinary differential equations, even chaotic.
The point (5) has been checked by many different tests: using another integration algo-
rithm, using very small integration time steps, etc., but the result remained unchanged.
At very small spatial scales one verifies that there are no cusps: smooth, even though
abrupt, transitions from different pieces are found.

This kind of dynamical behaviour suggests the existence of particle trapping phe-
nomena with random escapes caused by an interplay of the hamiltonian stochasticity and
of the external stochasticity of the mode amplitudes and phases. Partial Lyapunov expo-
nents can be defined to measure these two contributions to the the overall chaoticity of
particle motion. Moreover the particle motion can be integrated when the eulerian field
dynamics described by eq.(8) is periodic or quasi-periodic in order to find out how the
lagrangian dynamics changes. Fig.5 shows a qualitative change in the shape of trajecto-
ries, also the mean square displacement, plotted in Sg.6, is affected, we find (rz(t)} ~ ta,
with 1.5 < a < 2, which is anomalous. The lagrangian Lyapunov exponent, defined
assuming that the eulerian field is a prescribed function of time, does not seem sensitive
to the transition from regular to chaotic motion of eulerian field.

It is possible to get some-physical picture about the mechanism responsible for the
huge anisotropy of particle motions with the aid of a further simplification of the model.
Instead of looking at the equations of motion that correspond to the full potential (9),
we consider $(x, y, t) = O1(^) cos y — a2(t) cos x, and so

i = a-i(t) sin y
, ,\ • !y s a2(t)smz

let us define a the average amplitude of O1, O2 and L some typical length scale; then
by looking at the power spectra of <n(t) and a2(t) (fig.s 3 and 4) one sees that a2 has a
nearly white spectrum, while ai has a lorenzian (w~2) spectrum, thus we can approximate
ai(t) with a stochastic process whose autocorrelation function is (i2(*) Q2(O) =
a2

2exp(- ] t - t' I /T2), T2 being very small.
As the correlation time TI of fli(i) is much larger than T2, the term sinz in eq.(10)

can be considered as slowly varying so that one can write

y(t')> = ik / dT a2(T) I dT O2(T)) (ii)
- Jo Jo

hence (y2(i)) = G2
2T2*, and thus Dy = O2

2T2, which is the well known quasi-linear result.
Moreover, one can compute

(siiiy(t) siny(t')} = \ exp - - | * - «' | (12)
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and if TI » £2/a2
2T2, which makes more precise the condition of slow variation of ai(t)

with respect to a2(t), then x ~ O1SiUy gives (i2(t)) s (ai2L2/a2
2T2)t for t > L2Ia2

2T2,
and with ai ~ 02 ~ a we finally get Dx = L2 /T2. As T2 is very small, we have Dy •< ̂ 1

which provides a qualitative explanation of the strongly anisotropic diffusion observed.

Conclusions

We have briefly shown that chaotic diffusion is an irreducible source of transport
because the E x B particle motion in nonstationary electrostatic fields is intrinsically
stochastic.

Anomalous diffusion laws can be found, as well as anomalous scalings, when the
diffusion is linear, for D vs. the r.m.a. electric field.

We hope that this kind of models will contribute in elucidating the relationship be-
tween eulerian and lagrangian descriptions of transport processes (for instance, chaotic
lagrangian diffusion can be found also with electrostatic fields whose dynamics is de-
scribed by the Hasegawa-Mima equation, whereas the eulerian prediction for particle flow
is zero because this equation assumes adiabatic electron response and hence (n <j>) = O).

Hopefully this will help also a critical assessement of the validity domain of the fluid
limit of kinetic equations.
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Fig. 1 Test particle trajectory in chaotic eulerian field (see fig.s 3 and 4).
Fig. 2 Mean square displacement (T*2(t)} versus time in linear-linear scales.
Fig. 3 Power spectrum ( | oi(w) |2 ) versus w in log-log scales. The slope is w~2, typically

chaotic.

Fig. 4 Power spectrum ( | 52(u;) |2 ) versus u in log-log scales. The spectrum is flat in the
average.

Fig. 5 Test particle trajectory in regular eulerian field (see fig. 7).
Fig. 6 Mean square displacement (r2(i)} versus time in linear-linear scales. Nonlinear Af-

fusion is evident.

Fig- 7 Power spectrum ( | ai(w) |2 ) versus u in log-linear scales. The underlying dynamics
is regular.
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LASER LIGHT SCATTERING FROM DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS:
POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

E. Holzhauer, Institut fur Plasmaforschung, Universitat Stuttgart,
Pfaffenwaldring 31, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, F.R.G.

Abstract: The basic principles of collective laser light scattering
are reviewed. For the case of present-day toriodal fusion experiments
the consequences of finite resolution in real space and k-space are
discussed.

COLLECTIVE LASER LIGHT SCATTERING:

A' plane polarised electromagnetic wave Ck0, UQ) is incident on the
plasma. Waves scattered at an angle 9 are observed with ks, ws.

k = ks - k0, ui = us - <u0

In general u « UQ and the scattering vector |k| is

IkI *2|k0lsin(8/2)

Radiation scattered from an electron density fluctuation with the
phase velocity vp experiences a Doppler shift

u = us - U0 = vp.k

Thus scattering occurs from electron density fluctuations having a
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wave vector coinciding with the. scattering wave vector.

Scattering from ions can be neglected due to their large mass. In a
plasma, electrons interact with each othef and with ions *•., -1^h long
range electrostatic forces. A measure for this inte- action distant is
the Debye shielding length A0 = (e0kT/e

2ne)1/2.

Scattering experiments are characterised by the scattering parameter

1 X
|k|-XD XD-Uirsin(6/2)

representing the ratio of the scattering "scale length" k~1 to the
Debye length \D.

For values of the scattering parameter a > 1 the- wavelength of the
fluctuations observed is larger than the Debye length. Thus collective
electron density fluctuations, i.e. wave phenomena, are seen, but not
the individual motion of electrons, and one speaks of "collective
scattering" [1].

The ratio of scattered power Pg(u>s,k) within the solid angle da to the
incident laser power P-J is

P-(Ug, k)
= n-L-o>S(k,

where L = length of scattering volume
S(k,u) = spectral density function (Fourier transform of the

electron density correlation function)
o * differential electron scattering cross section.

In the case of a monochromatic plane wave one obtains

where
ne = rms - value of el. density fluctuation
X0 s incident laser wavelength.
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COHERENT DETECTION SYSTEMS:

The vast majority of collective scattering experiments use coherent
detection. We define the local oscillator field as Elo, and the signal
field as E3, and then

E = ELQ-COS ((unjt) + Eg-cos (ust

and we also know that the photodetector current i(t) is given propor-
tional to the power P(t). We are only interested in the intermediate
frequency term

1IF " ELo'Es'oos C(lus ~

By mixing the scattered signal with a local oscillator the information
about amplitude and phase of the scattered radiation is preserved.

The frequency spectrum" is transformed into the radio frequency range,
where it can 'be analysed numerically or with a multichannel spectrum
analyser.

Two types of detectors can be used to realise a coherent receiver:

1. "Optical mixing":

The detector output is proportional to signal power (e.g. photodiode,
photoconductor, pyroelectric detector). As was shown by Siegman [2]
the "antenna beam" and thus the directional characteristics for the
if-signal are determined by the LO.

2. "Electrical mixing":

The detector consists of an antenna and a diode with a square-law cha-
racteristic. The directional properties are solely determined by the
antenna [31.
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RESOLUTION IN REAL-SPACE AND k-SPACE:

The scattering volume is defined by the overlap of scattering laser
beam and antenna beam of the coherent receiver. The intersection of
these two beams creates an interference pattern, which represents the
weighting function for the density fluctuations. This weighting func-
tion can be visualised by moving a straight wire transversely to the
scattering volume. The Doppler shifted radiation scattered by the wire
is collected by the scattering optics and mixed in a homodyne receiver
consisting of a long-wire antenna and a Schottky diode. Figs, a and b
show the result measured for scattering angles 9 = 8 " and 8 = 2 ° ,
respectively. The wavelength of the optically pumped CH^OH laser is
119 U. The temporal width of the envelope of the beat signal is pro-
portional to the transverse dimension of the scattering volume, the
proportionality factor being the inverse of the wire speed. Similarly
the duration of one beat period is connected with the fluctuation
wavelength by this proportionality factor. The amplitude of the beat
signal reflects the weighting function accross the scattering volume
determined by the beam profile of the scattering laser and the antenna
beam of the detector. Thus the rotating wire experiment immediately
yields the k resolution for a specific scattering geometry CS] . By
translating the rotating wire along the scattering beam the length of
the scattering volume can be determined as well.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Beat signals obtained by scanning the scattering volume with a
moving wire for 9 = 8-° in a) and 9 = 2° in b}.

The scattering volume in real-space and in k-space can be illustrated
by the level charts in Fig. 2.
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U ( f ) i 1

UIr!

W(K-kJ

—Level chans representing the weighting functions U(t) and W(Ic-ka) in the
Iz, x). (z, y) and (Ic1. k»), (&»• &») planes. (Levels shown are 0.8, 0.6. 0.4 and 0.2 of the

maximum.)

Fig. 2: Scattering volume in r-space and Ic-space.

The weighting functions W(k) and U(r ) are related through a Fourier
transform. rrr

W(k) = JJJ d3rU(r)exp[-jkr]
A large spatial extent in real space corresponds to a small spread in
wavenumbers [I].

The wavenumber range of the scattering system and the access to a
tokamak are limited and in general it is impossible to determine ex-
actly the total electron density fluctuation level without additional
knowledge about the k-spectrum..

We define the extent of the scattering volume by the points for which
the scattered power has decreased to 1/e of the maximum. If the
scattering volume is determined by matched Gaussian beams with
beamwaist w for both scattering laser and receiver antenna beam the
transverse diameter is

and the length for 8 < 30° is
Deff = 2w

L8,, = 2w/8
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Since the resolution in wavenumber space is related to the dimension
in real space via a Fourier transform, the wavenumber resolution of a
scattering experiment is solely determined by the dimensions of the
scattering volume. In the transverse direction it is

Ak = 2/w

independent of the laser wavelength chosen.

As a useful criterion for the minimum scattering angle we propose

9min > 29div

where 9div is the divergence angle of the scattering beam. The corres-
ponding minimum wavenumber of fluctuations that can be measured is
then

= u/w-

Thus the spatial resolution cannot be improved arbitrarily by focus-
sing more strongly and decreasing w. Since the wavelength range of
fluctuations to be measured is determined by the plasma experiment,
the diagnostician can only increase the laser wavelength and thus the
scattering angle.

UPPER LIMITS FOR THE LASER WAVELENGTH:

The upper limit for the laser (or microwave) wavelength to be used is
given by the cut-off wavelength. A limiting case is represented by
reflectometry where backscattering from density fluctuations at the
critical density in principle allows radial localisation [51.

A second limiting factor is deflection of the beams by macroscopic
density gradients which increases with (*iaser)

2- The deflection angle
must remain smaller than the resolution in scattering angle of the
system.

As an illustrative example, the deflection angle (118 urn CH^OH-laser)
has been calculated for an ohmic discharge in the ASDEX tokamak at a
peak density of .71-1O14 cm~3 as a function of beam distance from the
plasma center (Fig. 3). The maximum deflection angle of 1 mrad corres-
ponds to UQ % of the resolution in scattering angle, increasing during
pellet injection or during H-mode operation. In large fusion devices
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beam deflection can become important for laser wavelengths > 200 urn.

,1.8 nrad

• -.5 wad

-.5»

Hm .71177B3«ia~M c»"-

8 mead

Fig. 3: Deflection of a laser beam at 118 urn in a typical ohmic
discharge in ASDEX.
Dotted line: Radial_density profile
Solid line: Deflection angle (mrad).

HOMODYNE AND HETERODYNE DETECTION:

Following the majority, of authors in the field of laser plasma diag-
nostics the following definition will be adopted:

1. HOMODYNE DETECTION:

The LO is unshifted in frequency with respect to the scattering
laser beam. It can be obtained from the scattering laser via a
beamsplitter or by using the radiation in the wings of this beam
[e.g. 61.

Homodyne systems with more than one detector can be used to deter-
mine the direction of propagation of waves. The basic principle 'is
known from interferometry, where 2 detectors are sufficient to de-
termine the direction in which the interference fringes move. A few
examples are given fallow:

- "Homodyne Spectroscop;. ", which measures the direction of propagation
with two detectors [?].

- "Far Forward Scattering", which uses the wings of the scattering
laser as LO. An array of 5 detectors yielded both improved spatial
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resolution and the direction of propagation of the fluctuations [6].

"Crossed Beam Correlation Technique", which uses 2 well focussed
laser beams. By moving the point of intersection in the plasma and
correlating the detector outputs, both the direction of propagation
and good spatial resolution are obtained [8].

"Phase Contrast Method", where the special feature is a phase plate
in the focal plane of an imaging system which-allows to realise
high-pass filters in wavenumber space [91.

2. HETERODYNE DETECTION:

The LO is shifted in frequency wi.th respect to the scattering laser
beam.

- Only one laser is used together with a frequency shifter, which
in general consists of a rotating grating, or a travelling
ultrasonic wave [IQ].

- A twin laser is used, which contains 2 resonators in the same
housing to reduce frequency jitter due to mechanical vibrations
CIO].

(•) (bl (c)

1 0 1 - 1 Q 1 . 1 Q 1

Microiurbultnee poloidal frequency spectra far kt = 12cm'1.

lp = 35OkA. B7 = 2.8T; and (a) n, = 2 x 10tJ cm'3,
(b, nr = 4 x IQ11 cm'', (c) nr = 8 X 10" cm"'. Negative

(positive) frequency corresponds to the electron (ion) diamagnetic
drift direction. Vertical axes are in arbitrary units.

Fig. U: Heterodyne scattering experiment on TEXT [11], showing the
emergence of a second feature in the frequency spectrum as
the electron density is increased.
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The direction of propagation can help to identify and discern dif-
ferent types of instabilities. Whereas the electron drift wave pro-
pagates in the electron magnetic direction, the ion temperature
gradient driven mode (rii-mode) is assumed to propagate in the ion
diamagnetic direction. A heterodyne experiment performed on the
TEXT tokamak is thought to have identified the r^-mode by its di-
rection of propagation [11].

A problem that arises in the interpretation of frequency spectra
obtained in both homodyne and heterodyne detection is due to the
poloidal and toroidal rotation of the plasma, which leads to a
Doppler shift in the laboratory frame of the scattering experiment.
This Doppler shift can easily mask the intrinsic phase velocity of
drift waves as given by linear theory [12].

In addition spectral broadening from a nonlinear frequency shift
equal to or larger than the wave frequency from linear theory is
expected for strong turbulence [13], .

E-RESOLUTION REVISIFED:

The position of a narrowband fluctuation in wavenumber space can only
be determined by measuring at different scattering angles. However the
useful lower limit for wavenumbers was defined as km^n = U, :. Ir. this
case one cannot determine whether a scattering signal is due to a weak
fluctuation at the center of the "instrument profile" or a strong
fluctuation'at lower wavenumbers (i.e. MHD phenomena). By going to
lower wavenumbers, i.e. smaller scattering angles, one faces 2 compli-
cations:

- Part of the transmitted scattering laser beam acts as thp LO.

- The 2 sidebands resulting from a periodic density fluctuation with
finite thickness along the laser beam will partly overlap and the
output signal will depend on the phase difference A'ji between
transmitted laser beam and total LO on the detector.
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The following scattering geometries can be envisaged:

1. The transmitted laser beam serves as the LO [61.

2. The dominant part of the LO is derived from, the scattering laser
before it enters the plasma. The total LO power and the phase dif-
ference uli to the transmitted laser can be varied with a phase
shifter. Fig. 5 shows the calculated "instrument profile" for
A^ = 0° and AiJi = 90".

First experiments on ASOEX using the FIR scattering system with a va-
riable phase shift AIJI have shown the existence of low frequency, long
wavelength fluctuations not accessible with a traditional scattering
system.

Ps(reI.units)

scattering uauenaaher ks = 1

out-of-phase tan*

u«uenunber leu

Fig. 5: Resolution in wavenumber space for a homodyne system if the
phase between scattering laser and total LO on the detector is
AiJi = 0° (in phase) and A<|i = 90°(out phase).

PITCH ANGLE OF MAGNETIC FIELD:

The density fluctuations associated with drift waves observed in toka-
maks have very small wavenumbers along magnetic fielu lines. The pitch
of these field lines changes direction across the minor plasma radius.
Therefore the direction of the fluctuations which propagate nearly
perpendicular to the field and the angular selection of the scattering
geometry will diverge depending on the plasma minor radius.
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Experimental pitch angle curves a£ (Sp-
a^tandp ), adjusted to cylindrical
geometry, for the OH and LHCD discharge
phases. The (OH) box height gives the mean
standard deviation of 8p over SO ma, and
the error flags indicate the base line un-
certainty.
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Fig. 6: The pitch ;.gle as a. function of minor radius in an ohmic
discharge with and without Lower-Hybrid current drive as mea-
sured with a Li-beam on ASDEX [14].
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Fig. 7: Angular resolution transverse to the laser beam as a function
of normalised wavenumber kn = Kp1-w/2. The calculated curve
indicates the angular mismatch for which the scattered signal
power has dropped to 1/e of the perfectly aligned case.

This effect increases with increasing wavenumber [4] and has to be
taken into account if the fall-off at high wavenumbers is measured.

However there is a positive aspect: It should be possible to achieve a
certain degree of radial resolution by aligning the scattering
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geometry to the local pitch angle of the magnetic field, as has been
proposed for the.ALTAIR scattering experiment on TORE SUPRA [151.

SIGNAL ANALYSIS:

It has already been pointed out that coherent detection preserves the
amplitude and phase of the Fourier component of the electron density
fluctuations selected. Instead of measuring only power spectra one can
apply more sophisticated methods of signal analysis.

As is well known nonlinear physical systems can produce complex output
signals. A paradigma are dissipative chaotic systems with a low number
of degrees of freedom [16].

In the following 3 examples of processing time dependent signals are
given.

1. BISPECTRAL ANALYSIS [171:

With a COo-laser scattering experiment several Fourier modes with
different wavenumbers and frequencies were observed simultaneously
in turbulent air flow. Their nonlinear quadratic mode-mode coupling
was analysed by using third-order ihoment statistics.

2. FRACTAL DIMENSIONS [18]:

C02-laser scattering experiments on the TFR-tokamak were analysed
by determining their correlation integrals.

3- AMPLITUDE CORRELATIONS [19]:

This method is expected to yield information on the direction of
energy flow in wavenumber space.

Before this kind of signal processing is applied to scattering signals
it should be clear that the corresponding weighting function in real-
space and k-space acts as a "filter" the consequences of which must be
analysed.
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Before this kind of signal processing is applied to scattering signals
it should be clear that the corresponding weighting function in real-
space and k-space acts as a "filter" the consequences of which must be
analysed.
CONCLUSIONS:

The broad k- and u-spectra observed independently on many machines
indicate the existence of one or several instabilities in a turbulent
state [20] For the laser power needed to scatter from low-frequency
turbulence in tokamaks the plasma is not disturbed. The resolution in
space and wavenumber cannot be chosen independently. Moreover access
on these machines is limited and is not possible to measure the com-
plete electron density fluctuation spectrum as a function of space and
wavevector. To make full use of a scattering experiment additional
information from theoretical models is required.
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TURBULENCE STUDIES USING MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETRY

Â.P. Navarro, T. Estrada, J. Senties, E. Anabitarte and J. Sanchez

Asociaciôn EURATOM / CIEMAT para Fusion

28040 Madrid, ESPANA

ABSTRACT

Internal probing of the plasma, measuring fluctuations of its

main parameters, is required to elucidate the role of turbulence on

plasma transport. In this paper, microwave reflectometry capabilities to

deduce the radial profile of electron density fluctuations is studied

using numerical simuladons and experimental assemblies in the TJ-I

tokamak and the W7-AS stellarator. MHD activity and configuration

,effects on the electron density fluctuations have been also deduced

from these measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Turbulence could play an important role in plasma confinement properties and to

characterize these phenomena different experimental techniques are used. Probes enable

to determine almost completely the turbulence characteristics at the plasma edge. The

situation inside the plasma, where probes are excluded, is less satisfactory because of the

lack in adequate techniques to measure the fluctuations of the main plasma parameters.

In this context, microwave reflectometry has an special interest, due to its capability to

deduce electron density fluctuations with radial resolution in almost the entire plasma.

In this paper, we address the effect of density fluctuations on reflectometer signals

trying to deduce from these as much information as possible on plasma turbulence.

Fundamentals of microwave reflectometry is presented in Section 2. Section 3 details

simulation results for the reflectometer signal in the presence of edge turbulence,

modeled by a superposition of magnetic islands, with random phases and amplitudes.

Density was assumed flat inside those islands. Using this model we have analyzed the ef-

fect on the reflectometer signal from density fluctuations, the relative importance of the

contribution to the signal from the fluctuations along the propagation path in relation to

the generated at the reflected layer, and the possibility of correlation length determina-

tion for those fluctuations. Section 4 summarizes the application of this technique to TJ-I

tokamak and W7-AS advanced stellarator using in both cases an homodyne system

working in die X-mode.
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2. MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETRY FUNDAMENTALS

Microwave reflectometry technique for electron density determination in plasma

is based in the phase change that a wave propagating in a plasma suffers when reaches

the cutoff layer and it is reflected0-21. A typical experimental setup for the application of

this technique is shown at figure ##. Using adequate microwave sources it is possible to

sweep the frequency of the incident wave. For each frequency there is a particular cutoff

layer in the plasma, and correspondingly an electron density value, where reflecting.

Measuring the phase difference between the incident and the reflected wave it is possible

to deduce the radial position of that density value. Sweeping the frequency, the whole

plasma radius could be covered determining the density at each accesible point. Phase

difference is given by :

til

fft is the incident wave frequency and the integral limits are the radial positions of the

reference plane for the phase measurements and the cutoff layer. n(r, fg) is the refraction

index for that wave in the plasma, and it is given by :

f
0) =

J_
,2

1-

r f2 f f2 1pe 1
 1Pe
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1 T f 2 ^ l4PC if,,». r cc

f2 " f2

. V O 1O J

1
2

ur

for the O and the X-mode respectively. JL6 and fce are the plasma and cyclotron

frequencies at the considered point.

This technique was used for the first time in the TFR tokamak for determination

of the electron density profile131. By keeping the incident wave frequency it is possible to

study the fluctuations of the position of the cuttoff layer in the plasma and, through the

density gradient at this area, to deduce the fluctuation in electron density14"61. The radial

resolution for these measurements, given by the length of the reflection layer, is in the

order of 1 cm for typical density gradients in tokamaks and stellarators.
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS

A simple numerical simulation has been made to check the relationship between

the reflectometer signal and the plasma electron density. Main goals of this simulation

have been to determine the preservance in the reflectometer signal of the main features of

the electron density fluctuations, i.e.: spectra, coherence and radial dependence. In

relation to this last aspect, special attention was given to the local caracter of the

measurement, analyzing if the main contribution to the phase comes from the reflection

layer.

A turbulent layer at the plasma edge is simulated by a superposition with random

phases of overlapping magnetic island, poloidal

numbers and amplitudes deduced from the probe

measurements. Each mode has a radial width

given by :

[3]

where m, to and <p_ are the mode number,

rotation velocity and random phase respectively.

Island effect on the electron density is modeled

by a flattening of the profile, all across the

island, to the value at the singular surface. Figure

1 shows a 2D density contour structure deduced with this simulation.

Reflectometer signal is calculated using eqs. 1 and 2, assuming propagation along the

equatorial midplane. Figure 2 compares the

density fluctuation spectrum, at the plasma edge,

with the spectrum of the reflectometer signal,

when assumed proportional to the phase

difference A<}> (heterodyme system) and to cosAij)

(homodyne system). In both cases, the main

features of the electron density spectrum,

bandwidth and decay, are preserved in the

reflectometer signal. Coherence has been also

calculated assuming different points along the

radial and poloidal directions. In both cases the

basic coherence in the density fluctuations also
Figure 2
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appears in thé reflectometer signal

coherence, independently of the type of

detection system considered.

Special attention has been given

to the local character of the measurement.

Figure 3a shows the radial dependence of

the total density fluctuation level,

localized in the plasma edge between r/a :

0.7 and 1. At 3b the radial dependence of

the reflectometer signal is presented. It

can be seen that the density profile is

reproduced with some broadening around

r/a = 0.7, but the contribution of the

phase difference generated along the

propation path decays very fast becoming

less than 10%, in relation to the generated

at the reflection layer.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Microwave reflectometers have been assemblied and installed, after checkout and

callibration, in the TJ-I tokamak and the W7-AS stellarator. Preliminary results with

these systems in both devices are reported here.

4.1 TJ-I tokamak results

The reflectometer installed in the TJ-I tokamak (R0 = 0.3 m, a = 0.1 m, B = 1 T,

Ip = 35 kA, OH only), works in the Q band (33 - 50 GHz) using a BWO tube arid a single

antenna with an homodyne squeme. Signal is sampled at 2 MHz and recorded during 1

ms at the flat top of the discharge. Figure 4 displays the experimental setup.

circular vacuum recL-circ. coupler frequenc>
hom window transition 343 meter isolator BWO

Figure 4
data

,̂ adquisition
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-a
Reflectometer signal spectra decay with frequency as eo , where a » 2, indepently of

the radial position of the cutoff layer. (Figure 5). Relative fluctuation level decays when

going inside the plasma (figure 6).
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In MHD dominated discharges a clear increase in fluctuation level appears at a radial

position that can be close to a rational surface radius, calculated assuming a parabolic

current profile. Figure 7a plot the radial dependence of the total fluctuation level in the

reflectometer signal. Unfortunely a short radial range is covered in these measurement

due to the bandwith limitation of the detectors available at the time of these experiments.

All the signals have a broadband spectra but, on top of them a clear component, at a
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frequency very close to the dominant one in the spectrum of the signal obtained with

magnetic coils at the plasma periphery, appears. When the amph'tude of this component
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in the reflectometer signal is plotted, a similar radial dependence is obtained (Figure 7b).

This effect could be dependent of the impurity content of the plasma. In MHD

dominated discharges with higher Zgff a broadband spectrum appears without any

indication of dominât component at the MHD frequency.

In summary, preliminary results in TJ-I tokamak seem to indicate a broadband

turbulent spectrum that decays when going inside the plasma and a contribution to these

fluctuations from the presence of MHD activity.

43 W7-AS stellarator results
A similar reflectometer has been installed in the W7-AS stellarator (R0 = 2m, <a>

= 0.2 m, B = 1.25 / 2.5 T, currentless using ECH, 200 kW at 70 GHZ). It is an
<p

homodyne system working in the X-mode and the V band, 50 - 75 GHz, that uses a single

antenna installed in an small window, 28 mm internal diameter, hi the outer pan of the

equatorial midplane of the device171.

Relative density fluctuation level also decays in

W7-AS when moving inside the plasma. This

effect appears for the values of the toroidal field

used in this experiment : 1.25 and 2.5 T, and for

ECH and NBI plasmas. Correlation between the

fluctuation level, at r/a = 0.6, and the plasma

stored energy was found, in rotational transform

scans where the input power and the electron

density were kept constant (Figure 8).

B=I.25T
2.0

0.51 0.53 0.55 0.57

Figure 8 iota

In discharges with NBI and pellet injection,

MHD activity is induced in me plasma. Reflectometer signal was sensitive to this

activity, that appears as a coherent mode at

22.5 kHz. Using the reflectometer signal it

is possible to localize the location of the

MHD activity (Figure 9). An striking

effect is the appearance of the mode at the

scrape off layer, outside the separatrix.

A second remarkable feature of these

measurements was a consequence of the

presence of a 300 Hz modulation in the

OH system used for compensation of the
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bootstrap and NBI induced

current in the plasma. This

introduces a modulation in

the rotational transform that

crosses the singular value

iota = 0.5. Using the

reflectometer at fixed

frequency, for two particular

values corresponding at

radial positions at both sides

of the location of the

singular surface, (these

positions are deduced using

the density profile obtained

from Thomson Scattering),

the total fluctuation level

varies as indicated at figure

10, where the nns value of

the reflectometer signal

fluctuation is plotted and

compared with the iota

evolution.
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CONCLUSIONS

Microwave reflectometry can be an alternarive to study density fluctuations inside

the plasma.

Simulation studies indicate that this technique has a local character and preserves

the basic features of the density fluctuations.

Preliminary results in TJ-I tokamaks indicate a decrease in density fluctuation

level when going inside the plasma. In addition MHD activity introduces a big increase in
this level.

This MHD generated density perturbation has a different character, depending on

the type of discharge and likely related to the impurity contest of the plasma.
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Preliminary results in W7-AS show the possibility to detect rational values

through the effect on the turbulent spectrum of the reflectometer signal. MHD presence

can be also detected and localized.

A complete programme is under way to check the potentiality of this method and

the behaviour of turbulence in different devices.
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DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN OHMIC ASDEX DISCHARGES

G. Dodel and E. Holzhauer, Institut fur Plasmaforschung,
Universitat Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

L. Giannone, H. Niedenneyer, J. Gernhardt, and ASDEX-Team,
EURATOM Association, Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

A 119 urn laser scattering experiment is used on ASDEX to investigate wave-
number and frequency spectra of the density fluctuations occurring in the
different operational modes of the machine. The aim of the measurements is
evident: Getting - if possible - insight in the physical nature of the
fluctuations and their possible role in connection with anomalous trans-
port. Particular emphasis has been placed on the investigation of the fluc-
tuations in the ohmic phase which constitutes the least complicated situa-
tion in a tokamak. A number of parameter variations including electron
density, electron temperature, toroidal magnetic field and gas filling (H+,
D*, He+*) were performed. We present here a short summary of the results of
these investigations which are still going on. Results obtained during neu-
tral injection heating are reported in [1].

The scattering system:
The scattering system is shown in-a schematic view in Figs. 1a, b. The
results reported here were obtained using a 100 mW, X = 119 urn CW CtUOH
laser and homodyne detection. Meanwhile this laser has been replaced by a
119 urn twin laser which allows heterodyne detection at IF frequencies up to
2 MHz.

local oscillator beam ScftoHfcy diode

(a)

CP
0°
0°
0°

(b)

Fig. 1 a) Schematic of the optical set up.
b) Poloidal section of ASDEX showing the beam paths inside the plas-

ma vessel in the different chords and the window arrcy. The scat-
tered beams are indicated schematically by dashed lines.

The scattering volume is imaged by a spherical mirror on to a plane mirror
which can be rotated to select the scattering angle and hence the wavenum-
ber k of the fluctuation from which scattering occurs. The beam of the
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scattered radiation is recombined with the local oscillator beam split off
from the laser beam and sent to a Schottky diode.

Due to accessibility contraints internal mirrors have co be used in the
plasma vessel. The laser beam is reflected from these mirrors with a slight
tilt and leaves the plasma together with the scattered radiation through
elongated quartz windows which allow for scattering angles 8S < 3-5° cor-
responding to k < 32 cm"1 or fluctuation wavelengths A > 2 mm.

The minimal k observable with "true" scattering, i.e. with the scattered
beam distinctly separated from the laser beam is defined by the beam diver-
gence and hence by the beam waist WQ in the scattering volume. The 50 mm
diameter entrance windows allow to choose a beam waist as large as W0 -
50 mm/3 * 16.5 mm. Using 9Simin = 2'9divergence as a criterion for the
minimal scattering angle' this yields B3 min = 0.26° or km i n =
4/w = 2.U cm"1 which corresponds to a wavelength A013x = 2.6 cm.

The optics of the scattering system can be moved in vertical direction from
shot to shot. Thus different entrance windows can be addressed, allowing a
shot to shot spatial scan at the radial positions of the poloidal section
indicated in Fig. Ib. The scattering plane being nearly poloidal, the hori-
zontal chord in "the equatorial plane sees primarily fluctuations propaga-
ting in poloidal direction, while the outer vertical chord selects radially
propagating fluctuations.

Rotation of the k-selecting mirror allows continuous k-scans within one
tokamak discharge. The temporal development of the fluctuation frequency
spectra can be monitored with fixed frequency channels. In plateau phases
of the tokamak discharge frequency spectra can be scanned with a spectrum
analyzer. Fast sampling of the scattering signals (sampling rate 1 MHz)
allows to obtain k, u spectra within one shot.

The spatial and wavenumber resolution of the system (defined by the 1/e
value of the scattering signal power) are as follows [I]:

Spatial resolution:
perpendicular to laser beam: ± w0/2 = ± 0.8 cm
along the laser beam: ± wQ/es = ± 2irwo/Uk) s ± 8ir/Ukmink)=

± 88Vk(Cm"1) cm, i.e. chord averaged for
k < 10 cm"1 (ASDEX minor radius a = 40 cm)

Wavenumber resolution:
k-craponent in the direction
of propagation of the
fluctuations and k-component
in toroidal direction: ± 2/wQ = ± 1.2 cm~1

k-component in the poloida1.
plane, perpendicular to the
propagation direction: ± 9s/w0 = ± Ak^n k/(8ir) = ± k (cm"1)/88l (cm"1)
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Results in ohmic discharges:

A. General features:
Fig. 2 shows a typical k, u spectrum of the scattered signal power mea-
sured in the plateau region of an ohmic hydrogen discharge using the
chord r = 25 cm. The spectrum exhibits the characteristic features ob-
served on many tokamaks: It is broadband in k and u, the important wave-
number range being below 10 cm~1, the important frequency range below
200 kHz. At frequencies above = 50 kHz the k-spectra show maxima. At low
k and 01 the scattered signal power increases significantly which may be
due to high amplitude MHD phenomena seen by the scattering device.

H* discharge (ohtnic) ; Chard r»25 era

» JZO kA ; B( » 2.2 T

( b )
200 JOO

f (kHz)

Fig.2 Scattered signal power measured as function of wave-
number and frequency in a "void" ohmic hydrogen dis-
charge, (measuring chord r=25 cm; (b) is a contour
plot of ( a ) )

B. Parameter variations:
In an attempt to investigate whether and how the fluctuation spectra
depend on the plasma properties, parameter variations were performed
along the following simple guide lines: If the maxima of the k-spectra
obeyed a simple P3 scaling in the sense that kma£<p -1 (where
P = *BTe/mi ' "ci-Cl - ion cyclotron frequency), these maxima
should depend on the ion charge Z, the ion mass m.= . the magnetic field B
and the electron temperature T6 as kmaxe< Z-B// In1-Tg. If further the
fluctuation level were determined by the mixing length criterion ^/H6*
(kmax-Lnr1 (Ln = Cd(In n^/dr^-density gradient length) such a sca-
ling would manifest itself also in the relative fluctuation level and
hence the scattered power,

a) Variation of gas filling: "isotope scan".
Fig. 3 shows k-spectra measured in hydrogen, deuterium and helium dis-
charges in the plasma center, at r = 25 cm (r/a = 0.63) and at the plas-
ma boundary r = 39-5 cm .(r/a = 0.99). The mean electron density was kept
constant for the discharges. The different peak densities neo reflect
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Fig.3 "Isotope scan": k spectra of scattered signal power in
the frequency intervals indicated measured at three
different positions with hydrogen, deuterium and helium
S»s filling. For each row the vertical scales of the
plots are comparable within an estimated uncertainty
of ±2O % . For the columns the vertical scales are not
comparable. Note the different vertical scales for the
two freauency channels in particular for the vertical
chord r = 39-5 cm.
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the fact that the density profiles are somewhat different for the three
isotopes. The different peak electron temperatures are due to the diffe-
rent confinement times TE (40 ms in H

+, 65 ms in D* and 73 ms in He"1"1")
and the smaller total number of ions in the case of He"1"*".
In brief the essential features of the spectra can be summarized as fol-
lows.
Hydrogen:
The k-spectra -frequency integrated in the interval 55-400 kHz - have a
maximum in all measuring chords. From Fig. 3a we deduce o.15 < kpps <
0.5, where k_ denotes the wavenumber of the poloidally propagating fluc-
tuations and the inequality signs reflect the uncertainty due to the
spatial variation of P3 along the measuring chord. From Figs. 3g)t h) i)
0.2 < «c,ps < 0.35 is inferred, where kr denotes the wavenumber of the
radially propagating fluctuations. Note, however, that the k spectra -
frequency integrated in the interval 10-60 kHz - do not exhibit a maxi-
mum although their contribution to the total scattered power is sub-
stantial or even strongly dominating in the outer vertical chord.
Deuterium:
In contrast to the observation in hydrogen no maximum of the k spectrum
in the high frequency interval is observed in the central chord and the
total scattered power increases (Fig. 3b). This behaviour is consistent
with a ps scaling and the mixing length estimate. A strictly analogous
behaviour, however, is not observed in the outer chords (Figs. 3e, h)}:
at r = 25 cm, e.g., a local maximum of the k-spectrum is observed at
about the same position as in the case of hydrogen. A substantial diffe-
rence only occurs at k < U cm*1 with a drastic increase of the scatte-
ring signal compared to hydrogen. Keeping in mind the finite k resolu-
tion of the scattering device (± 1.2 cm" ) the dip in the k-spectrum on
top of Fig. 3e) may in reality be even more pronounced. This suggests
the possibility that the low k region of the spectrum is dominated by
high amplitude MHD phenomena rather than by microturbulence.
The k-spectra in the low frequency range again have no maximum.
Helium:
If a simple ps-scaling would hold the fluctuation spectra in the He**-
discharges would be expected to be the same as in hydrogen. This is not
observed in the experiment. The features of the spectra in helium appear
to be somewhat in between those observeu in hydrogen an deuterium.

b) Variation of electron temperature.
The first two columns in Fig. 4 show k-spectra - frequency integrated in
the interval 55-400 kHz - observed in "cold" and "hot" hydrogen dischar-
ges in tne chords r = O; 25 cm; 39.5 cm. While the discharge current and
the toroidal magnetic field were kept constant, the electron densities
in the hot discharges are a factor of 4 lower.
The change in the shape of the k-spectra going from "cold" (T = 0.5
keV) to "hot" (Tgo = 1.2 keV) hydrogen plasmas (column 1 and 2 in Fig.
4) is in all measuring chords strikingly similar to the change of the" k-
spectra observed when going from "cold" (Teo = 0.5 keV) hydrogen plasmas
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to "cold" (Teo = 0.65 keV) deuterium plasmas (column 1 and 3 in Fig. 4 ).

This similarity is noteworthy since both changes (H+, T60 = 0.5 keV) -*
(H*. Teo = 1.2U keV) and (H+, T60 = 0.5 keV) * (D+. Teo = o.65 keV)
imply about the same change in ps.

On the other hand this similarity shows that from the T6 scan also
no ps scaling of the maxima of the k spectra can be deduced.

c) Variation of the toroidal magnetic field.
Our experimental data for magnetic field variations are less extensive.
In a series of discharges in deuterium the toroidal magnetic field was
varied from 1.9 T to 3.8 T while keeping the line electron density and
the safety factor constant (q(a)=3). The shape of the density and tempe-
rature profiles remained practically unchanged. The electron temperature
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on the axis increased from T60 = 1 . 1 keV at BT = 1.9 T to T60 = 1.7 keV
at BT = 2.8 T corresponding to a variation in ps by » 20 %. The frequen-
cy integrated k spectra measured in the central chord are shown in
Fig. 5. The clear decrease of the fluctuation level with increasing
field is consistent with the mixing length model. No definite statement
can be made about a possible ps scaling of the k spectra, since no maxi-
mum is observed in deuterium at these temperatures even at the highest
achievable toroidal field.

d) Density scaling.
The rms value of the frequency integrated scattered power scales linear-
ly with the mean electron density, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for a densi-
ty ramp with two plateaus. This was established for ng < 5 x 1013 Cm~3
in the important k range and in different spatial chords. Since the
shape of the density profiles (and hence the gradient length Ln) during
density ramping remained fairly similar, our result suggests that ~e/ns
is constant. This scaling is consistent with a fluctuation level deter-
mined by the mixing length criterion. The linear dependence of the fluc-
tuation level on line density was observed both in the SOC (saturated
ohmic confinement) and IOC (improved ohmic confinement) regimes. Note
that the homodyne system presently used does not allow to determine the
propagation direction of the fluctuations. This leaves open the possibi-
lity of the existence of the n^-mode travelling in the ion diamagnetic
drift direction.
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C. Frequency spectra.
In the central chord which sees primarily poloidal propagating fluctua-
tions a maximum of the scattered power is observed around - 100 kHz in
the dominant k range. This is on the order of the diamagnetic drift
frequency evaluated in the gradient region of the discharge. In the
outer vertical chord which sees predominantly radially propagating f!"o-
tuacions the frequency spectra are significantly narrower [3].

In a preliminary heterodyne experiment a frequency shift of 45 kHz for
the local oscillator was achieved with a rotating diffraction grating.
This was sufficient to observe both the positive and negative frequency
components of the narrow spectrum in the outer vertical channel close to
the separatrix. The spectra were found to be symmetric.

A clear correlation was observed between the Mirnow coil signals at fre-
quencies of a few kHz. This indicates a principal complication for the
interpretation of frequency and wavenumber spectra, because it becomes
difficult to distinguish between microturbulence and macroscopic MHD
phenomena.

Summary:
Maxima of the k spectra -frequency integrated in the range oj/2ir > 55 kHz-
are observed in the chords r = 25 cm and r = 39,5 cm in comparable H+, D+,
and He"1"1" discharges. In the central chord a maximum is only observed for H*
discharges. From the measurements 0.15 < kp

max ps < 0.5 and 0.2 < kr
maxps <

0-35 is inferred. A ps scaling of kmax is not found, however, a. striking
similarity of the k-spectra in "hot" H* and "cold" D+ (having about the
same ps) is observed. In D* discharges the scattered signal power increases
significantly compared to H* discharges in the region k < 5 cm"1. The scat-
tered signal power decreases with increasing toroidal magnetic field in D+

discharges. In the important k-range the rms-value of the frequency inte-
grated scattered power scales with the mean electron density in the range
ne < 5 x 10 '3 cm~3. The frequency spectra are much narrower in the chord
near the plasma boundary where radially propagating fluctuations are seen
than in the central chord where poloidally propagating fluctuations are
selected.
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SCATTERING OF ORDINARY WAVES CLOSE TO
THE CUT OFF LAYER AND MICROTURBULENCE

MEASUREMENT WITH A REFLECTOMETER

L. Laurent, P. Millot, F. Mourgues, J.M. Rax
Association Euratom-CEA

DRFC SPPF CEN CADARACHE
13108 Saint Paul Les Durance

!-INTRODUCTION

When an ordinary wave propagates through a non homogenous fluctuating plasma, pan of the

incident energy is scattered away by density fluctuations. The understanding of the scattering

processes near the cut off layer where the WKB approximation is not valid remains an open

issue, particularly the role of small scale fluctuations. The aim of this paper is to adress this

problem, to review the existing results, and to access the potentiality of reflectometry

experiments to measure the spatial localization and statistical characteristic of small scale low

frequency density fluctuations.

To calculate the scattered field we shall consider a slab model and an ordinary wave propagating

along the density gradient The scattered field is obtained from a propagation wave equation.

Usually only the first order perturbative solution is retained. Recently it was argued that

because of the swelling of the field near the cut off the amplitude of the scattered field should be

large /1,2/. More recently, it has been shown /3/ that only fluctuations with a large radial scale

can be observed. Here we shall point out the critical importance of the second order contribution

which may modify these results. This analysis is done for the single antenna reflectometer and

can be extrapoled in the case of two antennae.
As we shall see, the small pa>o.T«tere of the perturbative expansion is:

1

where P1J1J is the ion larmor radius
Ln the gradient length
N the refrative index

A. the wavelength of the incident wave

5n the amplitude of the density fluctuations

Typically Q(IO"1) < e £ O(l) at the plasma edge. Thus the validity of the first order

approximation remains questionable.

The paper is organised as follows. We set up the model and the basic equations in section II.

The WKB analysis is briefly recalled in section in . The section IV presents an perturbative
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method. The first order field interacts with small wave vectors fluctuations and is proportional to
(—1 Contrary to this first order approximation, the second order one stems from interactions
with fluctuations which have greater wave vectors. This second order scattering may be

/on Y^
dominant and this leads to a scattered field proportional to I —) .

H-BASIC EQUATIONS AND MODEL
Consider a two dimensional slab geometry (fig 1) and an incident monochromatic ordinary wave
(COj, kj). In the absence of density fluctuations, the field satisfies the wave equation:

-AE + k? N2(x) E =0 (1)

where N(X) is the cold plasma refractive index:

(x)f
(2)

Reflection occurs at the point x = xc where by u>pe= o>-. If N(X) has a gradient length larger
than the wavelength the WKB approximate solutions air. given by:

E(x).a
X,'0Ut

exp -i k- J N(X) dx -i exp
x.
'C

xout
+i k{ I N(x) dx I (3)

x;

where xQut the minor radius of the edge plasma

However in the vicinity of the reflecting layer (X -» -H») a more carefull treatment is clearly

needed. If the density profile is linearized near the cut off the exact solution is proportinal to the
Airy function:

fan 2 y/3
HOC) a AJ(X) with i sJ-g- - ? /x-x \ (4)

p E0 me c
2 J ^ c'

When density fluctuations are present, the interaction between the incident wave (o):,kj) and the

fluctuations (î!!̂ ^̂ ) induces a scattered field ((B^k3). We consider fluctuations due to the
drift wave turbulence:

and 03WIb <<tus

This situation is radically altered when we consider the fluctuating density component:

e0me O)1

We have to solve a 2D problem rather than a ID one:
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-AE + k2 (N2 (X)+ SN2(x,y))E =0 (6)

The perturbed dielectric permittivity changes the geometric optical path of the reflected field,

which is to be measured by the reflectometer. The scattering close to the cut off layer can be

used to study the microturbulence characteristics.

ra-WKB EXPRESSION OF PHASE SHIFT

First we consider the case involving density fluctuations localized far from the reflecting layer

which are smooth functions of the radial positions. In this case the WKB approximation is valid

/4,5/, the concept of total reflection makes sense even when the fluctuations are present and it is

possible to compute the phase shift induced by the turbulence component. For example
fc- /•sxr2

A<t> 5 5 d X ( 7 )

The main effect of the fluctuations is to change the optical path and the phase. This WKB

method can be applied to the case where fluctuations exhibit a scale greater than the probe

wavelength (ktiirb^ ) in order to compute the phase shift due to the m=l or m=2 magnetic
islands. In the others cases, it is necessary to use the electromagnetic theory of scattering.

IV-PERTURBATIVE EXPANSION OF THE
SCATTERED FIELD

The second method to solve equation (2) is perturbative. Without loss of generality we assume
a linear density profile to deduce analytical expressions of the scattered field. Since the

unperturbed plasma is homogeneous in y direction it is convenient to write the field in Fourier
representation:

Es(x,y)= jEs(x,h) exp(ihy) dh (8)

Thus we are lead to solve the integro-differential equation:

-—• - h2 E s + kf N2(x) E s = -k? J E8(X1IO 5N2(x,h-h') dh' (9)

The right hand side of this equation represents the interaction between the incident wave and the

fluctuations. We shall solve this equation by the perturbation method.
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a)Zero order:

When the effect of fluctuations are neglected, the reflected field is given by the solution of the

equation Cl):

Es0 (Jt1H) a A/- (k? L'jf (X-(T^ Ln Y| (W)

The following analysis will be done for the single antenna reflectometer. Thus the received wave

vector is h=0.

b)First order:

The fluctuations introduce in the wave equation a source term S^s(x) which is proportional to

the fluctuations rate and the reflected field EQ. The equation for each component is:
jj

—^- h2 E ls + k2 N2Cx) E s = Sls(x) = -k? J EQs(x,h') 5N2(x,h-h') dh (11)

The equation can be solved with the Green functions method as suggested in /3/.

,_ T - A (_ f \ , i _ _ j -WKg the boundary condition thatChanging the variable u = -fkj L~n | |x~fkTl ^n

the wave is propagating outwards at +°° lead to:

Eis a
•t

-K x -
. , ,

A=(-Kx ) 5N2(x ,h) B, -K x - H(X-X )dx

X -

iB j -Hx-
H2L

n ' ' ' AjC-Kx') 5N2(x',h) BjI -K x -
kf

H(x -x)dx

H(X-X )dx (12)

(K = I Iq L n I ,A| and Bj are the Airy functions and H the Heaviside one)

The scattered field received on the antenna ( x-* 4« ; h=0 ) is:

Elsa e C (Aj(-Kx) + i B^-Kx)) (13)

where, in order to display the scaling of this first order contribution, we have introduced the

undimensinal typical parameter
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1C-X) SN2(-^-,h) A1C-X1 ) dx'

This integral may be important only if the fluctuations do not exhibit many oscillations on the
1 / 2 -radial extension of IhSfUnCUOnA1. This imposes a constraint: kturb L .Typically

L = 1 cm, X= 1cm and kturb< 100 m"1. The reflectometer can measure small wave vectors and

so small frequencies of the fluctuations.

The perturbation analysis is valid if :

EsO « Esl

thus if the parameter E is smaller than 1 :

5N (14)

A clear evidence of the sensivity of the reflectometer to the microturbulence is displayed by the
figure 2 which shows, at fixed frequencies, a broadband spectrum. To estimate the fluctuations
level, we use the mixing length argument:

5n 1

The expansion parameter becomes

n"kturbLn

"^hT'

(15)

8 = (16)

Typical values of this parameter are shown in table 1:

Sn/n

510'2

io-3

X(cm)

1.5
1.5

T1(KeV)

0.05
1

P1 (mm)

0.87
1.2

B(T)

2
4

e

0.5
0.3

Because of the large values of this parameter e, the first order approximation is not valid and we
must perform a second order analysis.

To sum up, the scattered field deduced from this first order perturbative analysis is proportional
to the fluctuations rate and the probed wave vectors are small (kturjj<100 m"^)
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c)Second order:

The second order field is the solution of:

32E.

3x^
- h2 E 2s + k2 N2(x) E s = S2s(x)

similar method we obtain:

where

A; -x

—kf JEls(x,h') 8N2(x,h-h) dh'

E2sa e2 a (A1C-Kx) + i Bj(-Kx) )

W f/ ** dh B1(V) 8N2(^-,h)

2 K L n A f , , ' ( , h 2 KL n A
^-\ Aj(-x) SN2^h)B1 -x -f- j-2.11

*i ) J I ki )

i it t

H(X-X )dx

H-B; -X + A:(-x
I *

-,h) A: -x
1I

• h KLn
• H(x"-x')dx'

i J

+i B1 -x +
, h2 'KL , ,x •

Aj(-x ) 5N2(£-,h) B1 -x +
,
I dx

(17)

(18)

The underlaying physical mechanism is as follows:

The field is scattered by the fluctuations which could now exhibit a wave vector in y direction

ky J111Jj . Then the scattered field interacts again on the fluctuations which have a wave vector in

the opposite y direction - k.. j^- The second order field is deduced from all contributions of

these interactions. Because of the radial extension of the Airy functions, the wave vectors

ky j^jjWhich contribute to the second order field are limited to k turt)< [Ln k ^ ] and the

same constraint on Icx tai^} deduced from the equation (12) are to be fulfilled. '

The scattered field is now proportional to f— - Jf and is due to the interactions of the

fluctuations which have wave vectors of order k .̂̂  = 300 m"^ .

V-CONCLUSION
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When a wave propagates through a random medium, part of the incident energy is scattered due

to the nonlinear interaction with the density fluctuations. In order to calculate the scattered field

for an O-wave, we have used a slab model. The scattered field has been obtained by the

resolution of the wave propagation equation using a perturbative analysis. The first order

approximation gives a field proportional to •—-. It is due to the interaction with small wave

vectors fluctuations. But the expansion parameter is very large at the edge of the plasma. We
-- ___ __ ' ,.C » ̂

need to perform a second order analysis. It gives a scattered field proportional tof—- J .The

source of the second order field is the coupling with fluctuations which have a wave vector of

300 m . This second term is expected to be dominant under realistic conditions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

fig 1 :slab geometry

fig 2 : electric field deduced from the equation (2) versus the minor radius

fig 3: broadband spectrum obtained from the reflectometry data
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The Limitations of Measurements of the
Local Wavenumber

A.Carlson, A.Rudyj, H.Niedenneyer
Max-Planck-Institute for Plasma Physics

Garching bel Mûnchen, Fed. Rep. Germany

Abstract: The frequency spectrum of potential or density fluctuations in
a plasma may be measured with excellent spatial resolution using a floating or
negatively-biased Langmuir probe. By using two adjacent tips simultaneously, an
estimate of the wavenumber spectrum may also be obtained. The method is to
calculate a "local" wavenumber based on the difference in phase between the two
tips. We show that the power-weighted mean of such measurements accurately
reflects the mean wavenumber of the fluctuations. Furthermore, using a modified
définition of the local wavenumber, we show that the rms deviations of these
measurements exactly equal the rms deviations of the fluctuation wavenumbers.
However, no further information about the shape of the wavenumber spectrum can
be obtained. We illustrate this fact with computer simulations based on various
spectra. We also apply the analysis to ion saturation current measurements in the
ASDEX divertor, and show that the shape of the measured spectrum corresponds
to our prediction.

I. Introduction

A general problem in signal processing is how to determine a complete fluctu-
ation field from a limited set of observations. This problem is particularly acute
in plasma physics since local observations are difficult to make, and no particular
dispersion relation can be assumed a priori. In particular we are concerned with
the use of Langmuir probes to measure fluctuations in floating potential or ion
saturation current (proportional to density). Generally, a small number of tips
(one to four) are available, oriented poloidally and closely spaced. A common
procedureU) is to measure the difference in phase between two adjacent tips at
a particular frequncy, and to equate that to a wavenumber times the distance
between tips. The distribution of these "local" wavenumbers is then taken as
an approximation to the spectral density S(fc,w). We will show that the actual
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information content is limited to a mean value and a width; the shape of the
local wavenumber distribution is independent of the shape of the spectral density

function.

II. The spectral density function S(k,u)

We consider first the definition and measurement of the temporal spectral
density function S(w), defined as follows:

2 \

) (1)

The average may be over an ensemble of many measurements (realizations), or
over many w's within a small interval. This function is something like a Fourier
(power) spectrum, but no phase information is retained. However, the limit only
exists if adjacent Fourier components have random phases. This is because the
random phase of nearby components is related to a lack of correlation of the signal
itself over long time intervals, which is required if the integral is to grow as vT
rather than T. The random phases which guarantee the existence of S(u>) also
force the use of averaging. The values before averaging will have an exponential
distribution as a consequence of the law of large numbers.

Although we have thrown away phase information in calculating S(LJ) we see
that S(uj) is only meaningful if the phases are random anyway. Thus we can
reconstruct a "typical" realization of f(t) from S(u>) by choosing a set of random
phases, even though we cannot reconstruct the actual measured signal.

There is one situation where the above arguments do not hold. Although
adjacent Fourier components must have random phases, harmonics of a particular
frequency need not. For example, a string of quasi-periodic saw-tooth pulses
may have a well-defined S(u>). The lack of strict periodicity ensures that nearby
components will have random phases, but the saw-tooth structure is a result of
a particular phase relation among the harmonics. In such a case, S(LJ) does
not contain all the relevant physics. We will assume that harmonics as well as
unrelated frequency components have random phases, but make the caveat that
some information may be neglected in a particular application.

The spatial spectral density function S(A;) and the total spectral density func-
tion S(k,w) may be defined in an analogous way. It will be convenient to work
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with S(fc,u>) but to consider w to be fixed; to emphasize this fact, we will write it

as Su(k) .

III. The local wavenumber

The evaluation of 5(w) presents no problem to the experimentalist. He re-
quires only one probe tip, and must only take care that he samples fast enough
to prevent aliasing. The situation is quite different for the spatial and the total
spectral density functions. The experimentalist seldom has the luxury of being
able to make measurements at arbitrarily many positions. Often he has informa-
tion from only two spatial locations, although for these locations he has complete
time information. Let us consider what can possibly be extracted from such a

measurement.
First, since a sufficient number of sample times are available, a temporal

Fourier transformation can be made without loss of information, and the vari-
ous Fourier components can be independently analyzed. Each component of the
signal from each tip (located at ii or 12) can Se characterized by an amplitude
(Ai or Aa) and a phase ($1 or $2)- There can be no information in the aver-
age (absolute) phase ($i + $2)/2, but there remain three independent measurable
quantities, the average power P, the usual local wavenumber kt, and a second local
wavenumber we call k".

P = (Al+ Al)/2 (2)

fc, = (*» ~**) (3)
(i2-n)

Consider the meaning of each of these variables, in particular for the limit
(i2 — ii)—>0. P is obviously the intensity of the fluctuations (in the frequency
band under consideration), and we already know that it is distributed exponen-
tially.

The variable k[ is the spatial derivative of the phase in this limit. For the case of
a simple plane wave, we see that fc/ = kx, which justifies the name " wavenumber".
It is called "local" because it is based on a local measurement, not on a Fourier
transform. As we shall see, it can take on any value for the case of a superposition
of simple waves.

3iïll^~ ' /n~2'\
/otTo/j
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For a simple wave, fc* is zero, but for an equal amplitude superposition of two
simple waves &i and ki (standing waves or beats), k* may have any real value,
but will typically be between minus and plus (fci — fc2). Thus we can expect k* to
tell us something about the spread in Su(k) but nothing about t'ne mean.

IV. Simulation of two-tip measurements

In order to investigate the information content of measured values of P, fcjand
fcfwithin the context of the random phase approximation, we need to develope a
more detailed model. We take a single frequency and assume a particular Su(k)
to be given. We divide the fc-axis into a large number of equally-spaced discrete
values, to each of which we assign a Fourier component with an amplitude equal
to \/Su(k). The phases are assigned random numbers between O and 27r, a differ-
ent set for each realization. We then "msasure" this function by calculating the
amplitude and phase as a function of position.

tan«(i) =

Since we are not investigating the effect of finite probe separation, we can use
equations (2)-(4) in the limit (z2 - ZI)-+OQ. We can also evaluate the expressions
at i = O without loss of generality.

P = A2(0)

(9)

(10)

P. A,- = P--^ In A(O)
ax

(U)
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With this formulation of the problem, we are in a position to prove some im-
portant theorems. We want to consider ensemble averages of the above quantities,
averages over all possible sets of phases. Using the identities (sin(&)sm(<Aj)} =
(cos(<j>i)cos(<f>i)} = Sij/?. and (sin(&)cos(&)} = O, we find:

(P) = £ S-(Jb) *5(«) (12)
it

_ Efc k • Su(k) __ T_

= O (14)

We see that Jb may be equivalent!/ defined as the average k in the fluctuations
(weighted with Su(k)) or as the average of ki in the measurements (weighted with
the measured power). Convenient cancellations of cross-terms also allow an exact
calculation of the rms deviations:

,.,.
(15)

As with &, we may define k in terms of 5(fc,w)or in terms of the distribution of
measured values.

We see now that the information immediately available from two-tip measur-
ments consists of S(u>), k(u>), and k(u). If there is any additional information in
a set of measurements, then it must be found in the shape of the distributions of
the measured quantities normalized as follows:

P =
k, = (k,-k)/k (17)

k- = kf/k (IS)

V. Results of simulations

We have carried out simulations as described above for several different shapes
of 5u(fc), three of which are shown in Fig. l(a). The first has a Gaussian bell shape
and might represent a turbulent spectrum with AA: « k. The second has two well-
defined wavenumbers of equal strength, as might be the case for non-turbulent
waves which propagate in t^th directions. The third represents the possibility

with vr a - Cy (Y + 1) Dp (r/a)ï /a, and Dp = cp X9. using values of cp=0.35. cv=0.4 and Y= 1 -5

leading to approximately correct particle c ensity profiles /3/. A gas-puff feedback-system was
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of an asymmetric spectrum. The three functions have been normalized so that

Jb = k = 1.
If we are looking for an approximation to Su, (fc), the most natural thing to

look at is the power-weighted distribution of fcj. This distribution for each of the
Su(k) is plotted in Fig. l(b). It is clear from the figure that the distributions
are indistinguishable and do not retain any of the shape of the input spectral
density functions. The fourth curve in the figure is the function (3/4)(l + fc,2)~5/2,
which was found to be the limiting distribution. If this distribution is interpreted
too literally as an approximation to Su(k), then one would always come to the
erroneous conclusion that the spectrum drops off as k~5. It is also worth noting
that the distribution of fci is narrower than the corresponding Su(k) by a factor

V2.
The power-weighted distribution of ki is only one way to look at the data. It

was found that the probability that the normalized measured values lie between
P and P+dP, ki and ki+aki, and Jt* and k"+dk* is equal to

--P- exp(-P(l + Jk,2 + fc>2)) • dP • dk{ • dk? (19)
Tf

If this expression is multiplied by P and integrated over P and k", the power-
weighted distribution of fc/ given above is recovered.

VI. Analysis of ASDEX data

We have analyzed ion saturation current measurements from the ASDEX di-
vertor in a similar fashion. The tip separation was 6 mm, and the correlation
was about 80%. We analyze 0.84 sec of data as 21 packets, each 40 msec long
(40,000 points at 1 MHz sampling rate). For each packet we use the Sl Fourier
components from 9 kHç to 11 kHz. Thus the distributions of fcj and fc" plotted in
Fig. 2 are based on a total of 1701 realizations. Comparison with the (1 + &2)~5/2

curves also plotted shows that the ASDEX data fit the theoretical prediction very
closely.

VII, Conclusions

The S(fc,u)infonnation available from two-tip Langmuir probe measurements
is less than is generally realized, in that the shape of the spectrum can not be de-
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connection with the power scan carried through in section 4. The detailed analysis of the profiles

here and their comparison with simulations in chapter 3 will concentrate on the stationary
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tennined at all. On the other hand, we have shown that within the random phase
model, the mean wavenumber and the rms width of the wavenumber spectrum
can be determined reliably from the measurements. It should be noted, however,
that the usual procedure using the power-weighted distribution of ki gives a value
for the width which is i/2 too small. If a definite alternative to the random phase
model is proposed, the simulation techniques developed here provide a tool to
investigate the consequences the model has for measurements. ASDEX data have
been tested within this framework and found to be highly consistent with the
random phase model.

References:
(!) J.M.BeaU, Y.C.Kim, and E.J.Powers. J.Appl. Phys. 53(6), June 1982, and
references therin.
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Xj /3/. We show here our simulation results only for the reference case Xi = 3 x XCH (RS- 4

a,b). The profiles of electron heat diffusivrties in the region 0.1 < r < 0.3 m are too large by a
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Fig. I. Results of simulations of measurements of KI for three qualitatively distinct
spectral density functions, (a) The three S(k,u), normalized so that .t = O and
fc = 1. (b) The corresponding three power-weighted distributions of fc|. They
axe normalized to have equal areas, but the position and width have not been
adjusted. The solid curve is the analytical prediction.

Fig. 2. Results of analysis of ASDEX data. The curve on the left is the power-
weighted distribution of AI, on the right, that of k'. The dotted curve has the
analytically predicted form. The vertical bar is the Jt = O line.
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DENSITY FLUCTUATION STUDIES IN TORTUR

Q.J.J. Remfces. H. de Kluiver and A.J.H. Donné

FOM-Instituut VOOT Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen, Associatie EURATOM-FOM,
P.O. Box 1207,3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

Abstract

Density fluctuations were studied by means of collective scattering of 2-mm waves in the
TORTUR tokamak. A radial scan of the fluctuations was made for various k-values. A good
spatial resolution in three dimensions, i.e. 1/e widths of 1 cm, was obtained by performing
90°-scattering experiments as well. Differences were found between the fluctuations in
hydrogen and deuterium plasmas. The mixing-lenght relation was tested.

1. Introduction and experimental set-up

Generally, anomalous transport is attributed to fluctuating quantities such as density
fluctuations [I]. These have been studied previously by means of 4-mm collective scattering
OnTORTUR[Z].

TpRTUR is a small tokamak with 6O
geometrical dimensions R = 0.46 m and î
a = 0.085 m. Discharges with standard w ^

plasma conditions have the following
features: B1- = 2.9 T and plasma currents -01 20
are typically 40 kA during about 30 ms i
(see Fig. 1). Values of the electron T „ « - - - « . , . , - ,
températures are roughly 0.7 keV and | ° 5 I0 13 20 25 3O 35 «°
they are obtained in the range of electron ». » £,„.-1
densities 3x10« < ne < 5x10« m'3.

Unfortunately, the 4-mm scattering Fig. 1. Plasma current as a function of time.
apparatus was at a fixed scattering angle
of 90° and a fixed radial position [2]. Therefore a new 2-mm scattering apparatus has been
developed, which allows for a radial scan and a variation of the k-value.

A schematic drawing of the 2-mm scattering device is given in Fig. 2. A pan of the
microwave power from a 65 mW klystron source is branched off by a beam splitter and is fed
directly to the local-oscillator input of a double-balanced mixer (homodyne detection). The
other part of the microwave power is shaped into a gaussian beam, which is focused onto the
plasma centre. The received radiation is guided to the double-balanced mixer. The complete
microwave system is mounted on a rail and can be moved radially in a horizontal plane. This
allows for a spatial scan of the fluctuations in the equatorial plane at a fixed value of k.

By means of changing the angle and the position of the two mirrors (see Fig. 2), it is
possible to tune the device to various k-values. The wave vectors corresponding to the
observed density fluctuations are nearly parallel to the equatorial plane. This -means that
measurements performed at the plasma edge are mainly sensitive to fluctuations propagating in
the radial direction, whereas measurements hear the plasma centre yield information about
both azimuthally and radially propagating fluctuations.

other hand, might ultimately explain the observed small variation of global confinement time
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the collective scattering set-up.

The fluctuations were measured at discrete values of r and k.The range of k- values is 2 -
20 cm'1, corresponding to scattering angles in the range 4° - 40°. Moreover it was possible to
measure at a scattering angle of .90°, corresponding to k = 40 cm"1. The one-dimensional k-
resolution is typically 2 cm"1, dependent on the scattering angle. The spatial resolution is
about 1 cm. The fluctuations are measured as a continuous function of frequency within three
frequency regions, 1 - 1000 kHz, 0.25 - 4 MHz and 0.7 - 100 MHz. For each of these
regions, a recording is taken that starts during the beginning of the plateau stage of the
discharge, usually in the interval 8-12 ms. It was always ensured that there existed a certain
time slice during the discharge at which the signals in all three regions were recorded
simultaneously; usually this was at 12 ms. At least 4000 sampling points were used to obtain
each of the three separate Fourier transforms. Typically at 0.4 and 1.2 MHz the three separate
spectra were connected to form the entire frequency spectrum.

2. Frequency spectra observed at standard discharge conditions

The measured spectra consist of a continuous background on which several diffuse
maxima are superposed. The maxima are sources of turbulence with a certain degree of
coherence. This was also observed earlier with the 4-mm scattering set-up [2]. The overall
shape of die frequency spectra observed in the region O < r/a < 0.6, was represented by two
straight lines in a similar way as was done in Réf. [3]. A typical example of a spectrum and its
representation is shown in Fig. 3. The k-value is 13 cm"1 and the scattering volume was
located at r/a = 0.38. Two frequency regions are distinguished: a source and a decay region,
which are given by f < f j and ̂  < f < f2, respectively. The value of f l is defined to be the
frequency at the interception point of the two straight lines that represent the spectta. Its value
is in the range 300 - 500 kHz dependent on the k-value and position of the scattering volume.
Furthermore, f2 denotes the frequency at which the spectral detected power equals the spectral
noise power. Usually f2 is a few MHz.

The overall shape of the spectral detected power in both regions, P1-2
k(f), can be

described by power laws: P1^(O ~ f au- The index 1,2 to a refers to the source and to the
decay region, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Frequency spectrum obtained for a standard discharge at rla = 0.38 and k- 13 cm'1.

io2 io3

frequency CkHz)

Fig. 4. Frequency spectrum obtained for a standard discharge at rla = 0.88 and k=lQcm'1.
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The slope of the source region, (X1, is given by -0.2 < (X1 < 0.5, and it tends to
decrease with increasing k-value. Globally, the spectral intensity decreases at all frequencies at
the same rate with increasing, k-value. in the decay region, Pk(f) is strongly dependent on
frequency, with values of 0.2 reaching down to -7. The slope of the decay region tends to
increase with increasing k-value.

The general structure of spectra obtained at the plasma edge, r/a > 0.6, shows a more
smooth transition from source to decay region. An example, obtained at k = 10 cm"1 is shown
in Fig. 4. For k > 15 cm"1 the general trend of the spectral detected power, Pk(f), is to
decrease monotonically with frequency. The iragnitude of the decay is frequency dependent.
The maximum decay is given by Pk(f) - f'

5 for k = 10 cnr 1

A feature of pur scattering apparatus is the possibility to perform observations with good
spatial resolution in three dimensions: Ax, Ay, Az = 1 cm as this Is the case for 90*-scattering
experiments. At this angle the same spectral structure with the two regions can also be
applied. The gradual transition from source to decay region is also observed for 90'-scattering
experiments at the plasma edge, r/a > 0.6. This implies that the spectral structure is locally
present, Le. within a scattering volume with a 1/e width of !.cm in three dimensions. From
the observations of Réf. [3] this could not be concluded, because their scattering volume is
essentially a chord (CO2 - scattering). The global structure of spectra is the same at all
k-values.

10-2°
102 103

—»• frequency CkHzD

104

Fig. 5. Deuterium spectrum obtained at rla = O and k = 15 cm'1.
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3. Frequency spectra for deuterium plasmas

Observations were performed for deuterium plasmas at standard plasma conditions. A
typical example of a spectrum obtained at the plasma centre,- i.e. r/a = O, is given in Fig. 5.
The k-value is 15 cm'1. Again the structure with the source and decay region can be adopted.
The behaviour of the decay region is similar for deuterium and hydrogen plasmas. This
confirms that the ion mass is not involved in the physical process, which is responsible for
this part of the fluctuation spectrum.

In the source region the trend of the spectral inteiîsity is to weakly decay with increasing
frequency, Pk(f) - f

01, with values of (Xi from -0.5 to -1.5. This behaviour has rarely beer.
seen foi- hydrogen plasmas. There is no clear reason for the difference between H- and D-
spectra because ions are not directly involved in the scattering process, which is on collective
electron fluctuations. A minor change in plasma discharge conditions or the presence of the
heavier deuterium ions possibly facilitates the onset of the additional low-frequency
turbulence. Probably the deuterium discharges were more turbulent because the streaming
parameter Vd/cs is a factor N2 larger than in the case of hydrogen.

4. k-spectra

The value of the density fluctuation at given k-values is obtained by integration of the
spectral detected power, ?k, over the complete frequency domain from IkHz to a few MHz.
The lower frequency limit is set by the detector characteristics. The upper frequency limit is
the frequency where the spectral detected power equals the spectral noise power. From the
value of Pk a mean square electron density fluctuation, <n2>fc , can be calculated. Its value is.
given by [4]:

'
where 9, W0, X0, L , P1 and T denote the scattering angle, the beam radius at the waist, the
source wavelength, the conversion efficiency of the detector, the source power and the
transmission, respectively. The expression for <S2>it is derived for a observed volume that
lies completely within the plasma. In the k-spectra shown below, values of <n2>k are
normalized by the square of the electron density averaged over the scattering volume.

4.1. Hydrogen plasmas

A typical example of a k-spectrum is given in Fig. 6. It is obtained for a scattering
volume located at r/a = 0.38. The statistical measuring error in the k-values is ±0.25 cnr1

and that in the fluctuation level ± 15%, except for the 90°-scattering experiments, which have
an error of ± 25% due to the low signal level and the noise in the signal-processing system.
These numbers are indicated by the error bars shown in Fig. 6. For the fluctuation level and
for the k-values, additional systematic errors of ± 30% and ± 0.3 cm'1 are present,
respectively.

The k-spectrum can be modelled with two straight lines. The decay of the fluctuation
level with k for k > 7.5 cm-| is given by <n2>k/<n>2 ~ k'2-4 and for k < 7.5 cm"1 it is found
<n2>k/<n>2~ k1-*. The division of the spectra into two regions and their description with
power laws is similar for k- and for f-spectra.
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For the spectrum shown in Hg. 6, the k-value at which the maximum fluctuation level is
found is given by 0.7 < kpt < 0.8, where P1 = 10'1 cm has been used. The maximum value
of the fluctuation level is SxIO*7. The 1/e width of the spectrum is 3.5cm'1.

A

V

IC

io-6

10-7

10,-8

o deuterium
• hydrogen

102

Fig. 6 Obtained k-spectra atria = 038. Curve A and B are for hydrogen and deuterium
plasmas, respectively.

4.2. Deuterium plasmas

For standard discharge conditions k-spectra were obtained at r/a = 0.38 as is shown in
Fig. 6. It can be seen that the maximum of the deuterium spectrum is found at lower k-values
than is the case for hydrogen plasmas. However, measurements do not allow for an accurate
determination of the maximum of the deuterium spectrum. Considering the error bars it is
given by 0.3 < k < 0.7 cm'1. The gyroradius of deuterium is a factor V2 larger than that of
hydrogen, i.e. 1.4 x 10'3 m. This yields 0.4 < kpL < 1. For hydrogen plasmas at r/a = 0.38,
this range is found at 0.7 < kpi < 0.8. Therefore it is possible that the position of the
maximum is given by kp, is constant.

4.3. The spatial dependence

Features of k-spectra due to variations of the location of the scattering volume will be
described by considering two ranges of r/a: i.e. O < r/a < 0.5 and 0,5 < r/a < 1 as shown in
Figs 7a and b. The error bars, which have been described in the previous section, have been
omitted to make a comparison between the various spectra possible.

Spectra observed in the range r/a = O - 0.5 are nearly identical to each other. Two minor
differences between the various spectra can be noticed:

1) The exponent, describing the decay of the fluctuation level with k for k > 10 cm"1,
slightly varies with r/a. A typical value of the exponent describing the decay is -2.5.

2) The spectra as a whole tend to shift a few cm"1 to lower k-values with increasing r. In
general 0.6 < kp{ < 1.1. The maximum fluctuation levels are nearly the san.̂  and have
approximately the same width, i.e. Ak = 3.5 cm"1.
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In Fig. 7b, the k-spectra obtained at 0.5 < r/a < 1 are shown. No maximum was found
for r/a = 0.63 - 0.88, because in those cases k-values smaller than 10 cur1 could not be
measured due to refraction effects. Furthermore, it can be seen that the fluctuation level
strongly increases with distance to the plasma centre. This is a general feature in many
tokamaks [I]. The decay of the fluctuation level with k is nearly the same for all spectra.

10,-6 _

ê
v
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CaD -

O r/aaO.OO
• P/a=0.13
A r/a=0.25

I- A r/a-0.38

A 10-S-

1O-6

10,-7

10 20

k CenT1!

SO
10-a

Cb)

Fig. 7. k-spectra at various positions of the scattering volume, as indicated by the rla values
given at the curves.

5. The total fluctuation level

The total fluctuation is found from integrating the fluctuation level, <n2>k /<n>2, over
the entire k-space and taking the square root of the result. The integration is performed by
assuming the fluctuations to be locally isotropic in the pploidal plane. If the k-dependent
fluctuation level is small for those values of k along the toroidal direction which are larger than
the instrumental k-resolution, the integration of <n*>k over the azimuthal plane yields the total
fluctuation.

In Fig. 8, the total fluctuation, fi/n, is given as a function of r/a for hydrogen discharges
with standard conditions. The relative error in ii/n is ± 15%.

For r/a > 0.4, the total fluctuation increases with distance from the plasma centre. The
fluctuation level is nearly constant for r/a < 0.4 and about 2%.

According to Ref.[5], the total fluctuation must follow the mixing length Ln (Ln
4 =

dlnn/dn), Le.

JVn=I^Ln , (2)

where km is the averaged perpendicular wave number. By variation of Icn,, Eq. (2) has been
matched to the observed r/a-dependent total fluctuation.The result is shown in Fig 7. For r/a
> 0.4 good agreement between the observed and the calculated fluctuation level is found The
value of Jcn, is found to be 8 cnr*. which is about the experimental value. However, for r/a <
0.4 the scaling fails. Gradient-driven turbulence is a potential candidate for explaining the
observed phenomena at r/a > 0.4, because in this region the mixing-length rule, Eq. (2) is

Energy spectra («) Correlations (b)
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confirmed experimentally, as was also mentioned in Ref[l]. At the plasma centre, gradients
are small and cannot act as a driving force for the observed turbulence. Because the observed
turbulence does not follow Ln at r/a < 0.4, a different type of turbulence must be responsible
for the observed fluctuation at the plasma centre.

\z
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a

6

4

Z1

• measured

x calculated

X i I I I

,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

*• r/a

Fig. 8. The spatial dependence of the total fluctuation.

Summary

Spectra consist of a continuous background on which several diffuse maxima are
superposed.
The overall shape of spectra observed at r/a < 0.6, was modelled with two power laws
and a transition frequency, corresponding to a source and a decay region.
The structure was observed to be locally present, i.e. within a scattering volume with an
1/e width of 1cm in three dimensions.

- Hydrogen k-spectra have maxima near kp; = 0.6 -1.1. The decay of the fluctuation level
at large k is about k"2-5.

- Differences were found between hydrogen and deuterium plasmas.
- The mixing length relation is consistent with the data at r/a > 0.4.
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Abstract
A comparison of measurements with theoretically predicted energy transport coefficients has

been done for Ohmic and NBI-heated discharges using both analysis and simulation codes .

The contribution of strong electrostatic turbulence given by the T|j-driven modes to the ion heat

conductivity is very successful in explaining the observed response of confinement to density

profile changes and is found to be even in good quantitative agreement.

Regarding the electron branch, a combination of trapped electron driven turbulence and resistive

ballooning modes might be a promising'model to explain both the correct power and density

dependence of confinement time, and the observed radial dependence of the electron heat

conductivity.

1.Introduction

A comparison of measurements with theoretically predicted energy transport coefficients can

proceed basically along three lines:

(1) One can cany through a detailed analysis of the energy flows and temperature profiles using

a code like TRANSP IM resulting in radial profiles of conductive heat fluxes and transport

coefficients, which can then be compared with those predicted by models.

(2) Simulation calculations can be performed for actual discharges using fully specified

transport coefficients. The comparison with the experiments consists then primarily in a

comparison of the measured and the predicted temperature profiles and the time-traces of

characteristic global discharge parameters (like the total kinetic energy or ppo|)-

(3) Series of simulation calculations can be performed for varying macroscopic parameters (e.g.

Ip, n"e- ptot)- T"6 variation of TE in such scans can often not be correctly inferred from

inspection of the local transport coefficients, as deposition effects, sawteeth, or changes in the

relative importance of different transport channels might mask the simple diffusivity trends.

In this paper we describe results of all three analyses approaches to purely Ohmic heating and to

NBI-heated discharges in the !.-regime. We have paid little attention to the actual physics of

particle transport as it can be argued that the consequences of particle onto energy transport can

only arise through the density profiles or the convective fluxes. In a TRANSP-lype analysis the

correctness of these is a priori ensured. For the simulations using the BALDU R-code 121 we have

chosen a particle transport model of the form
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with vr = - GV (Y + 1) Dp (r/a)Y /a, and Dp = cp xa. "sing values of cp=0.35, cv=0.4 and Y=I-5

leading to approximately correct particle density profiles /3/. A gas-puff feedback-system was

used in the simulations to make them track the experimentally measured rfe(t) curves.

We have considered, either alternatively or in parallel the following contributions to electron and

ion transport from strictly local models (the actual expressions used, inclu -; all numerical

constants are given in /5/):

(1) dissipative and collisionless trapped electron modes (TEM) using the exprt dions given by

Waltz et. al. /4/.

(2) the semi-empirical model of Rebut et al. using the formulas given in /5/.

(3) resistive ballooning modes using the neoclassical corrections and the formulas given by

Callen et aUQ/. (The formulation given in the paper by Carreras and Diamond yields for ASPEX

Ohmic and L-mode conditions Xa-values always by one or two orders of magnitude too small).

(4) Register's trapped electron mode model 17/.

(5) neoclassical ion heat conduction given in the papers by Chang- Hinton /8/.

(6) Hi-modes. We have used three alternative formulations, due to Matter and Diamond /9/,

Dominguez and Waltz/4/ and a combination of the expressions of Ref-/9/ and /10/ proposed by

Ross/11/. In all cases we have included the corrections due to Romanelli /12/ to keep transport

finite in the limit Vn -> O.

The numerical scheme used in the BALDU R-code required particular adjustments which are

described in /3/.

To get a uniform comparison of the electron heat transport models in our simulations, we have

combined each of them with an ion heat diffusivity enhanced three times above the neoclassical

(Chang-Hinton) value XCH ( although this procedure has of course no physical basis, it poses less

numerical problems than the nj-driven transport). For the case of TEM electron transport we

permutated through four different ion transport models (3 x XCH> and combinations of 1 x XCH

with all three rjj-based models described above). Rebut's model was tested also in the form

containing a prescription for both electron and ion transport.

2. TRANSPort Analysis of an (.-regime Discharge

For a detailed analysis of a discharge in terms of all the alternative transport models mentioned

in the introduction, we singled out a well-documented ASDEX-shot (# 17529). The discharge was

in a deuterium background gas with a line average electron density of 5-101^ ITT 3, and

H°-beams with 4OkV energy in the main component and total powers (at the port) of 1.35 and

1.7 MW respectively ware applied. The main field (B1) was 2.3 T, and the plateau plasma current

of 440 kA corresponds to an engineering q at the boundary (qa=(2jta2Bt)/(n0lpR); a, R..minor

and major discharge radius) of 2.5. The energy confinement time tg, as derived from the total

plasma energy, was about 90 ms in the Ohmic phase and decreased to about 50 ms in the injection

heated phase /3/.

The discharge was first subjected to a TRANSP analysis. The Ohmic phase will be discussed in
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connection with the power scan carried through in section 4. The detailed analysis of the profiles

here and their comparison with simulations in chapter 3 will concentrate on the stationary

L-mode phase represented in this discharge by the NBI-heated state at t = 1.29sec. For this

instance we show in Rg. 1a-c radial profiles of the measured plasma parameters, the different

power input and loss channels and the resulting "effective" ion and electron heat diffusivities,

defined through Xk = -^hV (91V 3r)- This analysis also reveals that the electron -ion coupling

is relatively weak during the L-mode phase allowing a good separation between the ion and

electron transport channels. In the form TRANSP is used by us it requires specification of a ion

heat transport model. We show the resulting ion temperature and conductivity profiles (Rg. 1 a

and 1c) under the two assumptions (1) xj = XCH and (2) Xi = XCH + X11! (with the latter taken

from réf./9/, multiplied by a factor 1.6) revealing a clearly much improved fit for the latter

case (see also Ref /3/). The contribution of the Tij-driven modes to the ion heat conductivity has

been very successful also in explaining the observed response of confinement to density profile

changes on ASDEX (IOC, oellet refuelled and CTR-NBI discharges)/! 3/. It has been found to be

even in good quantitative agreement with measurements over a range of confinement regimes

(LOG, SOC, L- and H-mode discharges)/13,14/.

The effective ion and electron heat diffusivity profiles are compared in Fig. Z with the theoretical

predictions of the different model expressions evaluated for the measured local plasma

parameters. This procedure leads to systematically larger discrepancies between derived and

predicted Xe'va'ues *nan appear in the simulation calculations of the next section. This stems

from the nonlinearities in the theoretical expressions. The qualitative tendencies observed,

however, are the same in botri cases and will be discussed in the context of the simulations

described in the sections 3 and 4.

3. BALDUR Simulations of an L-regime Discharge

The following comparison of BALDUR simulation results -using the transport models mentioned

in the introduction - with the measurements and the derived results of section 2 will primarily

concern the profiles of electron and ion temperature and of electron heat conductivity, and the

global energy confinement times based on the tolai particle energy content.

For the particular conditions of shot #17529 at time t =1.29s the best fit to the experimental

data of Fig.1 was obtained with the neoclassical model for resistive ballooning mode driven

transport. The peak ion and electron temperatures predicted by this model (Fig.Sa) are only

about 15% and the global energy confinement time 12 % below the measured ones (48 compared

to 53 ms). The most positive aspect of these simulations is the good agreement of the Xe -profile

(Fig.Sb) in the discharge region beyond r = 0.25 m. ( In the inner regions, Xe is affected by our

sawtooth model).

The standard trapped electron mode model used includes also a contribution of iij-modes to the

electron heat transport. Calculations were performed with all our four alternative ion transport

models, and the results for the three iij-based model differed little concerning Tj(O), T6(O) and

289 /
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Xi /3/. We show here our simulation results only for the reference case xi = 3 x XCH (Fi9- 4

a,b). The profiles of electron heat diffusivities in the region 0.1 < r < 0.3 m are too large by a

factor 2 - 3 and show - as recognized already by many other authors • the wrong radial

dependence. The electron temperatures correspondingly lie significantly below the measured

values (T8(O)=I .04 compared to 1.5 kev measured).

Register's trapped electron mode model leads to a completely different structure of the electron

heat transport. Due to the very strong dependence of heat flow on the deviations of the electron

temperature gradient from the critical one, the former remains frozen close to a limiting value.

Within a conventional transport code this leads to strong oscillations of VT9. xe and qn>e, which

could just be handled by the code for the heating power of our reference case, but not above. For

heating powers of the Ohmic level, even the ion transport and/or another, weak underlying

electron transport suffices to keep VT9 below the critical value for the onset of Register's

transport.

The Rebut-Lallia semi-empirical transport model is based on a functional form (containing a

critical temperature gradient) suggested by a picture of self-sustained magnetic turbulence, and

a fit to in terms of Connor-Taylor constrained expressions using essentially JET results. We have

used it both in its form as a pure electron energy transport model and as a combined electron and

ion transport model 151. The differences between these two models in the temperature profiles

are small /3/ and the simulations predict somewhat too high confinement times for purely Ohmic

and too low ones for NBI heating in the 1 MW range. Depending on the chosen ion heat transport

model, the "effective* electron heat diffusivities at the time t s 1.29s are about a factor of 1.5 to

Z larger than those determined by the TRANSP analysis code (Fig. Sc). Correspondingly, during

this phase the plasma temperatures (and the gradients) are considerably smaller in the

simulation than in reality. On the other hand, during the Ohmic phase, the measured electron

temperature gradients lie systematically below the critical values given by Rebut and Lallia .

4. Simulation of Power Scans

As a much larger data base exists for global confinement times than for local power balances, we

have carried out a power scan with all the transport models described above. As fixed parameters

we have kept a line-average density of TT9 = 4.5 x 1019irr3, Bf = 2.3 T and a plasma current of

440 KA. The heating power was varied in the calculations over a range exceeding even our

experimental possibilities. In the following discussion of the power dependence of the energy

confinement time (Fig.6,7) we will consider again only the combinations of the Xe models with

the reference %\- model.

The neoclassical resistive ballooning model, which gave the best fit to the low-power NBI case of

chapter 3. shows, due to the weak electron temperature dependence ( XQ - n2T1/2), a too weak

power dependence in such a constant density scan. The trapped electron mode model, on the othsr

hand, yields approximately the right power dependence, but approximately 30% too low values

for Tg. These corresponding differences between theory and experimer. i the local %e-values are
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e* en much larger than that.

The dissipative trapped electron moda should give rise to (for given B1, r, q, and temperature and

density decay lengths) Xe - T7/2/ne, the collisionless trapped electron modes Xe ~ T3/2-lf Xe

were exclusively responsible for energy confinement, this would give rise to TE » n Ptof
7/9 In

the former and TE > n3/5 Ptot"3/5 in tne Iatt9r feg'me- A logarithmic plot (Fig.7) of the

simulated TE (P tot) reveals indeed a change in exponent with heating power (and thus

collisionaliîy). Particularly in the collisionfree, high-power regime, however, the power

dependence found in the simulations is, however, weaker than predicted by the above expressions.

This is to one part due to the contribution of the slowing down NB-injected particles to the total

plasma energy (see /15/), which is fully included in the definition used here. To verify this

statement, we also show the confinement time of the purely thermal plasma, showing a closer

approach to the above scaling. This example illustrates the danger inherent in relating in a simp'e

way global confinement to local transport coefficients.

The model by Rebut-Lallia gives, as already mentioned , somewhat too good confinement in the

Ohmic regime and a too steep power degradation at intermediate heating powers indicating, at

least, that the expressions for the critical temperature gradient and of the anomalous diffusivity

are not universally valid for all devices. These results would become compatible if one would

assume smaller values of both quantities for ASDEX than for JET.

5. Conclusions

The transport model having the best developed first principle basis is the one based on strong

electrostatic turbulence. One element of it, the contribution of the T)j-driven modes to the ion heat

conductivity has been very successful in explaining ASDEX results, it has recently also been

shown to explain the improvements of toroidal angular momentum confinement in the transition

from ce- to ctr- NBMnjection which lead to a peaking of the density profiles / 16/.

Regarding the electron branches, our analysis show that trapped electron driven turbulence

predicts at least the correct power dependence of confinement time. The *e-values postulated by

it in the interior plasma regions are too large by typically half an order of magnitude, which may

be within a reasonable claim of accuracy of such theories. These modes can, however, not explain

the observed radial increase of Xe towards the boundary.

Resistive ballooning modes, in their "neoclassical" form /6/, on the other hand, show the correct

radial dependence of Xe- but nave (in a constant density scan) a too weak power dependence (TE ..

n-1p-1/3)_ This suggests, as a promising model, a combination of it with the strong

electrostatic turbulence transport. The latter would dominate in the interior plasma zones,

whereas the resistive ballooning modes would explain the radial increase of Xe in <ne outer

layers. The detailed weighting of the two transport channels might vary from experiments to

experiment (and plausibly also with heating method) explaining the variation of the quoted power

dependencies of T£. The opposing density dependencies of the two transport mechanisms, on the
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other hand, might ultimately explain the observed small variation of global confinement time

with density..

Based on our investigations we can at present, however, not exclude that magnetic rather than

electrostatic turbulence could be dominating also in the interior zones, in a form suggested, e.g.

by the self-sustained magnetic turbulence model of Rebut and Lallia.

The major criticisms also against these models concerns the expected isotope dependence of

confinement, as all its contributions predict an increase or at best invariance of transport with

increasing ion mass, in contrast with our experimental observations.
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Fig.2 Comparison of heat diffusivities derived by

TRANSP in the L-mode phase with theoretical

and empirical predictions evaluated with

measured plasma parameters (compare Fig.1).
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Rg.3 Radial profiles of measured (exp) and simulated Teii in the L-mode phase using
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5 theory ( Fig.4). and the Rebut-Lallia model ( Rg.5) and Xi= 3x XCH (a)- 106Se electron

and ion heat diffusivities xji8, resp., are compared with the measured ones (exp) in (b).
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Rg.6 Energy confinement time TAU based on the total energy content as predicted by simulations

using xp 3x xcH and Xefrorn TEM driven transport theory (tautem), from neoclassical

resistive ballooning mode theory (taubai), and from the Rebut-Lallia model (taureb),

respctively, compared with the measured ones (tauexp) in a total heating power scan.
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Fig.7 Energy confinement time TAU as predicted by simulations using X6
 fram TEM driven

transport and xj from TIJ mode driven transport based on the total (tauelct) and thermal

(tauterm) energy content, resp.,compared with the measured ones (tauexp) in a total

heating power scan.
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Self-organisation in sheared drift-wave turbulence

Bruce D. Scott,1 H. Biglari,2 P. W. Terry,3 and P. H. Diamond.2

Abstract
In a hydrodynamic layer near the resonant surface where density and potential fluc-
tuations become decoupled, the opposite preferred energy cascade directions for n and
? lead to spontaneous organisation producing a positive average flux: (nvs) > O. Ma-
gnetic shear enhances this flux at intermediate scales through the formation of cohe-
rent structures Ui n. The resulting "sub-critical" saturated levels (no linearly unstable
modes) suggest that current models of collisional drift-wave turbulence strongly un-
derestimate fluctuation levels and transport.

Fluid models of drift-wave turbulence usually assume the electrons to be adiabatic to
lowest order and then introduce nonadiabatic effects hi the form of a small phase-shift for
each Fourier component: n^/no = (e<fo/T)(l — i£fc), where the S^'a may or may not have
spatial dependence. The phase shifts necessarily prescribe a linear response of the density
to the potential fluctuations. It is assumed that if they are carefully chosen, the Jj6's
can adequately model the important nonadiabatic electron effects. Examples are kinetic
driving mechanisms such as coupling to trapped electrons and fluid processes active near
the resonant surface, where the local k -B = k\\B vanishes. While this procedure might be
adequate for the treatment of linear waves or weak turbulence (where linear mode structure
is preserved), it has the problem in the fully developed turbulent regime of preserving the
nonlinear dynamics of the Hasegawa-Mima equation, namely, a dual cascade tendency in
which energy collects at the large, energy-containing scales and enstrophy cascades to the
small, dissipative scales. These dynamics are completely changed if the nonlinear fluid
response of S to (^ is allowed to develop naturally, rather than being prescribed. The
decoupling of n from $ allows a direct cascade for n towards small scales, in the presence
of a still-observed dual cascade for the E X B flow field.4 This difference in the nonlinear
dynamics between the two systems has profound effects on the energy source—>sink transfer
dynamics, which are explored in the remainder of this paper. We find that the nonadiabatic
density dynamics near the resonant surface introduce additional tapping of the free energy
in the density gradient, leading to higher fluctuation levels than would be predicted by the
t'-delta model, especially so in linearly stable regimes.

The system of equations used to investigate the issue of nonadiabatic electron dy-
namics hi a sheared magnetic field is the simplest which still contains both features. We
therefore leave all complications such as thermal and quasilinear profile dynamics to future
work. The model is a slu-s ^d slab with a single resonant surface, with ko -B0 = O at x = O.
Here, k0 is the fundamental wavenumber, (x,y,z) are aligned with (-Vn0,k0,Bo), and
dfdz = O. Normalisations are <f> «- cc(e£/T), n «- a(H/n0), and u <- a(u||/e.), where
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a = ln/P» for the fields, and s <- (*//».), y «- (*oy), and * *- («•*) for ̂ e dimensions.
The two-fluid equations for this system appear as5

(2)

£ = (Vn x V#), - f C-1VfCn - *) - £V,,« + £ J<w(0*<(*) *''", (3)

i = (Vu x V^)2 -LV,,n-h A»V{ u, (4)

where C s (ve/w.)(me/Mi)(L./Ln)
2, L = Ln/la, n s ^K^u.L2,)-1, K = kQp3, the

7,i's are external drive coefficients, I is the fcy-mode number, the first term on the right side
of each equation is the advective nonlinearity, and the parallel gradient is V|| = xd/dy. A.
small perpendicular hyperviscoaity of the form -MJ. V4 is used in each equation to truncate
the spectrum. Care is taken throughout that this does not affect the dynamics. Eqs. (2-4)
are solved numerically by a nondissipative method described and tested elsewhere.6 The
sheared t-delta model7 may be recovered by eliminating the n - <j> term from Eqs. (2,3)
and replacing n with ^ under the tune derivative. Sources and sinks are identified through
the conservation law for the total energy, E = | (|Vj»2\ -h 5 (n2) + ̂  (u2), under Eqs.
(2-4), and are defined in terms of amplitude growth rates as

r*i *
Tn = (1/2J?) {-ndift/dy}, Td = (1/2JS?) / dx

denoted herein as (nonlinear) free-energy feeding (Pn), collisional dissipation (re), (linear)
external drive (Td), and sound wave damping (Tt).

The problem with the «-delta model as a stand-in for the complote nonadiabatic
electron dynamics is that stated earlier: the two systems have different nonlinear dynamics
in a very fundamental sense, namely, their respective cascade properties. The nonlinear
part of each system is isolated by considering it in the absence of energy sources or sinks:
we remove the gradient term and set Vjj to zero. In this limit the t-delta model and the
Hasegawa-Mima system are identical, described by the single equation 3(1 — V^)<^/3t =
Jfv • VV^. (Here, we normalise both s and y to k^L Ln homogeneous models, preserving
isotropy.) This is very similar to the equation for a 2D fluid, and has the same cascade
properties: inverse for energy, E = |0|2 + |V^|2, and direct for enstrophy, n s |<p - V2^2.
An absolute equilibrium ensemble8 may be used to compute the statistical equilibrium
spectra for each quantity; this gives the result4 E(k) oc k~l and fl(Jfc) a k for high-/fc.
Basically, the system is being treated as a random bath of eddies, and the entropy of
the fluctuation amplitude distribution is maximised subject to the constraints represented
by conserved quantities. Foi- the Hasegawa-Mûca system as well as the 2D fluid the dual
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cascade is tlie result of the need to conserve two quantities determined by the same field, but
with differing fc-dependencea. The one with weaker fc-dependence, energy, tends to collect
at large scales (low-fc). If one now takes the hydrodynamic limit of the complete system, two
equations result: a 2D fluid equation for the E x B flows: dVfyfdt =- -Kv • VV2^, and
a passive advectiou equation for the density, dn/dt = -Kv • Vr?.. In the limit of complete
decorrelation between n and <j> the absolute equilibrium ensemble shows the same dual
tendency for the flows: E = |V<£|2 a k~l and Q 3 JV^2 oc k. The density fluctuations,
however, conserve only energy and collect this at high-fc:4 N s |n|2 a k. Total enstrophy,
|n — V2^j2, reduces to ÏÎ in the high-fc limit. Since at high-fe energy and enstrophy are
contained primarily in, the density and potential, respectively, both can now collect at,
or cascade toward, small scales. These equilibrium spectra have been computed through
direct simulation of the homogeneous equations. The results, shown for the hydrodynamic
case in Fig. l(a), agree well with the absolute equilibrium ensembles. In the hydrodynamic
case the density is in fact completely scrambled, with the measured correlations (n.(j>) and
(nvx) not statistically different from zero (b). Here, vs is d<j>/dy.

The effect of the free energy source on this statistical equilibrium is shown by re-
introducing the gradient term to the density equation: dn/dt = — Kv • Vn — d<f>/dy. The
result of the simulation using the statistical equilibrium as an initial state is shown in Fig,
1. Except at low-fc, the spectra (c) are largely unchanged, which just means the turbulence
is sufficiently strong that the energy input does not influence energy redistribution in k-
space. The density is still completely uncorrelated to ^, but there is now a strong turbulent
flux (d), indicative of a strong feed rate, Tn. After the flux rises from zero, an asymptotic
state is reached in which the total energy is increasing linearly with time. Due to the
absence of sinks, growth continues until the energy errors become large.

The nonzero turbulent flux arises from a favouring of positive correlation between n
and vs by the density gradient. The inverse cascade in the potential places most of its
energy at low-fc, so through $ the density gradient can feed the direct density cascade.
As energy cascades into a given range of fc-modes, these modes are born with an equal
probability distribution of normalised flux correlations, (n«z), ranging from —1 to +1. In a
saturated state, the energy balance for each batch of modes is between input by the density
gradient and by cascade from larger scales, and output by cascade to smaller scales. Modes
with a positive correlation are therefore favoured in the long term as they are preferentially
fed by the free energy source. A simple calculation considering the density fluctuations as
a random bath subject to this energy balance results in a spectrum for the turbulent flux
which depends only on the redistributing flows: Tn(Ji:) a v(k)/k. With the equilibrium
spectrum for <£ this gives a power law with an exponent of —3/2, which is in fact consistent
with the result of the direct simulation shown in Fig. l(e). This spontaneous alignment
by the fluctuations to tap the free energy in the density gradient is a decisive contributor
to any overall balance, and since it is a purely nonlinear process, the physics are quite
different from those in a simple linear mixing length or t-delta model.
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Fig. 1. Hydrodynaxnic statistical equilibrium, (a) Normalised spectra of energy in E x B
flows (|V<E|2), and in density fluctuations (H2); and of mean squared vorticity (|V5_0| ).
(b) Normalised correlations, (rnf>) and (nvx).
Hydrodynamic system with free energy present, spectra (c) and correlations (d). The
spectrum (e) of the free energy feeding, Tn, is consistent with the fc~3/2 of the simple
cascade model.
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These homogeneous simulations are useful in revealing the cascade dynamics in both
the adiabatic and hydrodynamic limits and in the identification of the process which pro-
duces spontaneous alignment between n and W1, namely, selection by the free energy source
due to its effect on the cascade balances. However, the effects of magnetic shear must be
considered if one wishes to understand turbulent drift-wave dynamics in a real system.
The most important property of the sheared system is the division into both adiabatic and
hydrodynamic regions, à consequence of the fact that the parallel gradient vanishes at the
resonant surface. Assuming a constant derivative for k\\, there is a layer of width

centered at the resonant surface, in which parallel electron diffusion is insufficient to force
an adiabatic response.5 (Here, we assume that d/dt ~ w,.) Well outside of this layer
nonadiabatic dynamics are suppressed. A competition between the free-energy feed in
the hydrodynamic layer and collisional dissipation at its edges is therefore an important
contributor to the overall dynamics. We show this through-direct simulation of Eqs. (2-4).
The main parameters are set, C = I and K — 0.1, so that p, = AD and both fall Ln the
middle of the fcy-spectrum. The system is driven with ~id(ky) = To[2&./(l + fcj)]3, where
k, = kp, and 70 = 0.1. No mode is linearly unstable.

The nonlinear mode structure in the saturated state is shown 'in Fig. 2, in which all
quantities are time-averaged. In addition to the maintenance of large scales by the Inverse
cascade in <£, there is strong peaking in the energy spectra (a) at the intermediate scales,
Ac and p,. To identify the causes we measure t.v .i spectra (b) and profiles (c) of the energy
sources and sinks (the four I"s). The peaks in the energy spectra are seen to be the result
of those in the sources. We also note that both sinks are important at both large and small
scales. Transfer of energy from source to sink is active at all scales, with very little going to
viscous scales (viscous dissipation is measured to be a factor of at least 100 down from the
four I"s). This is a direct result of the shear, which guarantees the presence of a spatial
location where any &||-dependent process (such as parallel ion dynamics) is important.
No part of the transfer is "inertial" , although the cascade dynamics are important as
underlying tendencies. It is thus incorrect to model Landau damping (in this case F4) as
a sink solely at low-fe in a homogeneous model with a constant fc||. From the profiles we
see the spatial character of the energy transfer, again a result of the shear. The turbulent
tapping of free energy (here, Fn) discussed above is most effective where fc|| vanishes. Much
of this is dumped at the edge of the hydrodynamic layer, where Fn is balanced by collisional
dissipation. The leftover (we always observe Tn > F6) combines with the external drive
to be dumped into sound wave damping (F4). Finally, the Frt «•* F6 balance determines
the nonlinear mode widths, compared (d) to the linear values. The slope of the width in
the nonadiabatic part of the density [h = n — <£) shows the competition between turbulent
broadening due to the flows and collisional dissipation.

The shear introduces an extra enhancement of Fn at the largest scale and the Ac-scale
through coherent structure dynamics. The largest scales are maintained by the ubiquitous
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Fig. 2. Nonlinear mode structure, (a) Energy spectra, as in Fig. 1. (b) Time-averaged
spectra for the I"s (un-normalised to show relative strengths). The total balance, Fe, shows
net source and sink ranges and has the linear sxia on the right, (c) Profiles in x for the
T's. (d) Mode width spsctra for n (A*) and h (A/,). Points marked "N" and "H" are the
linear values.
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Fig, 3. (a) S(ky,u) for the density. The overlying solid curve is the approximate linear di-
spersion relation. The constant-w/fcy line (dashed) is consistent with the low-fcv coherence
feature. The long time scaU on whîûi nonlinear mode structure changes is identified with
2x/w0. See text for details, (b) Contours snapshot of the nonadiabatic part of the density,
h. Solid (dashed) lines are positive (negative) levels,' with the zero suppressed. Arrows
representing the strongest E x B flows are superposed. Most of the free energy feeding

near the ends of the large-scale coherent chainlike structures in /i.
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inverse cascade for ^ (the Sows are only indirectly affected by the hydrodynamic layer).
The shear, through the presence of the hydrodynamic layer, (1) causes an enhancement in
the population of Ac-sized blobs in the density, since all modes with fcvAc < 1 cascade to
that scale first-it is the "nearest" ky allowing structural isotropy, (2) correlates emerging
Ac-sized blobs with the flows which cut them off from the large-scale structures, and (3)
provides feedback through the collisional dissipation process to further couple Ac-sized
blobs to Ac-sized flows. The resulting feeding of energy at both the largest fcy-scale and the
Ac-scale produces the form of the spectrum of Tn- The phase coherence of the large scales
can be ascertained from the S(ky, w) power spectrum, shown in Fig. 3 (a) for the decay case
(-70 = O)- The strong feature below the linear dispersion curve at low-fcy contains most of
the signal and is consistent with phase-locking of the large-scale modes. It is associated
with long-term coherent structures in the density, specifically in the nonadiabatic part:
h = n — <£. Fig. 3(b) shows such a structure, and the Ac-sized blobs sheared off from its
ends. The strongest E x B flows, depicted by the arrows, are always connected with the
blobs to give rise to most of the turbulent flux. Moreover, we observe (not shown) that
the long timescale given by S(fcy,w) plot, 27T/uo, is the same as that on which changes in
the overall Fn (L e., the mode structure) cause changes in the rest of the system energetics
(L 6., the other I"s).

These nonadiabatic electron dynamics lead ultimately to a situation in which almost
any finite level of external drive maintains a saturated state of at least marginally nonlinear
rms amplitude (the so-called "mixing-length" level). This is a natural result of the profound
differences between linear mode structure and the structure seen in Figs. 2 and 3, and
suggests that linear stability calculations for drift waves lack relevance when applied to
transport estimates. Although the processes described here, confined as they are to quite
narrow layetc, would not be expected to be a direct cause for particle or energy transport,
they do in fact lead to enhanced turbulent levels which lead to transport by other means,
such as toroidal cc upling or trapped-electron dissipation. Collisional drift-wave turbulence
must therefore bu considered in any attempt to model transport in regions where the
parameter C is ;.t least of order unity, and current models of this transport strongly
underestimate it.
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